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X. MANUSCRIPTS AND EXTENDED REPORTS

Cn the Dissociation oi Spectral and ';'emporal Cue

in Initial Stop Consonants*

9

QUentin Summerfield and Mark Haggardt

ABSTRACT

9 to' the Voicing Distinction

It has been.claimed that a rising firstformant (FI) transi

tion is an important.cue to the voicedvoiceless distinctiom for

syllableinitial, prestressed stop consonants in English.. Lisker

(1975) has pointed out that the acoustic manipul.ations suggesting

role for-F1 have involved covariation Of the'onset frequency of F1

with the duration, and hence the frequency 'extent of the Fl

transition; lie has also argued that effects hitherto ascribed to

the, transition are more properly attributed to its onset. Tw

experiments are reperted in which 'F/ on.set frequency and,/ 1

transition duration/extent werd'manipulated independently. /The

results confirm Lisker's. suggestion .that the major effect of P1 in

initial voicing contrasts is determined by its pereeived frequency

at the onset of voicing and show that .a periodically excited Fl

transition is not, per se, a positive cue to voicing. In a third

experiment,, the frequencies at,the onset of voicing of.both F1 and

,

*.A parti* summary of these results was presented, at the 90th meet ing of the.

AcOustial'Society of America,- San Diego','California, NOvemberj975. This

paper has been accepted for publication in the Jovnal of the Acoustical

Society,of America.
.,
.tThe'Medical,Research Council.Hearing Research InstitUte, Nottingham, Eng

')

land.

ACknowledgment: ...Experiment I was conducted in.the Department'of Psychology

at\ the Queen's. University of Belfast, Northern Ireland with,the support of

grant AT/2058/021/HQ-from the Joint,. Spee.ch Research Unit., a,lc: and giant

B/RC/1466 from the, Science Research,,Council,. v.K. It was.. reported as

"Fist'formant onset frequenc.y as a cue to the tbicing distinction in 'pre

stressed, syllableinitial .stopconsonants," in Speech Perception No. 5,.

pp. 25-33. (Progress Report, Department of 'Psychology, The.Queen's Univer

sity of BelfaSt). This paper,was written, and the later,experiments:were

carried out, at the Ha'skins Lahoratories,.New H. en, Connecticut, U.S.A.

while Quentin Summerfield .was sUliported by a.N.A.T.O. pOstdoctoral re

search fellowship. We should jike to express oUr appreciation to Alvin

,Liberman for'his generous hospit.ality and encouragement, and tO Brunb Repp,

.Peter Bailey, 'Gary Kuhn and,David Pisoni for their criticisms of earlier

drafts of this manuscript:
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F2 were manipulated.. The 'influence on the perception of stop-

cnnsonant voicing that 'resulted was determined specifically by the

frequency of F1, rather than by the overall distritution of energy
in the spectrum. The results demonstrate a complementary relation-
ship between derceptual cue sensitivity and production ccinstraints:

in 'production, the VOT tharctcrizing a particular'stop-consonant
varieS. inversely with the degree of vocal tk.act conStrictiOn, and

hence the frequency of .I required by the phoneme following the
stop; in perception, the lower: the.frequency of F1 at the onset. of

Voicing,_ the longer the VOT that is required to cue voicelessness.

In this way, the inclusion of F1 onset frequency in the_cue---

repertoire for yoicing reduces the noninvariance:problem fc:r per-
.

ception.

INTkODUCTION7
Lisker and Abramson (1964) ,suggested:that the articulatory basis for the

voiced-voiceless:distinction for stop-consonants' resides, in the relative

timing of laryngeal and supralaryngeal articulations. PreStressedi syllable-
initial Voiced stops in English display temporal coincidence of oral release

with the onset' of larYngeal vibration. When the onset of vocal cord

vibyation: follows oral :release by more than about -40 msec, the stop is

voiceleSs. By translating variation on this articulatory .dimension into

Variati!bn of the parametric input to an acoustic speech Synihesizer, Lisker
and. Abramson ,(1967) generated VOT1 continua that spanned tfie two perceptual
categorieS of voicing-for.each of the three places of stop production used

Phoneme boundaries on these continua occurred close to those values

of yoT that optimally,: segregate voiced, from voiceless stops in the produc7

tions of English speakers. Since then, VOT continua have been used exten-
sively as experimental devices. They permit the determination of a phoneme
houndary, changes in whose position.can lie used as sensitive -:indi.c,es of the

perceptual. .consequences of variation of parameters both intrinSiK (for

example, Stevens and Klatt, 1974) and extrinsic (fr- example., EimaS,Nand

Corbit, 1973; Summerfield, 1975a) to the test syllables themselves. 'HoweY

it has not always been clear which aspects of the stimulus are held to be
perceptual cues, given that many of 'the acoustical parameters so far asserted
to.possess cue, value have tended to covary. Incorporating covariation in a

set of stimuli is well justified from an'articulatory. point' of view i..fthe

objectives (3c. an experiment are linguistic or cognitive. . .But, if the

objectives .a:re psychoacoustical or 'perceptual, then the use of covarying
parameters begs the question:of what adotistical variables are registered :and

'With reference tO the acoustics of production', the term 'VOT' will refer to
the Eime interval between the onset of the occlusion release transient and
!-)e onset of quasiperiodicity. 'With reference to continua .0-f synthetic

stimuli, he term 'VOT' will refet to the interval .between the onset.of the
stimul (that may or may not include a burst) and the onset of periodic
exc ation. During this interval, the presence of noise .excitation in F2,

and the higher: formants, and the absence of energy in Pi iS implied. The
term 'separation nterval' refer o71y:to the temporal aspect.of VOT.

r-



contribute to the perception of the contrast A precise specificAtion ol Ihe

perceptually poxtinent parameters is important if valid interpretations are

to be made of data obtained using. various types of continua whose memberS. are

',aid to vary in "VOT".

Using synthetic stimbli, Summerfield ansi Haggard (1974) artificially

'varied the temporal separation .of the, fricated' burs.: from the events that

.normalli follow it: formant transitions and th.2 onsct 'of. periodicity. They

demonstrated that the temporal interval is indeed n powerful perceptual cue,

whether or not it is filled with aspiration. The qu\estion remains; which of

the spectrAl parameters of VOT whose yariation is'normally correlated with

that of the separation interval are alSo perceptual cues? Stevens and Klatt

(1974)- suggested that-some threshold _duration or spectral extent of first

formant (Fi) transition rziay be psychoacoustically.a more basic cue to the

voicd value of the feature, and that VOT .(that is, the temporal separation

inter-,.al) is grafted onto this through learning in infancy. Summerfield and

Haggard (1974) showed that the detectability of transitions in both the first

and higher formants, whether or not they were periodically excited, could

provide important s'econdary cues for adults. Lisker (1975) has !irgued.that

the simple.articuLatory basis of VOT (for example;'Lisker and Abramson, 1971)

renders it the.most general and basic cue, but proposed that if nny secondary

aspect of the acoustical array related to formant transitions is important,

then it. is the onset frequency of_ F1 :rather than its dynamic spectral

properties. Lisker's data show that:when the importance of the.spectral cues

is assessed by trading them against VOT, which in turm affects the values of

the secondary transition oues, then VOT does' emerge as the, most' potent

perceptual cue. However, his results, based on a nonorthogonaliy varying

stimulus set, implicate the average frequency region of F2 as a functioning

secondary cue in addition to F1 onset frequency. The experiments reported

.here were designed to refirie and extend Lisker's conclusion and to reduce the

a'Aiguity.by using orthogenalL5r, Varying stimulus arrays. The matter canbe.

simplified by Asking three questions. Does F1 onset cue'a voiced percept in

inverse relation to its frequency? Is a rising F1 transition a'positive cue

to voicing independent of.its onset frequency? Are spectral influences on

the perception of voicing a function only Gi the frequency of F1 or of the

distribuion of energy in both F1 and the higher formants? Experiments I and

II were designed'to answer the first two of these queStions. Experiment III

was designed to dnswer the third question.

EXPERIMENT I: Conditions 1 and 2.

In the first condition of Experiment I, the frequency of a fixed

frequency, transitionless F1 was systeMAtically lowered across a set of

consonantvowel (CV) VOT continuA. If Lisker's (1975)..conclusion ds correct,

this procedure should increase the probability of a voiced percept at Any

given V6T. In the second.condition., the onset frequency of F1 was held

constant independently of the realized'VOT, while the duration, and conse

quently the spectral extent of F1 transition following voicing onset, were

systemAtically increased. If a periodically excited F1 transition is, per

se, a Cue to voicing, then this-procedure SI-ould increase the probability.of

a voiced percept at An: given VOT.

3
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Stimuli and Procedure'

Both conditiens et Experimeyit I were run interactively with 'stimuli

generated at run-time by a Fonew/OVE lilb serial resonance speech synthcsiz-

2er controlled by the SPEX progr
/
m (Draper, 1973) running on a D...E.C. PDP-12

digital computer. Stimuli w4re exemplars drawn from /gH,1c/ VOT continua
spanning the -)T range fror (JAnsec to +80 msee in 1-msec steps: The closed-

loop \algorithm ,ontrollirw .:tiMulus presentation was an implementation of

?EST AT'aylor and Creelman,/ 1967) with the lollowing control prrameters:

devi ion limit ot" t1),.., sequential test (W)=0.52; starting step
sizei'= 16, msec; termiunti g step size = 1 msec. These parameters result in

an /estimate of the p O. point ou the psychometric lunct:on underlyNg the
ph.rSical test con'Anuum. this point correspondS to the phoneme boundory. To

-achieve a controlled :, timate of the position of the bdundary, tWO yEST runs
were randomly interle /red with starting points randomly drawn from pr select-

!ed ranges approximately evenly balanced'on either side of the sup..ect's

expecte& phoneme bolndOry region. The two interleaved runs converged inde-
pendently from sta ting points at long and.short VOTs, and subjectS.were
unaware of pertorm ng in a closed-loop situation. Convergence was continued

v.

until the step s ze uf each run had 'diminished to less .than.or equal to

1 msec and the V s correSponding to the. p 0.5 eStimates from each run were
within 5 msec o one another. he phoneme boundary position is here defined
as the average- t these two independent estimates. Previously, open:loop and
closed-loop pr cedures for ef.cimating 'phoneme boundaries have been compared

and shown to p oduce highly similar results (SUmmerfield, 1974a).

The sti uli used in each condition were constructed from seven five-

formant CV 'stimulus types'.. A stimulus type is '. that set of synthesis

control parameters that generates a stimulus with a..?..VOT of 0 msec. The ?,

frequency ontours of F2 and, F3 did not differ between stimUls types and !!
were constructed with .initiaf formant transitions appropriate for the velar,::

place of rticulation. These transitions were linear in frequency/time over
their du ation of 44 Msec. The F2 transition had its onset at 2400 Hz and

reoched a steady state at 2000 Hz. The F3 transition had its onset at

2600 Hz and reached a Steady state at 3000 Hz. F4 and F5 were set.to 3500 Hz
and 50 0 Hz:. respectively. The total duratio& of each stimulus type was
320 ms c. The seven stimulus types used in Condition I were distinguished by

the f equencies of their first foreonts that vire set to 200, 225; 250, 275,
300, ,50, and 400 Hz.. The.Seven stimulus types' used in.CondiL:+or, 2 were

.iistnguished by the duration of their F1 transitions; these' transitions

alwa s onset at 250 Hz and rose lineaely at 5 Hz per msec for either 0, 6,

12, 18, 24, 30 or 36 msec after voicing' onset. No othe: syntheSis control
par metTrs.were varied between. stimulus types or' conditions. .0ver the first

80 sec of each stimillus type,'the overall aMplitude contour was constant and
th -fundamental _frequency (F)), was fixed at 100 H2 so that differences in Fo
at voicing onset could no accompany differences in. VOT, A stimulus with any
V T in the range 0 msec to +80 msec could be.constructed irom any one of the

With W=0.5 the.PEST atgorithm is simplifiea. The Wald sequential decision
teSt.is obviated and a change in stimulus value occurs after'every response.
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Figure 1: Schematic spectrograms showing the patterns of the first three
formants for the . seven stimuluS types_ used in Experiment I,
Condition 1 in exemplars with VOTs of 0 msec. (left)'and +20 msec
(right). Solid lines indicate periodic and, dotted lines aperiodic
formant excitation. The stinulus types are distinguished hy the
frequencies of Lheit transiLionless first formants.
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Figure 2: As Figure 1 for the seven '.3imulus types used in Experiment I,

Condition 2. The stimulus types are distinguished by the duration
and extent of their first formant transitions whieh oriset, inde-

pendently of VOT, gt 250 Hz.
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i

stimulus types by algorithm. The algorithm top1acod tho periodic excitation

\prior to tho specified VOT with noise excitation :).'i dB lowor ;Aid also

widened the bandwidth of F1 from 60 14 to 100 Hz tor this Tortion ot the

syllable. This procoduro rOnces the level of aperiodic energy in Fi and

thereby s,imulates rho acoustic consequences ot coupling the pharynx and the

trach'ea. 'The onset of pitch-pulsing was sync.hronizod to the specified VOT by

the procedure desclibed. by Draper and Haggard (1974). Figure 1 illustrates

the differences between the stimulus typos used in Condition I in displays 01

.the formant paremeter specifications F1, F2 and. F3 of exemplars with VOTs of

0 msec and +20 msec. . Figure 2 displays analogous patterns for the stimuli

used in Condition 2 and shows that in order to hold the onset frequency of Fl

constant as VOT varied, it was necessary to restructure Lhe spectral relation

between F1 and the higher.formants in a manner that is not: representative of

any.naturally, ocenrring variation.

Six adult subjeccs performed in the experiment, three in the order

Condition 1 - ConditiOu 2, and three in the reverse order. Each was n native

speaker of British'English and had served previously in experiments involvihg

closed-loop phonome boundary estimat.PZIn. Stimuli were presented binaurally

thruugh AKCK60 600-Ohm headphones to. Sebjects who sat in a sound-damped

cubicle.. lhe peak intensity of presentation was constant across subjects at

approximately" ,s5.c1B SPL for stimuli with 0\nsec. VOT derived from the two

identical stiMulus types (Types 3 and '1 in Conditions 1 and 2, respectively).

Subjects,were instructed to identify the inrtual consonant of each stimulus

as eitherig/ or /k/ and to indicate their msponse by pressing one of two

buttons labeled ,and 'K'. A think ',.,ttori, labeled could be pressed

to summon a repetition of the current itimulus. each subject ran through the

whole set of continnn twice.. In Condition 1, three,subjects experienced the,

continua in ascending, followed by descending, nrder of F1 frequencies, and

three in descending, followed by ascending order. The two estimates obtained

were averaged to provide ,a single estimate for each subject on each

Continuum. Analagous order balancing was employed in Condition 2. The lack

of naturalness inherent in'tIlc stimulus structure posed do difficulty for

listeners, although some sUbjects reported hearing stimuli with long VOTs and

eXtensive F1 transitions in Condition 2, as initiated by the cluster /k1/,

rather than by the single consonant /k/.

Results

The s-even boundary positions' obtained for each subject in each condition

are plotted against 'the frequency of F1 for Condition 1 in Figure 3, and

against both, the duration o. the F1 transition and the frequency of the F1

steady state for Condition 2 in Figure 4. Mean boundary positions obtained

by averaging these data over subjects are tabulated in Table 1 for

Condition 1 and in Table 2 rot Condition 2.

The results of Condition 1 Support Lisker's (1975) conclusion that the

onset: frequency of F1 can'function as a voicing cue: thedata in Table I

show that -he position of the phorieme. boundary averaged across subjects

decreases monotonicalty_as the frequency of a.transitjonless first formant is

raised. Only subject 6 failed to show an overall decrement. The seven

'phoneme boundarii from each'of the six subjectsere examined together in a

7
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Figurer3:' Results of Experiment I, Condition I for . six..individual subjects..
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TABLE 1: Experiment 1: Condition 1.

'Mean .phoneme bOundaries in msec of VOT /PBs/ averaged over two

estimates.by each of 6 subjects on seven /g.,,kl,VOT continua differen-
tiated by the frequency of a constant frequ'e'ncy, transitionless first
formant (200,Hz - 400 Hz).

Number and first formant frequency (Hz)
of Stimulus Type :-

IPBs1

(1) (2)' (3) (4) (5) (6)

200 225 250 275 300 -350 '

33.81 30.99 29.53 2843 26.64 24.73

(7)

400
22.59

TABLE 2: Experiment Condition 2

Mean phoneme boundaries in msec of VOT /PBs/ ayeraged
estimates by each of 6 subjects on seven /g-k/ VOT conttnua
tiated by the durations of their ,first _formant transitions
36 msec) that onset at 250 Hz independently of VOT.

Number and first formant transition duration
of Stimulus.Type

[PBsl

over wo
differen-
(0 msec-'

msec)

(1) (2) (3) .(4) (5) (6) (7)

0 6 12 18 24 30/ 36

-28.25 28.01 27.59 25.74 26.04 2,6.81 26.18



onfarametric test for monotonic trend (Ferguson, 1966) that 6ve a value of

/the normal.deyiate equal to 6.19',,indicating that the trand.is significant

(p'< ,P.-tailed). The result's of Condition 2 indicate that variation in

F1 transition duration/extent does produce a small effect on the perception

of. stop :voicing. However, it is not in the direction predicted from the

argument's of. Stevens and Klatt (1974) or Summerfield and Haggard (19.74)..on

the basis. of transition detectabiIity. Table 2'shows that a. fall in the

value Of VOT at the phoneme boundary occurred as transition duration

increased. This trend is evident in the data of Subjects 1, 3, 4 and 6 and

is also significant (z=2.58; p < 0.05; 2-tailed). .

Discussion

The results aif,Experiment I imply that the critical aspect of F1 for the

perception of stop-voicing is its perceived frequency at 'the 'Onset of

voicing, and suggest that an 'FI.CransitiOn as.such does not specifically .

predispose a voiced percept. However, the relative amOlitudes in the outputs

of a serial resonance synthesize77 ate not fixed, but vary acCording to the

jormant freqpency.sepatations Fant, 1960). In natural productions,,

consttictin tghe supralaryngeal vocal tract lowers the fteCluency of _and"

teduces .the amP-litudes of the higher formants and the overall intensitf"of

the output. Increasing the frequency of F1 in an OVE synthesizer raises the

overall intensitY of the output, including the higher'formantS, :so' that the ".

.distribution o,f ener.in the spectrum increaaingly favours, bighei frequen-

:cies.. Accordingly, the results of Experiment I could reflect, perceptual

sensitivity eitheeto changes in, the location of the.first spectral peak at ,

the onset of periodicity, or alternatively, to changes.in_the amplitude of.

that.peak'..relative to iDeaka,.at_.b.'..: r frequencies. To. determine ,which

interpretation isf more appropritt_ control experiment was run using

stimuli generated on a parallel 'formant: synthesizer whose fotmant amplitudes

could be specified individually and for which, therefore, the frequency of F1

and-. the relative amplitUdes of the first three :foments could be:varied

independently.

EXPERIME/4T II:-.Conttol Conditions 1 and 2

In the first control "condition, nine VOT continua were created by

combining each of...three -values of F1 onset frequency with .each of three

extents of F1 traasition. 'Within each continuum, the onset frequency of Fl

Was held.constant as,in.Condition 2-of Experiment I. 'If the tesults ol.that

condition reflect perceptual sensitiyity to changes in the onset frequency of

thetrophoneme boundaries shduld vary here with.F1 onset fretfuency, but not

with.F1 transition extent., .In.the second controhcondition, the amplitude of

F1 telative to F2' was varied over a 12 dB range across three XOT

while the spectral specification of the stimuli comprising .the continua Was

unchanged. If the results.of Expeliment., I reflect perceptual sensitivity to,

Changes in relative forthant amplitudes, then phoneme boundaries should.shift,

tb shorter. VOTs ..as the intensity of el is. teduced .relative to Ff.

AlterhatiVely; if the resulta reflect _sensitivity to _the frequencies of

spectral peaks at the onset of periodicitjr, rather than to their absolute or

relative_amplitudes, then the three boundaries should coincide.

11
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'Control Conditiod 1: Stimuli end-Procedure

4

Nine two-formant /g-k/ VOT continua 'were synthesized on the parallel

resonance. aynthesizer at Haskins Laboratories (Mattingly, 1968).,, Each con-

tinnum consiSti!d'of,eight 3.00 msec Stimuli that varied in .VOT .from$15 .msec:
to. +50 msec in.5 mSec steps with the onset of pitch- pulsing synchropized-to .

.the,intended VOT. As VOT increased-along ,each Continuum, the amplitude of.F1
waS'reduCed to:. zero and F2- was excitei-bY noise. .StiMuli with the same VOT
in different continua were differentiated only by the frequencies of their',

first. torments. Within sny continuum the actual onset frequency. of F1 was
fixed,and did not vary with VOT. Nine continua were 'created by combining :
three 'Values of F1.on5et frequency (208, 311 and.412-Hz) with three frequency.

,
extents: of F1 tranaition (200, 100 and 0 Hz). The- duration of these

transitions was 20 mSec. ,(The first torment frequency parameter changed over
five successive 57-msec iiktervals,'-rea64ing a steady state in the fifth

intetval.) ;The transition rates were, th'erefore, 10 H2/msec, .5:1-12/msec and

:,D,Hzfrms.e.c.I'lletransitionrateofc is the same as. that usad in

Condicion...2 of Experiment I. The- transition duration of 20 msec is longer
than the .5 msec that Stevens and Klatt (1974) showed to-be the 75.percent
threshold duration for detection' of an F1 transition changing at. a rate of
8.5 -Hz/mSec. The acoustic differences among the members of the continua are
.eXemplified In Figure 5, .where the torment, parameter' Specifications. of.
stimuli, in whicli F1 onsets. at. 208.Hz with .VOTs of 0 msec and '+20 Msec are
displayed.

Two groups of 4ubjects listened to a randomization that intluded ten
occurrences of each of the 72 stimuli. Stimuli were presented ,binaurally
through Grason-Stedler TDH39-300Z headphones-at a level of 85:-'dB SPL (peak

deflection): 'One.group of subjects tonsisted,of six members of the reseazth
taff of-Haskins Laboratories, any Of' whose rt.sidual phonetic naivety was

idSpelled by a description of the acoustic st:ucture of. the stimuli: The ,,'

- other group consisted of nine students attendihg a Yale UniverSity .summer 1

school who deflared themselves to be phonetically naive. Subjects were
instructed to make a forced 4hoice identification of the initial consonant' of

.each stimulus as.either-'2/'g/ or /k/,but to .inditate ih additiot if-the Sound
that they heard was not a satisfactory exemplar of a CV syllable initiated by
eithei'./g/ or

Control Condition'l: Results

: Four of the Pxperienced sUbjects and siX.of the naive subjects exhibited
'predictable performance: 'they.reported few instances of.Stimuli initiated by
phonemes ()Chet: than /g/ Or /k/ and reported increasing mimbers. Of /k/

Percepts as VOT increased along each continuum. However, the .VOT range
+15 msec to +50 msec was not 9ufficient to permit . the computation of a

phoneme boundary for every subject in every condition. Accordingly; the data
from Condition L are.summarized in Table 3. not as phoneMe boundary 'positions,
but as percentages o'f./gfresponses made by these.ten subjects to the eight
members Of each continuum toMbiped. Figure 6 displays plots of the percen-
tage of /g/ responses made to each stimulus in each continuum averaged across
these sut;jects.. Each point plots the bean of 100 observations.__ .

-7-



Frequency [Hz] --
3000

250

200 F2

500

400 [3]

300 [21 F
1

200

°Ido

t

1iii,11\iig
0 20 50 300[msec] 0 50 -300J.rnsecl

VOT:: 0 msec YOT= + 20 msec

Figure 5:.. Schematic .spectrograms showing the ,pattern of the.: first t%co

formantS for '.stimuti used in. Experiment H, Condition 1 in

exeMplars with VOTs,of .(Jt msec (left) and.+20 msec (right) in which

F1' onsets',at,208 HZ.- _StiMuli were derived ,from nine:N/OT continua

distinguished by .a) t,he onset, frequencieS ol t:heir first formants

(208 311 or 412 Hz), .and b) the extent of thtir-first'formant

transitions (0,--100 6r.'200. Hz).
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TABLE 3 : ,Experiment II : Condition f.
, :

Percentages of-,!'W reSponses made to the members. of jiine VOT

continua averaged over 10 subjects,. EaOh continuum coniisted of

eight. members ranging in VOT from +15 msec to +50 msec. The continua

were distinguished by the onsei-fre-q6--Incy of7-IlvelT first 1:ormants

(208, 311 or 412: Hz) and by their frequency eXtent of the first

formant transitions (0 100 or 200 Hz).

Firs:t Formant06'set-Frequency (Hz)
208 311 412

First Foi-mant 0 77.8 66.6 33.5

Transition 100 69.2 48.9 34.1

Extent (Hz) 200 60.4 52.9 41.5

A difference of 12.6 percent between any pair of means is sufficient

for a Rosteriori significance at the p < 0.01 level.

TABLE 4 : ExPeriment_II : Condition 2.

.,

Mean phoneme boundaries in msec o VOT estimated by Prohit Analysis
- _

.

for each of seven subject's (S) oct;:q-ach 'of-threeig-k/ VOT continua.

The continua,were distinguished by the rel.ative inte'n-gitiesof Fl and.

F2: ,FI varied through a 12 dB. range across the three contihlia-
,

'6 dB, 0 'cli3 and +6.d8 relitive to T2).4

r 0 ,

.Continuum: c
Relative fhtehsity of F1:-.

(1) . (2). a(3) :,.,

8ubject -.6dB , OdB / +6dB
.

36.39 34.56 33.76

'S2 39.78 '36.95 -33.77

83 39.65 .39.56 39.54

S4. 33.96 -37.77 37.42'.

S5 33.9.2 3.7.26

S6 4.118 36..00 41.:58

S7 t. 27.88 32.22 36.05 .

'MEANS 36..10 '36..33 '36.71

2 0



Four suhjects claimed that More than 25 percfmtlof the initial conso-

nants were neither /g/ nor /k/. They heard:some stimuli with long VOTs as

initiated, by palatal affricates (for. exemple, /tfi/). Their data were

qualicatively'iiMilari:tnou.&mare_variable_then those of the other subjects.

The data of one experineI 'subjeCt were noise free but-Willbementioned-no
further 2s he only heard instances.of /g/..

The numbers of /g/ responsesAfforded each of the 72 stimuli-by-each 'of

the ten consistent subjects were 'exaMlned in a three-way univariate analysis.

of variance'with the factors:

a) subjects (10),
'b) F1 Onset. frequency (208, :311 or 41241z),
c) F1 transition extent (0, 100 or 200 HZ) and

.:c1) VOT (15, 20,.25, 30, 35, 40, 45 or 50 msec)-

The effects of both the major independent variables and their interac-'

tion were significant (F1 onset frequency: F[2,18]=28.64i. p < 0.01. F1

transition extent:' F[2,181711.38;. Ap\< 0.01. . Iliteraction: Ft4,36J=7.30;

p< 0.01). 1cist-hoc, comparisons made 'according to the criteria recommended'

by.Scheffe (1959) show that.increasingy4 onset.frequency both from.208.Hz to
311.Hz...and from 311 Hz .to'412-Hz, produced significant:decreases in the
percentage of. /g/ responses (p< IncreasingF1 transitiun_extent from
0 flz to eithee 10001.1z or,200 Hz, also prcidUced a .significapt decteasOn the
percentage of voiced. percepts.. (p < 0.05),, but no ..systematic _effect reSnited

from the-increase from 160 Hzto 200. Hz of F1 transition 'extent. "The eXtent

:to 'T;inich these results are manifest in IndiVidual comparisOns may be.examined,

in.:.,Table 3, where 'a difference. of 12.6 percent between any pair nf,Means is

reqUired for a posteriori .significance at' the p < 0.01-level.'

Overall,.the resultS' show that 'increasing F1 onset frequency reduces the
.proportion. of voiced perCepts indepAdently'of the Characteri.Stjcs Of, any
following F1 transition. The eXtent to which the' presencebl an F1

transition aisc reduces 1the.%proportion of voiqed perc.epts depends on .its
onset frequency. 'The effect is largest for onsets at'208 Hz, and.dithinishes

to zero as the onset7fs taised to 412 Hz.,

Control Condition 2
- .

Two- stimuii were added.to the continuum used in Condition 1 in which Fr

hec1 its .onset at 311 Hz with, 0 Hz '71.-transition extent. The 'extended

continuum rangedjrom +.10:msec to. +55 msec of VOT. It was duplicatad twiee
. .

to create a total of three continua inwhichs the level of F1 relatiye to .F2
,

was +6 dB 0 dBand -6 dB. Seven,neive .subjects listened to a. randomization

' comprising teqinstances. of each ofthe 30 stimuli and indicatedwheihethey
perceivedthe initial:consonant as /0,,nr /k/. Table 4 shows their isti6netuie

boundaries.estimat- d.byprobit'analysis (Finney, 1971).

.TheSe boundaries w re examineajna two-way analysis of Variance with
.the factors:

16'
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a) subjects (7) and
b).relative formant amplitude (+6 dB, 0 dB or -6 dB).

The .effect of varying the relative amplitudes of F1 'End F2 was not_

significant (F[2,121=0.093).. Although one subject _did show a Palen increase

in bouridary pos-itionthincreasing intensity of F1, two,oLhers displayed

the reverse patteru Overall, variation of-tfie Yel-atiVe-irtensities_ of F1

and F2 in these continua produced no systematic_effect on the decision as to

whether the initial stop was voiced,or voiceless.

Dis'cussion
,/

The Perceptual effects of varying F1 onset.frequency in Experiment I

..cOuld have been mediated by those. covariations in rOlative and, overall

formant amplitudes, that. the acoustic theory of SpeecVproduction predicts,0

.-and that-an .OVE_synthe4er produces ,Had that, been! so, no effects should

haVe resulted_in EXperiment ll-from-varying the_freqdency'of Fl while hpl,iing

its absolute and relative' atpl:tbde.constant, But: an appreCiable effect

shoul-d.hgVe resulted from varying its amplitude while holdingits frequency

constant:. This was not the case: .The opposite pattern was.. produced and

confirms that the.critical aspect.of Fi,for the.perceptual._categorization of ,

members of:VOT ,continua is its perceived.freqUency: at the',onset of voicing,..

rather than its absolUte.or relative amPlitude.'

In,-Control condition 1, the frequency eXtent. of Fltransition was varied .

while-hOldirivits onset frequacv fixed.. The results of-'this manipulation

confirmed the' second finding of .Experiment I that a rising F1 transition

fbIlowing..the onset of,voicing does not, in itself, increase the probability,

of a. voiced per-:ept.-. eransitions onsetting at 250H2 Experimeni: I) and at,'

208Hz and'311Hz (in Experiment, II),, significantly increased.the, probability .

of voiceless' Rercepts. The physiolOgiCal representations of th separation

cue and the'F1 eniet.cUe could.both.be influenCed.By whethei voicing onset is

accompanied by a rising, rather than a steady, F1. .If tbere were less energy%

in the'critical band aroun'd the-putative onSet frequency of. an .F1 transition

'than at.the onset of a fixed frecidency Ff,'then the.separatiOn. interval might

Be perceived as- longer. and .the F1. onset .frequency as higher than their'

respective Physical values., The dataimply that the perceived onset of F1 in

-.thes stituli is-determined By spectrotemporal integration .over-the duration

of the first twoor three pitch pulses, but that the dependency of Fionset

.registration oh spectrotemporal integration decreases as physical onset

frequencies.increase from TOO Hz to 400 Hz.

Experiments and II deMonstrate that.. the-perceived freqUency of Fj?at

the pnset of .7oicing plays an identifiable role as a spectr'l parateter.

influencing t1fe voiced-voiceless. deCision. TheY \do not determine\whether. it

'is correct' to "impute to' the frequency 'of tile' Ti peak the entire.Burden of

-pectral inf1uen,7e or whether . that influe'rice derim\es.fromthe distribution..of'

energy,,in the spectrum including both'F1 .and the, hi-gher foments'. 'Lisker
f

,

,(1975) considered this possibility .to be uhlikelk, although:the perceived
differences between his stimulus types can be eConomically summarized by
expressing the spectral influence as:the weighted sum of .an-effect of F1 arta

an effect Of F2. A dependency' of'boundary locaion_on the frequencies of.

17
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TABLES 5a, bi c: Obtained phoneme boundaries i.jjisec of VOT and

boundaries predicted by the equation:
,

Vb=58 100[(215)Log( F1*/200) (2/3)Log(F2*/ 1000)]

where:
Vb is the predicted boundary in msec of VOT,.

F1* and F2* are the frequencies of the first

and second formants at the onset- of voicing..

TABLE 5a,:. The. letterS'A, B, C, D and-E i'dentify /g-k/ continua

AS in'the4riginal paper.

Continuum F1*, F2* 'Obtained Predicted Difference
A 540 1232 39. 40 .+1

B 69 1232 30 29 , -1 ( /'

.1232 43 41 -2

D

.386.

286-- 1845 35 34 -1

F: 412 2000 24. 25 +1

Data' froth Lisker.(1975).

TABLE 5b:, 'Predictions are made for three oCthe seven

Continuum F1* F2* Obtained Predicted DifferenCe

1 200 2Q98 34 37 (, +3

5. 'HO 2158' 27 . 29 +2

. 7 .400 2194 23 23 0

.;Data froM Experiment I: Condition
-r

concinua.

TABLE 5c: Predictions are made for eight /da-ta/ coniinua diffeien-
,

tiated by their F1 transitiod.durations (FIT-bur.) .

Coninuum F1*
F1 T-Dur.

F2*..' Obtained Predicted Difference

20 .645 1200 21 :32 +11

25 576 22 34 +12

40 640
.1235

1320 30 33 . 43 ,

5.6 -... 1375 34 ' 34 0

70'

.478

452 1410 40 34 . -6

85 427 1445 44 34 -.10

-100 -400 1480 45 . 34 -11 \
.115 '375- 1500 46 35 711

Data froM..Li.sker et al.,(1975)..
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--both F1 and F2 at the onset of voicing is economically expressed in the

otherwiae arbitrary formula:

Vb=58 100[2/5[Log( !1*/200)1 ~ 2/3[Log(Fe/ 1000)fl

Vbisthe predicted voiCing boundary of -

VOT in msec.
: F1* and-F2* are the frequencies in Hz of the first.and

secodd formants atthe.onset of voicing.
.

1

The values of the conStants were derived by trial:, and errorito fit Lisker's
(1975) data as shown in Table 5a. While. thefit'to LiskerlSidata 'is quite
good, suggesting a role for F2, 'and the gxpression adequately' predicts the
boundary yositions observed here in Experiment I (show& in Table 5b);

TAblg 5c shows.that the equation faiIs to account for' the data Of Lisker,
Liberman, EricksAn and DechoVitz '(1975)..

Figure 7 displays a plot of obtained phoneme boundary location as a

function of F1 onset frequenc for data reported in the present- papgr, and by.P.
Stevens and-Klatt (1974), Lisker (1975), Lisker-gt nl. (1975), ai40,..

and Bra.:iy (1975): There are two-important.features of,this "
theinverse relationship between the -onset'frequency. olfFl.and the pOsi,t4on

.

of sthe voicing boundary demonstrated in the present experiments is eq4ally: .

apparent in-the other sets-Of data plotted. here. SeconC,Jespite the failure,

of the equation to' describe the data of Lisker et al., the remaining_datasdo
justify the cearch for some descriptionof spectral influences that includes
the frequency of F2 in addition to that of Fi. The dotted 1.ine FigUre

lalling diagonally from. left to right,segregates.the data according to-the
frequency of F2 incorporate& in the stimuli.. Results obtained from stimuli
in which F2. w'as above 1500 Hz-fall below this line, those in: which F2.114as.
below 1500 Hz :fail above the line. The patternsuggeststhat loweringlhe.
frequencies of both Fl,and. F2 can cause the voicNg.boundarY.to shifC!..to
longer.VDTs.-, In-addition, it appears that the More diffuse:the spectrumCIhe
larger ts the-effect-of.varying F1 onset frequency.

While this is one explanation for the pattern 'of data in:Tigure7,4 it is
also 'possible that the pattern reflects thg effects-of variatiOna.in voicing
cues quite diffgrent from. those.- considered 'here [see Klatt (1975) for a

reviewi, and the-effecta of different strategies, for'oynthesis and the use of,
different .grodps'of--listeners. Resolution of these alternitiVes' requires-:
that . the'aame group' of fisteners categorize. the members of a set ,of

continua_whbse vocalic contexto arercharacterized by a range of F2 freciuen- -
cies in combination with a range of F1 frequenciea.: This was done -in
Experiment

EXPERIMENT III

and Procedure

-
Sixteen /d-t/ i/OT continua° were synthesized on the parallel fotmant

synthesizer at Haskins LaboratorieS. The continua' .included identical syn-
vxu

theis 'Control .parameter specifications, for Fl, Fo and the overall. and
.
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individual formant amptitudc's. They were.distinguished only by----d-Uferences

in the frequency contours of their first and second formants.

continua.were formed bY combining each.of four F1 'Steady-state frequencies
.'

---gixt en

(208, 412, 614 and 819 Hz) with each of four F2 steady-state. frequencies
(1001., 1306, 1611 anC.1917 Hz). This range of formant frequencies includes
vewels not found in the English vowel system. Transitions in F1, F2 and:F-3
were linear in frequency/ti:me oyer their duration of 35, msec. F1 transitions
rose from 208 Hz at stimulus onset to the appropriate steady-state. F2 onset

frequencies were coMputed so that the extrapolated trajectories of F2

transitions originated at 1800 Hz 50 msec before syllable onset. The.F3.
transition had its onsetat 2861 Hz an& Jell to a steady-state at 2527 Hz.
All stimuli included a Iricated burst centered on 4000Hz. and lasting 10 msec
from stimulus onset. ,.Ea'8h stimulus 'wa's 300 msec in.duration. Over the first
100 msec, the, fundamental frequency was constant at 110 Hz. Figure 8 in-.

cludes schematic displays of Elle. -formant parameter specifications of the
stimuli.

Each continuum consisted.:of 10 members with VOTs of, +5, +10 t15, +20,

+25; +30, +35, +40,-. +45 and ;4-50 msec formed by replacing periodic excitation

with noise excitation in F2 And F3 and eliminating energy. in F1. . The onset
of pitch-pulsing was synchronized to the intended VOT in every stimulus.

Ten naive subjects listened te a randomization that inclupd 10 in-

stance's of each of the 160 stimuli. over Grason-sStadler TDH39-3004 headphones
at a constant peakjnterisity of 85 dB SPL. They Were instructed to make a

forced7chOice identification of the initial 'consonant of each stimillus as

either /d/ or /t/ and. to indicate their percept by writing 'D or 'T'. In

addition,. subjects were'' instrUcted to "mark with a '?' .'any re-Sponse .about

which they were not,Innfident.

Results

Despite being presented With a bizarre array of 'vowels, most subjects
experienced little difficulty in performing the 'task. While four subjects
did indicate that Many of theirresponses to the meMbers of the four continua
with F1 set to 200 Hz were goesses,.nO subject performed inconsistently with
stimuli drawn from the othe.r continua.

The data were examined in three 'ways in different univariat-d-4nalyses. of
variance. 'The first examined the sums of the numbers of 'D' responses made
to each stimuius by each ;%lbject, according to the four factors:

a) subjects (10),
b) PI steady-state (208 412, 614 of 819 Hz),
c) F2 steady-state (1001, 1306, 1611 or 1917 Hz) and
d) VoT (+5,+10,+.15,+20,+25,+30,+35,+40,+45 or +50 msec).

'Both the main effect of Fl (F[3,271=26.27; p < 0.01) and.its interaction.
with VOT (F[27,2431=13.27; p < 0.01) were significant': Neither the main
effect of F2 (F[3,271=0.68; p > 0.20, nor its interaction with VOT were
significant. The' data provided by the six -subjects who perfor, d.consistent-
ly on all sixteen continua were examined .in probit analyses that fitted
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°gives to the data from each subjcot for each continuum. Two parameters were

estimated for each ogive the phYsical stimulus value corresponding to the

p 0.5 point or( the psythometric f-unction, and the slope of the probit

regression. Thelirst.parameter is an estimate of the phoneme boundary. rhe

second varies directly ..with the standard deviation of the psychometric

.,function underlyipg the test continuum and hence reflects the slope of the

identification function at the boundary. The two,parameters were examined. in

-separate analyses\with the factors:

a)-subjeCts (6);
b) FO-teady-state (208, 412, 616 or 818 Hz) and
C.) F2 steady=State (1001, 1306, 1611 Or 1917 Hz).

Analysis.,of the 50 pereent intercepts that correspond to the phoneme

bOundary, showed i significant effect CF[3,15J=35.95; p < 0.001),

nonsignificant LeffeCts of F9 (F0,151=0,84; p and no -F1xF2 interac-

tion (F[9,45J=0.48.;\p > 0.2). Analysis of the boundary-slopes also.showed a

significant effect of F1 (F[3,15.4f5.00; p 0,025),-nonsignifi-cant effects of

F2.(T0,151=0.05; y '.0.2), and na FIxF7 interaction (F[9,45J=1.93; p >

These results may be assessed in relation tO the plots in Figure 9 where'.

boundary position. is\plotted against the steady-state frequency of F2 for

each-valueof F1 steady-state frequency. Only data 'provided by the 'six

subjects who performed consistently on all sixteen continua are represented.

Tha plots corresi5onding to each value of Fi,onset frequency are horizontal,

illustrating the lack\ of any depeildency.of boundary position orCF2''onset

jrequency. MeanS'obtained by averaging over,these subjects are tabulated in

Table 6 Which shows that as the F1 steady-state increases in frequency, two

things do hapPen:, ahop'eme boundaries shift.-.to shorter VOTs and the:slopes:of

the Probit regressions; and hence of the identification functions at the

boundary, become steeper.- ')
\

biscussion-

It is-clear that, overall, the perceived frequency of F2 atthe onset of

voiang plays an insignificant role in.determining. how listeners,categorize.

the metbers of td-t/ T Continua as voiced o voiceless3. It is Unlikely,

tha the absence of,ai F2 effect here, as contrasted with Lisker's (1975)'

data, results from our useof the alveolar .rather than-the velar.place of

yroduction. Comparison of\the data from Experiment III with that plcitted'id-

Figure-7 shows our velar 'and' alveolar data to correspond quite prei..isely.
s

.While Lisker's (1975) cata 'remain anomalous, the present result s congruent

with two earlier.obserl,ations- SumMerfield (1974a) varied'the duratibns of

syllable7initial F1, F2 and F
3
transitions'in the merribers of /ga-ka/ as14 Igi-

1

ki/ VOT:cOntinua.. This produced a systematic change in the position of the

3However,.See brper ancLHaggard.(1974), Sawusch and Pisoni (1974), and-ReppI

-'07976) for discussions of e!flects on the perception of place and voicing

'deriving_ from the microstruc.ture of F2 and F3 transitions, as opposed to the

macroscopic effect-soug it her?.. , ;-
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Figure 9: Results,of Experiment III for six individual subjects who performed consistently on

all sixteen continua.. For each subject four empirical functions relate the position

of the voicing boundary (eStimated by probits) to the frequency of the F2 steady

state for each of four values of F1 steady state. The functions are essentially

horizontal showing no dependency of the position of the voicing boundary on the

spectral characteristics of F2.
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TABLE 6: Experiment- III.

Phoneme houndary positions in msee of VOT averaged over six subjects
whose data were internally oonsistent on all sixteen continua.

,the-continua were distinguished by the frequency Of their F2 steady-
states (1001 Hz, 130.6 Hz, 1611 Hz or 1917 Hz) 'and the frequency of
thei.r PI steady-states (20S Hz, 412 Hz, 614 Hz or 819 Hz).
'Four values are,indicated for each continuum. The first is the

-Position of the averagb phoneme boundary in msec.of VOT 11381., 'The
4.ee,ond is the average sloPe of the Probit regression line 1SLJ. 'Its
'uhits'are (probit,of 1+voicedJ responses)P(ms.).
The third and fourth values are the frequencies f the first and

second formants at the mean phoneme boundary locations (F1* and' F2*).

,/

1F111,

1F2J

MEANS
1PBJ

1SLf
AF1*1

1F2*F
6

208

1001.
,

30.09
-0.142
208

1001
,..i,

Continua with F1=208 and F1=412 Hz:-
F1 steadi-state (Hz);
F2 steadyState (Hz) :-

208 208 208 412 412

1306 1611 1917 1001 -. 1306 .

.30'.'47 32.13 , 3194 28.83 28.34

-0.158 -0.167 -0.138 -0.y8-7 .-0.182

208 208 208. :..-.. 381. 381

106 1611 . 1917 . 1077 1382

Continua with F1=616 Hz and F1=818 H :-

412
1611

28.86
-0.174
381

1611,

412
1917

28.92
-0.167
381

1917

F1 steady-state (Hz),

:.

F2 steady-state (Hz):-

1F1J 616 616 616 616 818 818 818 818

1F21 1001 1306 1611 1917 1001 1306 1611 1917

MEANS
1). [PDJ 25,59 25.36 25.73 26.34 22.84 22.24 22.33 22.99

1sLJ -0.188 -0.172 -0.158 -0.169 -0.195 -0.185 -0.195 -0.227

1F1*J 535 535 535 535 611 611., 611 611 c

1F2*J 1077 1382 1611 1917 1077 1382 1611 1917

to
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Ohoneme boundary- in /a/-context, where there was an extreme F1 transition.

whose .onset frequency at any given VOT varied with transition duration. '

However, there was no effect in /i/-context, wheres, despite a regligible Fl
transition',.' there ',were ,appreciabl 'transitions in F2 and Fl whose. onset
frequencies.did 'vary. Lisker et al. (1975) varied the durations of the F2

and F3 transitions independently ofrthat in F1 in the members of a /da-ta/
continuum. SyStematic changes in the position of the voicihg boundary

resulted lrom manipulations of F1, but not from those of F2 and F3. The'

results f Experiment III augment these earlier findings. They demonstrate
that the-,.mjor spectral influence op .the perception of,;.stop-voicing resides
in Fi' and is not distributed throughout the 'entire :speCtrum.: Perceptual
beWavior is explained ifl terms'of the direct acoustic effects of pnrticular
vocalic environments.on the voicing cues withoUt the invocation of feedback
from' thehonetic identification-of the vowel.

4r each steady-siate frequency of F2 used'in :Experiment III, the

emprical fundtion' relating. the Position of the phoneme boundary:to. the-onset
frequency Of F1, if plotted in Figure 7, would cross the dotted line that has
been purported to segregate results according to the frequency of F2

incorporated,in the stimuli. Clearly, a different rationale for the pattern
of data in Figure 7 is, required. The explanation may be found in the

observation that the different data sets displayed deyived from stimuli with.'
different overall durations. The stimuli of Lisker et al. (1975) and DarWin
and Brady (1975) had durations of 600;ms4c,'w:li1e those of Lisker (1975) were
450 msec, and '. those used in the 'present e,:pe.rimelits were 300 msec in

duyation. Summerfield and Haggard (1972) observed .that increasing the,

duration .of the steady-state. portion 'of a CV.,syllable with a fixed VOT
increased 'the, probabi,lity,that the,.initial consonant would be, perceived as
voiced. They argued that this finding demonstrated perceptual'sensitivity to
acoustic covariants of speech rate. -..We have _repljcated. this finding _land

found that an increase from 90 msec to 310 msec in'the duration of the vowel
in the members, of a /biz-piz/ continuum shifts the position'of the voicing
.boundary-by about 7 msec. A simple mechanism thiat could simulate this.effect

,

would scale the duration of the separat;on interval in a stimulus in relation
to the total duration 'of the syllable,.'combine the .scaled duration with

measures of other pertinent cues, and nmpare the-combined 'cUe-value with a

criterion value to determine the value of the voicing feature. Jf the effect
of manipulating the physical value 3f.anOther cue, for example,. F1 -onset

freqUency, were assessed by measuring changes in the position of the voicing
boundary expressed in terms of the physical:value of the separation interval;
then he meaAured effect,wourd increase .as the total duration of the .stimulus
jncreased. The relation between the present data and that of Lisker et al..

(1975) And Darwin and Brady ',1975) is congruent with this rationale; larger
effects of El onset frequency variation were prodUced .by these authors'
600 msec stimuli than by our 300 msec stimuli. This:explanation remains to
be tested and does not accnunt for the patterns pf Stevens apd Xlatt's (1974)
and Lisker's (1975) data; thoae data remain anomalous.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION.

Trading Relationships in Production and Perception

These results identify the perceived frecidency of the first formant at

the onset of 'voicing as tihe critical spectral parameter influencing the

perceptual categorization ot'members of VOT continua.. They have shownthat a

"larger value of the:separation interval, the purely temporal component of

VOT, is required .for the perception of a voiceless stop when VI has a low

onset.frequency (indicating greate'r vocal tract constriction), and vice versa.

This trading realtionship corresponds elegantly with one in production.

In 'production, oral release gestures of differing.extents made .by the

same articu1ato7s nevertheless tend to require the same length of time .(for

example,'Kent and:Moll, I969; Petkell, 19_69).. It is observed that VOT varies

inversely with both the rate'at which the, oral release gesture is made pnd

With the degree of vocal.ttact constricion required by the phoneme following

the Stop. 'Thus, longer VOTs chpracterize velar stops,' compared to alveolars,

compare'd to bilabials' (Liaker and Abramson, 1964); VOTS:Ltend to be longer

before the vowel /i/ than before /a/ (Klact;, 1973; Summerfield, 1975a); VOTs

are longer in stop+/rJ+vowel and .:stop+/1/+vowel .environments .than in

stop+vowel environments (Klatt, 1975).4 It is not entitely clear why this
relationship occurs in production. A.relatiyely\constricted vocal tract both

increases the acciustir load on the glottal source (Flanagan and Landgraf,
1568),, and may alsoretard the attainment of the transglottal pressure drop
necessary for vocal cord vibration (van den Berg, 1968). Klatt (1975) 'points

out, hpwever, that passive aerodynamics can only ;contribute to variations in :

VOT observed in productions of voiced stops, since in voiceless productions

the supraglottal pressure established during the occlusive phase is'entirely

dissipated during the fricative, pottion of the. stopTelease and is at .

4L. Lisker (1961) .Voicing. lag in cluaters of seOp" plus /r/. Haskins

Laboratories Final .1leport en Speech Research and Tnsttumentationjunpub
lished). Lisker reports VOTs measured.A in ,syllableinitial voiceless stops
preceding a vowel and preceding /r/+vowel as Iollows:

/p/: +61 msec, /pr/: +89 msecj
/t/: +64 /tr/: +110 mset;
/k/: +77 msec, /W.:. +107 msec.

'Klatt 0975) reports similar data for voiceless ,plos4ves aid the

following data for.voiced plosives:
/b/: +7 msec, Jbr/:
/d/: +14 msec, /dr/: +29 msec;
/g/: +23 msec, /gr/:1+32

isnoteworthy that a putatively- voiced,Hsyllableinitial /gr/ can be
--.'.pharacEerized by A VOT almost twice .as large aa' 'the simulaneity.threshold
(Hirsh,,r959) thit _has been invOIced as a pSychoacoustic basis for the

voicinedistincton in English (for'example, al.,1976; Pisoni, in
press).
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atmospheric level at the time when vocaL cord addustion is initiatod. Ho
suggests that, to offset the inherentl: low frequency,of F1 when stops are
produced t,iore a close vowel or.a lateral, the timing of glottal adduction
telative to oral, release could Pe actively delayed.5 It is 'fairly Parsimoni-
ous to. postulate such learned compensatiOn in production. Perceptual sensi-
tivity to the summed cue:values -of separation interval and F1 onset freqUency
is already requirqd, whatever the habits of production may be. By pooling
measures of these two cues at a low, level; the noninvariance, problem for
perception is reduced. This perceptual summation should loply equal)), in the
speaker's perception of his own productions. As a quid pro sito, production
could be expected 'to develop vowel contingent modifications to delay adduc-
tion in order to *mit a'general criterion-value. of the summed measure to,
characterize phoneme boundarigs in most circumstances. 'Possibly, small
passive.aerodynamic effects of the adjacent vowel upon voiCing onset cccUt in
unstressed syllables,, while larger ',:ielays result from 'controlled adduction
dela}, in stressed syllables.

The, idgntification of the role of F1 onset frequency. permits the
rationalization of a group of previOusly reported results. In Figure 10,
four F1 transition contours that might be incorporated in the members of
synthetic VOT continua are schese,.ized. Transitions [al and [bl differ in
duration, while transitions' [bJ:.and.[cl differ in spectral extent. ContaUr
IC evinces no transition. Were voicing to onset.at time T1' msec, F1 onset
frequencies.of Fa, .F13, .Fc and FdHz would tesult. The diagram exemplifies,
as ,Lisker et al. (1975) have emphasizgd, that variation in either the
temporal dnration or the frequency extent of an F1 transition result's., iT1'

covariation of Fi onset frequency at any given VOT. Thus, effects previously,..
attributed tb F1 transitions following experimental manipulation of either
transition duratiOn,(Stevens and Klatt,. 1974.; Summegfield, 19/4q:).; or fre-
quency-extent (Summerfield and Kaggard,.1974)-; where the.F1 steady state was
fixed, are more appropriately ascribed to variation-in F1 .onset frequency..
Similarly, phoneme boundaries on VOT continua, involving the yowl .(with a

low frequency.F1 in the vowel and hence little or no F1 transition) fall at
longer VOTs than do those on continua with the vowel /a/ "(with a high
frequency F1 in the vowel ancFa potentially extensi've F1 transition) (Cooper,
1974; Sumffierfield, 1974a; 1975b); that finding is rationally.explained. by ..the'

nerssarily lower F1 onset freq.uency in /il-contekt.: (Compare contours lb]
and [di in Figure 10.) These results would be paradoxical if the transition
were'cOnsideTted Lo be a cue .t0- voicedness; the' paradoled Summerfield' and

5We 'and tour colleague Peter Bailey have recently measured ',periods of,
devoicing and VOTs. in productions of /p/, /t/ hi-07k/ before /i/, I.a/, /ri/
and /ra/ in bisyllables such as /bapri/.. Total'periods of devoicing (that
is, ,the time- from the disappearence of periodiity in the..waveforffi ..t

approximately the moment :of, stop o.closure to its .\reemergerice at voicing
X'onset), tend to, be, more invariant than -either the Xx period 01 devoicing

preceding Oral release or the VOT itself. PoSsibly obse7ed covariations of
VOT with the 'degree of vocal tract constriction required\ by th.e following
phoneme reflect an active process in which it is 'the moment\of .onal release .:
that- is varied within a fixed time-frame-of adduction-abducti n .
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j. Tme

,Figure Schemat_ic. descriptione of four. .syllable7initial first foment
:ontours (lel,. [1)1, [cl, Idl) whicH could be incorporated in the
meMbers of di..fEerept VOT contidua. Were No-iing.to onset at time
T1, first'formant onset frequencies cf Fa, Fb,; Fc and Fd Hz would
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Haggard (1974) to consider a possibilitjr that they 'otherwise acknowledged to

be unparsimonious, namely that the perceptual weightings of measures of the

temporal and spectral atipectsof VOT might be conditioned by vocalic context.

With Fl onset frequency identified as the critical spectral parameter, there

is'no. eed for such feedback, and the voicing decision may be reached without

refere ce to the category:of phoneme following the stop. (See also Darwin

and Brady.; 1975.) Furtlwr methodological implications are 'reviewed in a

following section.

The results rbt'ained here may reflect 'the effects oL another, less

influential opectual 'parameter, in addition to F1 onset- frequz..ncy. The

schematic displys in Figres 1, 2, 5.and 8 show that the consCraints that

were applied to the'acoustic.structure of the stimuli necessarily resulted in

covariation of the frequenny of .the 41 steadystate with, 'in djfferent

conditiong, either the onset frequency of F1, or the extent of the F1

transition. Increases in both these latter variables raised the "probability

that a stopnonsonant characterized by a.particular VOT would be perceived as

voiceless. Thus, the results exhibit a correlation between the frequency of

.the F1 steadystate and the probability of a voiceless percept'. Experiment I

.showed that there is not a strong causative relationship between the two.
However,/the results do'noE eliminate the possibility that there may be some

influence'. Stevens. and House (1963) noted that the contour of F1 in6 the

vocalic portions of natural CV sYllables is ower in frequency following.

voiced, as opposed to voiceless, stops--reflecting the inCrease . in vocal

tract length that results from the lnwer ROsition ofthe larynx in voiced

prOductions, (for exampie, Ewan and Krones, 1974). This a-spect of articula,

tory behavior .increases. the spectral difference in F1 at voicing onset

between voiced and voiceless productions.. It remains to be detetmined

whether an additional perceptual effect derives from the coarticulated

variation in the F1 steadystate.

First Formant Transitions and First Formant Onsets

The failure of an-F1 transition tO cue voicing in adults taises doubt's

about Stevens and Klatt's (1S74) suggestion as to its 1.3erceptual .primacy for

the perception of voicing contrasts in infants. Such wariness is reinforced

by two recent findings. First-, demonstrations of the categorical perc ption

of the members of continua formed by varying' the.relative onset tim,s of

noise and4buzZ segments.(Miller, Pastore, Wier, Kelley and Dooling, 1970)_and

.pairs of sine waves (Pisoni, in press) have confirmed Hiesh'g claim (Hirsh,

1959; Hirsh and Sherrick, 1961) that a natural psychoacoustic boundary

between the rperception of successive and simultaneous. coterminous -acostic

events occurs at a temporal pffset of -about 17 msec. Although as the results
of the present xperimentp s-how,. the perception-of Voicing contrasts involves

the 'registration ,of the spectral concommitantg of the interval between

releape and voicing onset, psychoacoustic.considerations may oell dictate why
a temporal interval is the basis of'the voicing distinct;on .in .general
(whethee positive or negative values of VOT- are involVed), and why in

parcinelar many of the world's languages place a category boundary 1>etween

VOTs Pf 0 and +40.msec. The second difficulty:for the supposed primacy of
Cransitions comes from a developmental stedy'by Simon '1974). He showed that

children older:than eight 'years do not categorize any members of a :'Coat-
Coat' VOT continuum as initiated by 1g), unless they contain a los:i F1 onset

.;
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frequency. Children younger than five years, on.the,, other hand, indicate

that they have perceived lid in the absence of the spectral cue and appear to

be primarily sensitive to variation in the temporal due. These results

support Lisker's assertion of the primacyof the temporal aspect of,VOT and

suggest that it is the at 'ty' to detect the spectral cue that is learnt.

At present, it is not clear whetherkinfants' behav.!.or in discriminating

membe.,.s f VOT continua (c.f. Eimas et al:, 1971; Streeter, 1976) represents

a psy,.hoacoustic ability to distinguish successive from simultaneous aCouseic

events, or a phonetic ability to distinguish voiced from voiceless stops

(Pisoni, in press). The alternatives could be dissociated by-experimenting
with VOT continua (for el:ample, /grikri/J on which the phoneme boundary, by
virtue of a low, F1 onset ,frequency, occurred at a considerably longer VOT

than the simultaneitysuccesivity threshold. Would infants discriminate

better aCross the psychoacoustic.boundary, the phonetic boundary, or both?6

Itplications' for Studies UsingStimuli Drawn from VOT Continua

The demonstration that the temporal and spectral components of VOT may

be traded for one anocher and that, by implicationeach,pos.sesses perceptual

potency in cueing ttie voicing distinction, has methodological import 'for

.stufies wh se .stimuli are drawn. from VOT continua.

Wher F1 transition duration is held unnaturally constant across contin

ua that represent articblations in, which it would normally vary, the

position of phoneme boundaries shOuld. not. vary;-,NDarwin and Bra4 (19.75)_

synthesi.ed /dete/ and /dritri/ continua with identical Parametric specifi7

cations f FI.- The' perceptual identification functions for the two --continua

differes slightly, but in the reverse direction'from.that to be expected if

the bou dary locations were Aetermined by phonetic class: boundaries on the

/dritr / continuum occurred at shorter VOTs ihan those on the. /detel

continu m. Lisker et al. (1975) synthesized Jbapoi, /da=ta/ and /gaka/
continua with identical transition specifications for Boundaries on

these t ree continua ,coincided, in contrast to those obtained in Lisker and

Abrams n's original (1967) study where the duration of the F1 transition
covari d naturally with place of production.7

I" VOT continua involve cutback of the duration/frequencyextent of an

F1 transitioa, then varfation in VOT ov4ar the duration of 'this transition

(for example, between times Tl and T2 in Figure 19) will alter the physical

.6The value of this test would be nullified if the psychoacoustic simultaneity
threshold.varied as a function of the frequency of the lower spectral

cOmponent of the stimulus. This possibility is currently under investiga-
-

tion.

7A small placevoicing correlation, equivalent to a shift in the VOT boundary
of about. plus 'or minus 2 msec, teMains even 'when all acOustic differences
between stimuli'are neutralized (see Draper and Haggard, 1974 Sawusch and

1974; Repp, 1976; Miller, in press).
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values 'ot both ems. Equivalent variation boyo10 the end 01 the transition
(tor example, ,between times T3 .and T4), or on continuanot involving an.ri
transition (tor example, between either T1 and T2 or between T3 and T4 on
contoue 1(11), will only vatOy the value of the,sepnration cue. ff, ns the
results of the Rresent experiments suggest, the decision as,to the value of
the voicing feature may be represented as being based on n combination of
analogue measures of these two cues and others (Hoffman, .1958; Haggard, 1974;
Summerfield, t1974b)8, then the perceptual. effect of n particular change in
VOT will.depend upon the magnitude of the change in the combined value of the
cues .that'' it produces. A VOT shift that changes the physical values, and
hence the perceptual measures, of both cues should produce a larger perceptu-.
al effect than should one that only varies the value of the separation cue.
It is likely, in addition, that the perceptual' scaling of the temporal
separation component of VOT for values greater than the simultaneity-
successivity threshold approximates Weber's Law (Abel, 1972; Miller et al.,

1976). As a result of both these 'factors, the perceptual effect of change
in VOT of fixed size should diminish as the absolute VOT on which that change
is centered, increases.. :The perceptual' consequences ol the, two factors have
not been dissociated, although effects have been observed that reflect their
joint operation. Pisoni and Lazarus (1974) carried out. 4IAX discrimination
tests of members of a /ba-pa/ continuum invOlving syllable-initial formant

transitions of 50 msec.duration. They noted that discrimination of stimuli
differing in VOT by 20 msec was more accurate in, the voiced range of VOTs
from 0 to 40.msec, where' the physical values of both cues were changing, than
in the voiceless..range above 40 msec. Similarly, Sutmerfield (1975c) meas-
ured 'phoneme bpundary widths, defined as, the difference between the VOTs-
corresponding to 25 percent and 75 perc2nt voiced responses for each of eight
subjects on a /ga7ka/ continuum .that was synthesized with an extensive rising
F1 traniition of ,60 msec duration and on' -a /gi-ki/ coLtinuum that was

synthesized with no. F1 transition. Boundary width, in this definition,
relate's inversely to discrimination.in the boundary region and should reflect
the rate, of change" Of the Combined value of the two Cues at the boundary.
Meaa yhoneme Boundaries occurred at +29.0 msec in /a/-context a.id at

+41.6 msec inli/-context. Mean,boundary widths were .6.6 msec in /a/-context
anu 10.5 msec. in /i/-context. Each ofthe eight subjects displayed. larger
boundary widths on the /gi-ki/ contintium than on the /ga-kar continuum.
Si,milarly,, estimates of.the slope of .the 'psychometric functions underlying
the. continua , in Experiment. III decreased .Significantly' as mean phoneme
boundary. location_ineleased4 In all..these studies, discrimination 'of VOT
differences was best (a) at Shorter .aa: opposed to longer' .VOTs, and (b) when
the change in -VOT to be discriminated varied both the separation interVal and
the onset frequency of the' first -formant.

An implication of these observations -is that the size of the change in
the Tosition 'of the phoneme boundary on a VOT continuum induced by'a given
difference in some contextual variable will be greatest .when .the induced

8k..Q.:Bummeefi.eld (1975c),Infortation-processing analYses of perceptual ad-,
justments to source and context variabsles in speech. Doctoral Dissertation,
The Queen's University of Belfast (unpublished).
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change occurs at a large-mean VOT. and only -varies tbe duration of the

separation-cue: It will.be smallest when the change occura at short VOTs and

varies.both the onaet frequency-qf F1 and the duration ofthe separation cue.,
SumMerfield (1975b)..measured the size of shifts..in the phoneme boundary on
.110T continua- caused byvariation in the, syllabic rate, of 'phrases that

.-introducettest syllables drawn from the. continua. ,On continua-.synthesized

with the Vowel4i/ (wheze'F1 was lo w. in frequency and Otere was only a'small
FE transition), phoneme boUndarieS 'fell.at longer VOTs'and largerphoneme.

YHbqundaryshifts Were -measured, -than.on continua 'with .the.vowel /a/ .(Where
there was an extenSive F1 transition). .The observations confirm the above
4edutionk,concerning diacriminability An4 lend force to recent warnings by
AbramSon (1976) tbat-the VOT dimension, though a simple temporal continuum

.' When viewed in .articulatory terms, involves variation in a complex set of.
acousticparameters Whose relative availability- is a function of both
absolute VOT and phonetic context. .The interPretation of.data obtained With

stimuli drawn from such.continua is only valid if- it takes this complexity,,
. into account.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

_

The experiments reported here perMit two.condluSions: (1) The percei4red

onset freouency Of F1.is the critical spectial.parameter included in the.

repertoire f cueS to:the voicing decisionjor syllable-initial prestressed
stop-consonants'in English. .The.spectral influence derives Only from F1, not
froth the spectrum.compris.ing F1 and the higher formants. (2) A.periodically
excited, rising firSt fqi.Mant transition is not, per se,a positive cue to
voicint when its onset frequency is controlled.9

In.perception, the temporal..separaticin component of VOT and the F1 onset
freouency component may be trdaed one lor.the other:- the.lower the:frequenc
of FI at the.9set of,-tvoitin8, the longer,the separation interval required
produce 'a voieeles.-rcept. This ....trading relationship parallels one in

production where VOT varies .inversely with the degree of vocal 'tract

constriction, and hence with the frequency Of -FI, required-by the phoneme,
following the stop-consonant.

The greater role qf F1 oneet frequendy than of FI transition-,here does
not imply that transition .characteristics are never important in ispeeCh

perception. A rising first formant; at the Onset of a pattern of formant
frequendies signals ab.obstruent articulation-and is more likely to predis-
pose a consonantal percept, than is a .fixed-frequency.transitionle s first

11t"
9Not all aspects of the ,present resUlts are entirely, noVel./ Liberman,
.Delattre'and Cooper (1958') noted that tutting back F1 changed tbe Values of
:two Correlated variables:-' the onset time.of-F1 relatiVe, to F2i.and' .F3; and
the onset-frequency of.F1., They demon'stratedthat relative onset time has
A3erceptua1 significance independent -Of onset frequency. :Whekher FI onset
.-ftequency had independent Perceptual. Significance was not reported at the
time. 'The intervening'yea'rs have enabled us to bring more sophisticated
sYnthesis, psychophysical methods, and both psychological and articulatory
interpretations to the classiCal-problem of specifying the ales.

4 1
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formant onsatting at the same, frequency. Such a /rapid spectral change need

not be conZined to the spectrum above 1 'kHz as 'Stevens (1975) suggests. It

is 'Sodething to which an l_t_ransition, relieVed of the burden of character-__
i_zing(+voiced), contributes.
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Perceptual Integration and Selective AtEention in Speech Perception:- Further
Experiments on Intervotalic Stop ConSonants

, Bruno H. ReOP

ABSsTRACT

: ..'Thr. experiments 'On the:perceptual. interactiom between.implo-
, ,ei and explosive foment transitions of intervbcalic stop conso7

nants were.conducted uSing synthetic VCV utterances ExperimenC I

demonstratee.that implosive transitions are difficult to perteive
1 correctly when followed by a steidy-state vowel after a short:silent

interval (tlosure)- Thus, perception of the stop is.interfered with
even when no conflicting explosivetransitions follow the Closure

period. The same experiment also Snows that,VCV stimuli in'which
the' implosive transitions are followed by'. conflicting explosive
traneitions are.difficult to_discriminate-lrom timuli in,which the
implosive transitions.are phonetically comPatible With the exploeive
transitions or absent altogether, as long as the closure duration is
sufficiently short': Thus, the interference effect is.as pronounced
in terms of discrimination performance 'as it ii:in..identification.
Experiment II, a' reaction7time .(R1) task, replicates,the fiqding

that "same" judgmenCe about the medial consonants in .iWb successiVe

yo utterances dre faster and more accurate 'when the final vowels
are the, same than When they 'are different. Eliminatipg the explo-
sive transition : does.nct %educe the effect, not even,at relatively
long'closure duraLion, which indiCates a general perceptual inte-
gration effect_that is not' mediated by the acoustic tovariation of
explosive transitions with the' final 'vowel. .The data suggest that,
in addition to complete stimulus identity --..which apPSrently is

detecr,ed at a prephonetic, holistid stage'of processing, equality
of,overall stimulus' structure '(VC vs. VCV) facilitates ",same!.'

judgments.. The, size of the perteptual units compared teems 'to

depend on the strUcture of the,stimulus presentedvfirst. Experiment
III investigates perdeptual interaction's between implosive and ex-,

plosive traniitions by preteding _stimuli from a./be./-/de/ .continuum
with either /ab/ or folloWing stimuli from' an lab/-/ad/
continuum. with'either /be/,or. /de/. PrecursOr/posttursor effects bn
the stimuli frob the acoustic.continua.are measured on:a six-point
rating -scale. At a, closure :dur4ion of'25.-,msec, the implosiVe
transitions exert a pronounced assithilative effect on the perception
of the explosive transitions,.although:the fbrmer are not perceived
.as a separate phonemic event. .At a closure duration of 265 msec,

Acknoqledgment: 'These experiments were supported 53, NICHD Grant HD01994 to'
the Haskins Laboratories.
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explosive transitions exert,a slight contrastive effect on implosive

transitions (now perceived es, e separate consonant).bUt not vice
versa':

/

, . .

The present experiments continue.and extend research reported earlierA)y

Dorman, Raphae/4 Liberman', and Repp (1975) and Repp (1975, 1976a, 1976b).

For'a general introduction, the readeris referred to these earlier articles:

EXPERIMENT I

This experiMent,had two parts an identificatiOn task and a discrimina-

,tion task.. Dorman et al. (19,75)..demonstrated that a VC1-C2V utterance, for
example, 16.-dE/, tends to,be'perceived as VC2V ,(that is, /EdE/) if the stop

closure'.interval is 'artificially shortened. A period-6f 50".80 msec of

silence is needed to identify CI correCtly. In an experiment usingisynthetic
stimuli similar to those uSed in the present studies, 'Becky Treimanl. lound

...asymptotic identification performance at a. closure peri5od 'of 60 msec.

Inlormal observations of my,own showed that it iS not-absolutely necessary to
follow the implosive Lransitions (C1).,witli conflicting explosive transitions

(C2) for the Perception of to' be impaired; similar interference also
seemed.to occur in VC-V utterances, that is, when the implosive transitions

were followed.(after short period Of silence) by a steady-sEate voWe1 that
did not provide conflicting information about the plate of articulation of

the stop Consonant. a'his effect was to be demonstrated more foymally'in Task

1 of the preSent experiment.
,

. - The results of Dorman et el. and*Treiman were'obtained in identification
tasks,;' where the subjects simply wrote down what, they heerd... yhile /Eb7dt/

with a Very short closure period' may,sound like /EdE/, the queStion remains

whether it coUnds exactly like a "real" /Ede/ (that' is, /Ed-dt/) with the

, same c losure period . AlthOugh the two utterances are phonetically alike ,

they may'still have a discriminablydifferent,a6d4ory quality, pr one may.be

a less convincing instance of /Edi/ than' the other. Retentry, I demonstrated_,
(Repp, 1976b) 'that it is'very difficult to.diseriminate /Ed.-dEt froth Ic-del,
where the implosive transitions,have been substituted with steady-state'voWel

formants. PerforMance in this task apProached chance,at,a closure period of

: 65 msec, the shortest interval used in thisearlier study:. To,explore both

isSues further, three types of 'utterances were tested for their discrimina
bility from each-other' in' Task .2 'of, the present experiment.' The three.

Stimulus types were. VC-CV .(for example, lab-dEl, heard es: /.0EL., at ..short
closure intervals), V(0)-,CV (for example,,/ad-del, which_ is elways heard as
/ed'e/ 'et the closure. durations-used here),. and V-.CV (for example, la-dl,
which is heard as /adt/ at, short_closure durations'and as ./a.-dE/ 7- with a

.perceptible pause between initial vowel and consonant at longer closure'

durations)..: These stimuli differed only in the portions immediately preced-
ing the silent closure inttrval: the implosive tranSitions were. either
incompatible with,.the.explosiNk, transitions (VC-CV), compatible (V(C)-CV), or
cOmpletely absent (V-CV). Task.2 "of EXperiment, I was designed to determine

'This ekperithent was conducted by Ms. Treiman, with my assistance, to fulfill
a course requirement at Yale ,University. .No.formal. Write-up,is available.
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thefunctions thet relate discrimination accuracy to closure duration for the
three pafrs of stimulus types..

Method

Subjects. The subjects'were 10 relatively inexperienced listeners and
myself.z Eight of the subjects had previously participated in ficpeTiment II,
(described later in thfs paper) and thus bad bean exposed to stimuli 'very
.similar to,those.in the present experiment.

Stimuli. The,stimuli Were derived.'from those used in my earlier studies
(sd'e RepP, 1976b, for details). The basic stimuli were label, /abi/. iadc/,

.

*and /adi/, synthesized On the Haskins Laboratories parallel formant synthe-
Sizer. In the stimuli for Task 1, the explosive transitions of the medial
stop consonant were replaced with the steady-state formants of the following
vowel.'. This resulteg. in jab-cl, lad-cj, and. lad-il, that is, /ab/

: and /ad/ 4ollowed by eitner /c/or /i/ after a veriable'closure,Auration. The
closure intervals ranged from 0 to 125 msec in 257mSec steps. ' The resulting.
24atimuli were reeprded in five different randomizations withinterstimulus
intervals (ISIs) o.f 3 sec.1This series was preceded by a random sequence of
10 /ab/ and 10 /ad/ syllables.

Three types'of stimuli were prepared for 'Task 2. The. original stimuli
represented the V(C)-CV.set in which both ithplosive,and explosive transitions
Arere'appropriate for:the s'ame place of articulation. VC-CV utterances lab-
dc/, lad-bel,_ and /ad-bi/ ,were obtaine.d by interchanging the2VC
portions of the, V(C)-CV N.7-Cv stimuli la-bel, /a7bit, le-dc/, and
/a-di/ Were.obtained by replacing the implosiVe'transitions With.the steady-
state fOrmants of the initial vowel, holding formant amplitudes constant:

,

The closure durations used ranged from 0 to 100 msec in 25-msec steps, except
for the practice trials,:where the stimuli'had a 2507msec closure interval.

t

There were-three'diSCrimination conditions: V(C)-CV va. VC-CV, V(C)-CV
vs. Nk-CV, and VC-CV vs. ,V-CV. An AXB paradigm was used, that is; .the first
and the last stimulus in a triad were always different froM each other, and
the second stimulus.Was identical with either the'first or the third.: The
stimuli in a triad always had the same closure durationand- the .same :CV
portiOns;. they differed' only in the informition immediately preceding the
olosure.interval. Ineach cOndition, there,were 80 AXB.tria.dsp, resulting-
from 4 .stimuli with 5_closure durations in 4 AXB oonfigurations (AAB, ABB,
BAA, BBA). Each series was randomized and'recorded as aseparate, block,
preceded by '16 practice trials (stimuli with 250'-msec closure (intervals).

2My own data Were included because they were not.qualitatively different from
.those of the other subjects (although I made feWer errors) and because they
had-also been included:in Experiment II of Repp (1976b)', which was to be
compared with the preaent results.

3Noteothat, in this paper, the term ISI never clgnotes the brief silent
interval between the VC andCV (or V) portions of' stimuli, which is always
referred to as clOsure interval.
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The within-triad ISI was 1 sec; the. between-triad ISI, 3 sec.

Procedure. All .subjects. first 'did the identification task: . After
listening to the short practice.list of-VC syllables, the.subjeCts listened
twice to the VC-V identification series. The first tithe they.were instructed.
tO Write...down B when they heard /ab7c/ or lab-il, D wherl they heard' /ad-c/ or.
/ad7-i./, and 0 when'they heard no consonant at all; thati,is, /a-c/ or /6-il.
'In the second rUn, 0-responses ere no longerpermitted, and g forced choice
between B and D had to be made for each stimulus.

The Sequence of: the three .discrimination. conditions was approximately
counterbalanced acrots ,subjects. The structure of the stimuli was explained
before each .condition, so.that the subjects knew,quite:well what they:were
listening.to and what they were trying to discriminate. Theesponse% were A
and B, whichever the X stimulus- i,nthe'AXB triad equalled..

,

Other procedural
1976b).

Results

details were the same as in previous studies (see Repp,

Task 1: VC-V Identification. All subjects identified the 20 practice
VC syllables without .difficulty. Only a 'single error was committed. The
..results of the first run .through- thu VC-V identification lask.are :shown in

Figure la. Tne dashed iine.represents 0-responses, the solid line the total
error.rate (that is, 07-responses plus, confusion errors)- The difference
between the two functiont is. the percentage of confusions, which" did not
change at all with closure duration. The percentage of 0-responses declined
rapidly over the first 25 msec and then.more slowly.

. .

Estimates of performande level iii RUn 1 may be obtained by assumingi
that, if forced' to guess instead of responding 0, tha. subjects'would have
been correct 50 percent of the time... These estimates are shown in Figure lb
together with the results of the second rbn.(where 0-responses were not.
permitted): It can be seen that.perOrmance was close to chance when there
was no closure interval at all, but it: improved rapidly as cl.osure dur'ation
increased. An :asymptote seemed ,to be reached at a closure 'duration of. 100
msec; however, note fhat the asyMptotic error rate was much-higher than for
.VC'syllables in isolation! .Performance,in Run 2 was better than in Run 1,

This may reflect not only practice effects.but al's/pi the inOrrectness ol the
assumption that all 0.--responses were equivalent to rgndom sUesses.

A 4-way analysis of 'Variance was Performed' on fthe' Aata in Figure lb,

with consonant and (final) vowel at additional' factors. The effects of runs

(F1,10 26.6, p < .01) and.of closure duration (F5,50 = 33.5, p.<<,01) were.
highlY significant. In addition., however, there was a significant effect of
consonant (FI'lp = 5,5, p < .05) and a highly signifiCant consonant x vowel
interaction (PI ,10 =.17.2, p < .0.1). This interact'ionis shown in Figure 2.
It it evident that, when. followed by a vowel; lab!' was, much easier
identify than l.ad/, especially at' longer' tlosure AuratiOns, where? /ad/
stimuli were solely responsible for the high error rates. In addition, /ad-
i/ was muCh more Aifficult.than /ad-c/, but /ab-e/ was more difficult than
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Task 2: . VCV Discrimination. As expected; the V(C)-CV vs. V-CV
---

(compatible vs absent ithplosive transitiOns) condition was the mostdiffi-,
cult. This'was evident'lalready in the practice trials, where the average
error rate.was 16.5 percent, in this condition, but only 6.8 and 6.3 percent,
respectively, in the other two conditions. , The resnits for ;the ahorter
closure,durations are hown in Figure 3. The compatible-absent condition' wae
more diffiCult than the incoraPatible-absent condition,-which in turn was more
difficult than fhe compatible-incompatible condition.' Error ratea declined
steadily. as closure, duration increaaed,.but were Still considerably abOlp, the
practice trial error rate at the longest closure duration, which. thus 'ciOeS
not.represent the aaymptote.

A '4-way analysis, of variance showed not only highly significant-effects
of ,condition (F2;20' = 17.3, p < .01). and. Closure dukation (F4i40 =
p <<.01); but also'a significant effect.of vowel (FI :10 ' 7.9,.p < .05) and
a Significant condition x consonant interaction '(F2,20 = 13.6, p < .01)-
Since none' of these effects interacted with Closure duration, the data were
collapsed over this factor and each condition was analyzed aeparately in a 2-
way analysis of frbriance.

In the .compatible-absent-condition, there was only a significant effect
.of consonant (,F 1,10 , = 13.1, P < -01) which is, shown in. Figure.4a. Quite

. obviously, the presence of.implosive transitions,was much slore difficult to
detect, in /ab/ (B) than in /adi (D).. For lab!, performance remained at
chance level np to.a:closure-duratiofi of 50 msec or more., while for /ad/.the
error percentage decreased almost linearly, from the beginning. These resula--
are in excellent agreement with those of Repp (1976b, *Experiment II, Task 3,
Figure 5) where, exactly the same difference was found .at slightly longer

closure durations.

\

in the compatibleincompatible, condition, there waspoply a marginally
significant effect of'voweL (F1 10 = 5.5, p < ;05). Stimnli ending in /-c/
were eaSier than atimuli-ending an,r-i/, but this difference was present only

at' two closure dnrationa (25'and 75 msec).. .A similar effeet was present in
the incompatibleabsenC,,condition but did.not quite.reach .significance (.F1,10.

= 4.2, p < AD).. However; in the latter,condition, there wag a signifiCant:
,

effect .of consonant"( FI-lb = 8.9, p < . 02); 'As ind4cated by the significant..
.-condition .rx consonant- interaction obtained- carlier, ''this effect was

opPosfte..-direction of_. that .in Ole compatible-absent condition. -However,
since the Consonant factor in-this earlier' analysis.reflected the natureof
the.'explosive transitions .(whiCh' alone .were constant from Condition to
condition), it is obvious that the, consonant' effect in the ,incompatibleJ;

I

abaent condition (shown-in Figure 4b) waa the same as that in the. coMpatible:.
abdent condition .in terms,Of implosive traniitigfis. Thus, the presence of'
implosive labial' transitions . was more difficult to detect, regardless Of,

whether they mere followed' by compatible or incompatible explosive transi ,

tions. That the:rtwo consonant effects shown in Figure 4 were in fact due to
the implosive transitions aud not the,explosive.transitions, is also support.-

'ed. by the complete absence of a consOnant effectin ,the compatible-
incompatible Condition, where the oonsonafit factor reflected only variatiofi
inthe explosive transitions.
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Discussion

The VC-V identification task demonstrates.that'it is 'not necessary. to

follow'implosive transitions with explosive transitions to produce interfer-

enCe at short closure durations. A steady-state 'vowel is sufficient. No

direct comparison of the two effects, was conducted here, but comparis'bn with

the rNesults of Dorman et al, (1975) and Treiman (see Footnote 1) suggests

that the interference of a steady-state vowel is somewhat less severe than

'that of incompatible expl sive transitions at short closure-durations, but

that it extends to longer fiosüre durations. Overall, the two effects dO not

seem fundamentally differet &from each other.4

This 'finding is compatible With both explanations that haVe been

forwarded for the interference effect. One explanation claims it is true',

recognition backward masking; the.: is, interruption of processing (Massaro,

1975); the other refers to links between perception and production and

aasumes that the perceptual system refuses to deal with speechlike sounds

that are impossible to articulate (Dorman et al., 1975; Liberman, 1975). It

is certainly true that a'VC-V Utterance with a perfectly steady-state final

vowel could not be pronounced with closure durations as short as the ones

used here. Then-, is a mr.-e, specific implication6 for the backwatd-masking

hypothesis: if it is corrct, then the interruption of processing of the
implosive transitions probably does not take place in a mechanism specialized

for the perception Of,stop consonants or place of articulation, since ethe

masking vowel presumably does not engage this processing mechanism. Rather,

peem to be dealing with a more general auditory int.erference with -the

perception-of iMplosive tranaitions.

The large diffepences due tO consonants (/b/ vs. /d/) and vowels (/E/

vs. /i/) were quite surprising. On the basis of the acoustic characteris-

tits .of the target atimuli alone, a consonant effect in the :opPOsite

direction might have beep. expeted. /ab/ diff,ered from /ad/ not only in the

second- and third-formant transitions., .butvit also had a shorter first=--

forMant (FI) transition With a higheriterminal frequency. 5, Since the FI

transition is an important manner tue, one might have expected /b/ to be les§

"st6p-1ike" and therefore more susceptible to interference. than /d/.

In teed, /d/ was mi!ch more affected by the\following vowel. Gloser-inspec-

tion \of the data from Run 1 showed, however, that thi difference was

PT
imarily due to genuine misidentifications of /d/ as /b/; here was a. much

.smalleT difference between the., two consonants in terms of 0-r spqnses, which

reflect,- detection of the manner cue. Thus, .it was' alveo ar place Of'

1 articulation that specifically" suffered from interference. reover, as

t \

4Malmberg\ (1955) noted long. ago .that the consonant of. VC-V Stim ri is

perceptually grouped with the' final vowel when the closure duration is ade

very short\; he did not mention any interfetente effect. This difference

be ascribedto Malmberg's use of sOphisticated listeners, and perhaps to the

identity ofthe initial and final vowels in his stimuli.

5This difference was noi really intended but somehow crept
stimulus,.set and.then was carried along It was also present in

experiments (Repp, 1976a, .1976b) and. was eliminated only in

'Experiments II and III.

into the original
earlier
present
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Figure la shcws, there was virtually no'decline in the frequency,of .genuine
-confdsions as' c1osu'e duration increased. Even at-a closure duration of 125

m.seC, a large proportion of Id/ stimuli gas labeled /b/, despite the- fact

that the VC portions '1.,re Perfectly identifiable in isolation. This was,
surpriSing si.nce the final; /d/ waS,. in a sems-e, acoustically more ,11prominent"

than the final /b/, due to its 'steeply rising third-formant transitions:

(cf. also.Repp, 1976b). .Precisely for .this reason, however, /ad/'perhaps
sounded' less natural than /ab/; and this may have been responsible-for its
poor identification when followed.by a.steady-state vowel.

,The interaction between consonants and vowels (Figure 2) is even.more
.intriguing. .Closer inspection of the data from Run 1 indicates 'that the

'differential effect of the two.vbwel masks on 7ab/ was entirely due to 0-
responses, .while, with lad/., both'07responses and genuine errors sh-64ied a

large vowel effect. The differential .effect of the two vowels on the

detectability ol the manner 'eue' (implosive F1 transitions) may have been due
to their different FL frequencies. .,However, why did it interact with the
final consonants? As mentioned earlier,',/ad/ had a longer 71 transition with
a lower offset frequency than lab/; /i/ had a loWer F1 than /c/. Thus, the
F1 of ii-/ .-(279 Hz) was closer to'the FI' offset of /ad/ (381 Hz), and the' F1
of /c/ (535 Hz) was'closer to the F1 offset of /ab/ (560 Hz)... .This' relatiVe
continuity of F1 may have.led to the perceptual illusiOn of a' transition

.between two vowels without any intervening silence. We thus arrive at the 7-,
admittedly s

ipeculative

-- hypothesis that a listener will be less likely 60-

perceive an mplOsive F1 transition as a stop manner cue if it.points towards
the F1 frequency of a following voWel.

The devastating effect of /i/ on the perception of /ad/ remains to be
explained. perhaps the relative. continuity of the second and third formants
(F2 and.F3) can provide an explanation. /ad/ had rising iMplosive F2 and F3
transitions; the F2 offset (1459 Hz) was below the'F2 of /E/ (1840 Hz) and
far below, the F2 of /i/ (2298 Hz), while the 73 offset (3363 .Hz) was
the. F3 of /i/ (3029 Hz) and far above the ,73'ofic/ (2527 Hz). A formant
continuity interpretation would be possible only for F3 but not fOr F2, for
which the relationships are reversed. However,, to the degree that the F3
transition was responsible for the somewhat artificial .sound of /ad!, its

relative continuity with the F3 of the Jollowin'g vowel,(especially /in may
have specifically harmed /d/ identification.,

Thus, the results point towards frequency-specific interactions between
the implosive transitions and the following vOwel. Relative continuity of
forrnants:thcross the intervening silence seems to make it wire difficult, to
perceive.manner and place conveyed by implosive tranSitions. This effect-is
reasonable from an auditory information prOcesSing, viewpoint. However, an
interpretation in terms' of articulatory xelationships may also be Possible,
since auditory and articulatory variables are highly correlated.

Turning ,to the results of thediscrimination task, note first that the
general'interfering effect of C2 on CI in-VG-CV utterances was confirmed.. As

'closure duration was dacreased, VC-CV became increasingly".more difficult to

discriminate from V(C)-:CV and V-CV'. The extent and time.course of the effect
were not only similar to those.reported earlier by Dorman et al. (1975),..but
they alSo paralleled the results in the VC-V identification.task, c.onfirming
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that backwaxd.interference by a steady-state vowel and by an incompatible CV
syllable.are basically similar effects. The fact that the present "masking"
functions exteni over a'wider range of closure durations than those of Dorthan
et al. (1975) maY be due to differences in stimulus 'structure and methodolo-
gy.

: -Despite the-fact thzt V(C)-CV and IFp., utterances were very difficult to
.discriminate from each .other, VC-CV. stimuli were consistently_easier to

discrit-inate. from V(C)-CV stimuli than from V-CV stimuli. .In the'V(C)7CV
VC-CV.condition, the difference consisted in a large difference in.F2.and F3
and 'a small difference in F1. In the V-CV s. VC7CV condition, the.

difference,in F.1 was larger,but'that in F2 an&I3 Was ,smailer. Apparently,
then, it was the difference in the higher foments that was more important
for discrimination performance. The acousticAifferences to be discriminated.
in VC-CV vs: .V-CV, and in. V(C)-CV V-CV were about equivalent, and indeed
performance in the- two conditions was similar, at, the two shortest closure
durations (see Iigure At longer- closure durations, the foxmer condition ,.
had 'an advantage as the difference .in phonetic structure began to eMerge.
'us, the results *Liggest that discriminations .at very short closure .dura-,
tions made primarily on the basii of auditory diffprences_.(very
incfficif:ntly), while at -longer closure ddralions, phbnetic distinctions
playet! im-increising.role. The difference between VC-CV Vs. V(C)-CV.and VC-
CV vs., V-CV at longer clOsure dUratiOns.may alio refleCt a phonetic factor,

' as iuggested by my own bbservations: when.V-CV Stimuli were paired with VC-
CV st'imUli,-the VC-CV context sometimes induced the V-CV stimuli to be heard
as VC-CV too, thus reducing discrimination accuracy. .In V(C)7CV stimuli, the
presence of .(compatible) implosive transitions, apparently prevented such

phonetic,illusions. I..also seems that,they did.not'occur in V(C)-CV
CV disCrimination, so tWat the 'better-than-chance .discriminabiIity of thdse
stituli must be ascribed to,an auditory cue -7 a slight discontinuity between
initial voWe1 and consonznt in VC-V stituli that-became noticeable as closure
duration increased.

The strong consonant effect in theN(C)-CV vs. V-CV condition-replicated
the effect'foUnd by Repp (1976b), Most jikely, it was due to the perteptible
acoustic difference between the implosive transitions of the two:Consonants.
The:steeper. F1 and F3.transitions of /ad/ and its resulting somewhat strident
Sound insured itSljetter discriminability, from the steady-state vowel. The.

, \
consonant eflect was less prOnounced in'the VC-CV vs..V-CV condition, perhaps
because ,of the higher -performance. level there, which resulted from the
additional-phonetic Joactor aiding disCtimifiZtion.

While both the above conditions involved the discrimination of z VC
stimului from a V stimulus in the presence of a constant\CV "mask" which
amounts .to detecting Xhe presence' ol implosiVe transitions -- the third
condition, V(C)-CV vg, yc-cy, involved the discriminatio\ of- twa different
types of implosive transitions. Thug, unlike the other two conditions,
exactly the same target discrimination was required on ever .trial, and only
the CV.mask varied. In contrast to the variation in implosive transitions,
theyariation in-explosive transitions.had no effect on perfOrMance.-
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OPERIMENT.II

This experiMent was a.follow-up to Experiment I of Repp (1976b) and very
similar in Aesign. Repp (1975, 1976a) showed that "same" judgments about the
medial consonants of two successive VCV (that is, V(C)-CV) uttetances..have

shorter latencies. when the final vowels.are'the.same,than when they are

different, and that, thiS effect persists when the 'closure period is:

increased. Sinee the absolute latencies also increased with closure

duration, it seemed that the subjscts based their decisions solely on the CV
portions of the stimuli. Repp (1976b, Experiment I) used- a design. that

.randomly mixed VC and YCV , utterances, 'in order to force the listeners to

focus on the implosive transitions. This procedure was successful in so far

as the latencies no-longer increased systematically-with the closure duration

of the VCV,stimuli. Paradoxically, however, the effect of the final vowel on
"same",latencies did not diSappear at long .closure durations -7-, result that

Could not be explained, since the latencies seemed,6 indicate that 'the
subjects relied on the implosive transitions alone, which were independent Of
the final vowel.

Repp (1976b, Experiment II) employed a simpler choice-reaction time task

to get at the same probleJi. By presentingyCV stimuli witHand without
implosive transitions (thE v(C)-CV and V-CV stimuli) and varying cloSure

duration, I. demonstrated esponse laCencies for deciding whether s
stimulus began With /ab/ or .c/ increased with closure duration. for V-CV

stimuii,, but not .for stimuli.:. Clearly, then, the list'eners were

paying selective .attention 'to the .VC :porLion of the stimuli. 'However,

latencies for.isolated VC stimuli were faster than for V('.,)-CV

showeC that Cie 4011owing:CV,.portion in V(C)-CV stimuli still affected the
decisicn prodess.

.Tbe alternative, and perhaps more obvious,, proCedure to investigate the

inflUence of the CV portion On decisions @bout' the VC. porLion is to remove
the explosiVe.transitions and compAre latenCieS for V(C)-0.7 and VC-V stimuli.

Thisao.proach was taken in.. the present experiment, after some lresitation.
While .removing the implosive transitions of a V(0-CV stimulus has little
perceptual consequence (VkC)-CV and V-CV stimuli sound extrcmly.similar at
short olo:;ure durations -2.cf. Experiment I), removing the exPlosive,transi-

tions haS a much more disturbing effect: V(C)-CV and VC-V stimuli sound
differently, especially at short closure durations, wh?,re the consonant in

VC-V stimuli is difficult to. pevceive (cf. Experiment 1). Thus, high error

rates Were to 'be expet.ted, but I nevertheless found the expeH.ment worth.,

attemr,ting.

The present experiment consisted .of three tasks. ,..Task 1 served to

familiarize the listener with the baPic target stimuli; it required a simple
'forced-choice classification o'f-: the two standard.VC syllableS, JSb/ and /ad/.
Ta5k 2' was'also. S.consonant clEssificatior task, but-here,' most of the VC
targetS'were followr!.0 by'eithsr a 'phonetically compatible CV syllable,ar .by a
.steady-state voWel, after one.of two closure inter-VS1s. It' was expected that
whatever influenc2.the explosive 'Eransicions exerted'on conSonant judgments
.Wovld be absent in V(:-V stimuli,3o that latencies eXpected.:to be faster

for .VC-V Stimuli than for V(C)-CV stimuli. However, since' the:intelligibili-

ty ot the VC-N consonant suffered at short closure dOratiOns, it was
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considered possible that the faster latencies for VC-V stimuli would emerge
only at the longer closure duration.

. Task 3 was a same-different reaction time (RT) task. .Here, as in the

previous experiments (Repp, 1.975, 976a, 1976b' Experiment,I., Task 3), the

effect of principal interest .was the influence of the final vowel on the
latency of "sdme" judgments. The design included V(C)CV and VC-V. stimuli
with two closure duratiohs, as well as VC stimuli, in various combinations
wi-th each other. Repp (1976b) hypothesized that, in V(C)-CV pairs, the
subjects compared the exploSive transitions instead of the ,implosive transi-
tions on SOme trials, leading tb an effect of the final vowel even at long
closure durations. If thirs interpretation is correct, the finalvowel effect
should disappear in VC-V pairs that do not contain any explosive transitions.
On the other' hand, if the, effect of.the 'final vowel' is due to.some:more
general, perceptual integration, it should be present in VC-V stimuliis pairs
as well (perhaps in reduced,magnitude)... Again, some effect at short closure
durations was to be expected simply because of the interfering effect of the
final vowel; the.more interesting condition was the long closure duration.

Although these hypotheses were:7'formulated. in- terms of latencies, the

experiment contained a safeguard against the possibility that RTs would show
too much, variability due to the relative Aifficulty of the task for

inexperienced listeners. Earlier experiments have shown that error rates are
highly correlated with latencies. in this type of task, and as.taSk diffiCulty
increases, they'become a more reliable dependent variable than the latencies
themselves. Most of .the hypotheses could therefore be replaced.by'substitut7
ing "fewer errors" for "faster latencies". As it turned out, .I tilad tO rely

heavily on the error rates ,in interpreting the results of -the .present

experiment.

Method

Subjects. Ten volunteer subjects participated, all of them relatively
inexperienced in this type of experiment.

Me.same basic set' of V(C).-HCV stimuli was used .as: in: the

earlier experiMents (/abc,/, /adi/). VC-V'.stimuli were generat-
ed by, replacing the explosive transitions With steady-state vowel fOrmants,

as in Task 1 of Experiment I. Closure durations were 100 and 250 msec. VC
stimuli, consisted only of the Stimulus portions preceding the silent closure
interval. One slight difference between, the present stimuli and those of
earlier experiments das that the Fl,transitions of ./ab/, originally shorter
than those of /ad/, were made equall.',7 long. 14bile this may havejvcreased
the,detectability of :mplosive labial transitions in V(C)-C1b1 stimuli ,(cf.

Figure 4a), it hardly affecte& the intelligibility of VC-V stimuli in which,
primarily, /ad/ Suffered'from the folloWing Vowel (tf. Figure 2).-

the initial VC list'(Task 1) contained 50 stimuli in random order with
ISIs of .3,555 Msec. The choice-RT sequence (Task 2):contained 100 stimuli
presented in.,,five individually' randomized blocks of 20. Each block,contained.
16 VCV stimuli (four basic stimuli with or without explosive transitions.at
tWo,closure durations) and 4 VC stimuli. The.ISI covaried with closure
duration . and stimulus type; it was the stimulus onset ' (or' VC offset)
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asynchrony thaC was held constant at 3,740 msec'. The tape \for Task 3

contained two .individually randomized blocks of 144 stimulus Psirs... Each

block oontained all pairwise cOm.bihat.ions of the four V(C)-CV stiMuli and all
Pairwise combinations of the four VC-V stimuli at each of the'cwo closure
duratiOns, resultingjn,2-X 2 x 16.-= 64 stimulus psirs; plus.all cOmbinations
orthe two VC stimuli With all V(C)-CV and .VC-V stimuli at each closure

. duration; resultingin another 2 x 2. x 16' = 64,stimulus pairs;. "plus four

replications of the .four VC,combinations. Note that the two stimuli, in a VCV
. pair always were of the same type (V(C)-CV or VC-V) and had the'same-cloSure

duration. The within-pair onset asynchiony was constant ac 1 Sec; the

between-vir onset asynchrony (from' the- onset of the second stimulus in a
pair to the onSet of the first stimulus of.the next pair) was.3,740 maec.

,

Procedure. Equipment, procedure, and 'anslysis were almost \exacbly

, identical to those of Repp (1976b,.Experiment I). Only the main features

.. IsX1f:/1411:7ataenccii iltehrec'hIel'Tft(s/Lr,idinort.11:gsltilbleecfinarlef:::,orlief r4::::ste.,

The tesponse-hand assignment was varied from subject.to subject. In.Task 3,
,

all Subjects responded "same., with the (preferred) right:hand and 11-diffrent"
with the left. It was emphasized ,to .respond as quickly as pOssible, to

1

ignore the final vowels, and not to wait. for the ,end of an utterance before
responding. It was'. mentioned that some stimuli' .might be a little mire

, difficult to identify than others. . Subjects were Ssked to t!correct" heir'

: own errors '(if realized) by qui.ckly presSingthe other key. (This procedure
was found .usefut,in earlier studies but had been neglected in the earlier
experiments-o.fthis series.) Each subject listened to the two blOcks twice,
that is, to...-"X 144. = 576 stimulus pairs altogether,. A.11 tasks were preceded

by a few4inutes Of practice selected randomly from the taPes. .

, , .

.

. .

.. path-analysis was conducted on the median RT6',..of correct responSes
calculated from 25 stimulus replications in Task 1,-from 5 replications (,10
for VC stimuli) in Task 2, and ftom 8,respOnses (16 for VC pairs) in Task 3.
These eight responses in Task 3 resulted from cross-clsssifying the responses
according to the factois blocks (1 and 2 Vs. 3 and 4), stimulus types MCI-
CV N.rs.r. VC-V),, closure duration (100 vs. 250 mser), same/different consdr-
nant, and same/different'vowel, which left_ eight responses'per cell.: PairS

(--.,containing VC stimuli.were analyzed separatelY: from the other. (structurally
homogeneOus) pairs; the factorial design yss similar;- except that .tempora

: ordsr (VC first or second). replaced the sameklifferent vowel factor. VC\
. .

-pairs were not included in,this
,.

.
,

. . .

.. RTs were measnred from-VC offset in each case. Errors cOrrected by the.\
subjects themselves were omitted fromanalysis, since earlier 'studieS hsd
indicated .that they were mostly due to response anticipations or response
hand confusions and not relate& to the experimental conditions. ExCept for 1

individual differences in frequency
!
they =showed no.Obvious pattern in the \

... present experiment either.
._. .

\

,

Results

Task 1: VC Classification. The' subjects had jittle difficulty in

clessifYing rhe.VC syllables in isolation. 'The overall error rate was. 1.8
percent, excluding corrected ernirs (2.A.percent). .They 'consisted ,-of 8
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errors with /ad/ (3.2 percent) and only 1 error with /ab/ (0.4 percent). RTs

were faster to /ab/ (368 msec) than to /ad/ (410,.Msec). 'This difference was
shown by eight of the ten subjects and- was- significant (F1,10.= 11.21,
p,< .01). It is in the opposite direction'of the difference found by Repp
(1976b -- Experiment 1, Task 1). In fact, while the average.RTs to /ad/ are
comparable in.the two studies, those to-/ab/ were faster in the present study
by over.100 msec. 'This difference most likely reflects the change in the F1
transition of lab/.

Task 2: Choice-RT Task. The results of the choice-RT task are shown in
Figure 5. Figure 5a shows the. latencies, Figure...5b the error rates. Both

figures show an interaction between .stimulus type and closure duration.
While closure durAtion had' relatively little effect in V(C)-CV 'stimuli,.
performance with VC-V stimuli was much better at the long closure duration
than at the short one. 'This was expected, because the fihal vowel interfered
with the perception of the ,implosive transitions at the. 100-msec closure
duration; the error. 'rate was: correspondingly high.. It .is 'interesting,

however, that at the 1007msec .closure duration, VC-V RTs were hardly, longer
than V(C)-CV RTs, despite the Jarge differenCe in error rates, and at the
250-msec VC-V HTs were.actually faster than V(C)-CV RTs,
although,'VC-V stinuli continued to exhiSit .a slightly higher error rate.
Thus, although error rates and latencies tend to be positively correlated,
s,,metimes -one measure shows a difference where the other does not (cf. Repp,

1976b, for similar observations).

Unfortunately, the RT effects did not reach. significAnce due to large
individual differences and high variability. .A 4-way analysis of variance
(stimulua types'; closure durations, consonants; vowels) yielded no signifi7.
cant effects. Ttansformations of- the data or.eliminating subjects with

eXceptionally long RTs.did not help. .Thus, mo firm conclusions can be drawn
frOm the R'rpattern in Figure 5a.

The.error patterns wete more consistent, although the majority of the
errors was contributed by a few subjects. 'The overall error rate was 9.5
perCent, exCluding corrected. errors (3..5 percent). In addition to the

effects of stHiuluS type and- closure duration evident in Figure 5b, there
were the expected large difference between individual stimuli: Ladil (26.0
percent), /fade/ (10.5 percent),,/aber (3.11. percent), /abi/ (2A percent).
Thus; the large majority of the errors ,consisted -in alveolar-to-labial
confusions. For VC-V stimuli.'with a closure duration of 100 msec, the error
rates for the four 'individual stimuli were 42.0, 34.0T--.6.0, and 10.0,

respectively considerably higher than in Experiment I, Task 1 (Figure .

This differenue probably reflects the more sttingent demands of the present.
task ..and: perhaps cOntext 'effects; however, the 'pattern Agrees with the

results shown in Tigure 2.

Error rateslor VC stimuli Wete comparabJe to those for other stimuli at
the' longer closure duration (Figure 5b). However, RTs ,tended to be faster
for VC stimuli than for, VCV stimuli (Figure 5b). VC 'stimuli in Task 2

exhibited' both higher error rates and slower RTs than the VC.stimuli in Task
1 -- a context-effect slso obtained by Repp (1976b).
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Task.3: Same-Different Reaction Time. 'The resUlts of TaSk 3 are shown
in Figures 6 and 7-.:-TigTIre 6 shows the data for VCV pairs (that is, pairs
not containing VC stiMuli).. It has four panels: panels a and b (above) show
RTs, panel's b and c (below) the'corresponding error rates. Panels a and c

(on the left) are for V(C)-CV stimuli, panels'b and d (on the right) are.for
VC-V stimuli.

THe latency data were analyzed in a 5-wor analysis of variance that

yielaed.several significant effects. Ilowevev, the effects that were not
significant providecrequally interesting information; there was no signifi-
cant pra tice (block) effect., no significant overall increase in .RTs with
Closure d ration, no significant overall difference between. V(C),-CV,and VC-V
pairs,' an (surprisingly) no signifiCant difference between "same" and

"different' RTs (that were cOnfounded* With right vs. left, response hand).
The only- main effect that reached significance was that of same/eiffereut'
vowel (F1,9 = 8.43, p .< .05), with faster overall: latencies when vowels were
the same.. Several higher-order interactions reached significance but, do not
merit extenqive disCussion. They were, primarily due to the preci?itous
decline ,in VC-V "different" latencies with closure duration' where the wards
were the .same (cf. Figure 6b).

.
It is evident from Figures 6a and 6b that both stiMulcs ztypEk..p showed an

effeft of the final',vowel on "same" lnbencies. The effect was in the

expected direction (faster RTs when the vowels were the same) and did not
decrease as ,clasure duration increased. The effect of the final vowel.on
"different' latehcies was not .consistent, on.the other hand, and seemed to
interact with stimulus types as well as closure duration. The result that

the: final vowels' had a consistent .effect, on "same" responies only is in

agreement with earlier experiments, and so is the absence of a decline of
this effect as closure duration increaseA.

To .clarify the statistical. reliability of t a effect, a separate

analysis. of variance was conducted on. "same" laten( Only: ,The main effect
of same/different vowel reached significance (FI,9 = 5.11, p < .05) and did
not interact With any other factor. The, only other .significant effect was an
uninterpretahle. 3-way'interaction between the other three factors (blocks,
closure durations, stimilus types).

Because of the high rror rates and the great variability of the

latencies, ,the error pattern was likely to' provae a 'more.. direct and

consistent indicator of the major experimental effects. Figures 6c and \6d

show quite'clearly that.(1) more errors were made_on,"different". trialS.than
on "same".trials (that is, incorrect "same"- respon-ses were mcre frequent .thaR
.incorrect "different". responses), (.2) "different' trials had much higher\
error rates with VC-V pairs than with V(C)-CV pairs, (3) "different" errors
(that is, incorrect "same° responses) decreased as closure duration
increasA, bue-,, 'same" errors remained roughly1 constant, and (4) the

same/different.. vowel factor had a clear effect only on "aame" errors and was
independent of closure duration and .stimulus type. Error and latency
pat-erns for "same" responses are in good agreement, which in part reflects
the greater reliability of "same latencies because: of the 1oWer error rates
on "sarne" trials. There was, no increase in aacuracy over blocks. .All

effects just mentioned-were highly significant in an' analysis of_ variance,
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but since this 'analysis_ was not Ouite legitiMate because of the highly
asymmetric distribution of theerror scores, detiled results will not be
repOrted here.

\

The regultS for:stimulus pairs.containing VC:stimuli are shown in Figure

7 with. panels arranged as.in Figure 6. The RTs (Ffgures 7a and 7b) deserve-
little. comment, .for, desOite their apparent orderliness, a 5-way analysieof
variance d.i.d not reveal a single significant effect. (Not even the.interac-,.

tion of.same/different consonant with closure duration' approached signifi-

cance.) Latencies for VC'paira seemed to be faster than for other stimulus
pairs (Figure 7a); however, this differenC-e was not tested for significance.

It.was'again in te error 'rates that differences emerged, more clearly:
Figure's. 7c.and 7d sho.F,...thatpairs in which the VC:stimulus.came first and
whiCh'had identiCal consonants had much lower error.rates than other stimulus
combinations: Thus,-temporal-e5rder of the stimuli'in a pair clearly made a
:difference for."same" responses;.for "different" responses', a similar'effect

was observed at the longer closure duration only. : (Note that these effects,

'tended to be reversed.in terms of RTs; however,:se true speed-accuracy trade-
off could hardly underly this inconsistency.) Except for the steep increase
in errors for pairs containing VC-V stimulijat thie Shorter closure duration;
the error patterns for the two stimulus typles were\quiteaimilar. Again., no

.practiceeffects were evient. . All relevant effects were significant in an

analysis of variance.

Although RTs for VC pairs tended-to be faster, their erron(rates were

comparable' to those for most.other pairs at the longer closure'duration. 'At

the 250,-msec:Clostire duration, only pairs of VC-V stimuli had highly elevated
.erroryrates (Figure 60.: following both target consonants with.iirelevant.
Vowels. iltroduce4:a 'strong tendency to resPond -"same" to consonants that

actually were,different, regardless of-whether the'two\7owelS were the same
or not.

Discussion

As far as RTs are .concerned, this, experiment .was not ,particularly
.successfui.:. oqnter- and intra-subject variahility was: too great and error.

crate8 too high to .lead to, useful resulta, apart from, .the, marginally

.significaht vowel effect in Task 3. .
HoweVer, if.the view is.\6eeepted that

the error rateS convey Very much the same, information as :the latencies, the
relatiVely greater consistency :of :the error patterns 'permit* one to draw
cOncluSions that originally Were to be based on Llire RTs. It s'ld be. noted
that these'tonclusions'apply'only to relatively-inexperiencet!, listeners.; .so
far, there is 'little eVidence' that practiced listeners are senc4itive to the:
eontext lollowing.VC':targets in any systematic way.6.

. 'The' principal result is. the effeet of the reiationship:of the final

vowels on "same" judgments' about-4he. stOp .consonantfr.-. in pairs. of: VCV

6See Repp"(1976b). I also served as a subject in the present experiment and
showed no, systematic effects of 'context (at least, no effects consistent

with those shown by inexperienced listeners).,

6 8
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utter-ances. As in OR aarlier studies by Repp (1976a, 1976b), the, effect

iieraisted:even at a relatively !long closure period. In addition, the'present \

experiMents.'shows that it is ejlqually present in VC-y stimuli Wh,ich do not
contain any explosive transitions. This rules.out the hypothesis'that the
explosive transitions mediated the effect of the final vowel. . '

' \ .

It will be recalled tha Fisoni'and ash (1974) and Wood and Day (1975) .

.

.

.

demonstrated effects of the final vowel on judgments abOut.syllable-initiall \

stop .consonants (explosive.tLansitions): I.hpothesized (Repp, 1975) that

this effeCt was due to: the acoustic variation of explosive transitions with
the following vowel, and T demonstrated that'the effect'is. also obtained in
V(C)-CV utterances, where partiof the' consonantal infOrmation (the implosive
transitions) is indevndent of the final vowel. HoWever, the explanation was
always possible that the listeners simply ignored the implosive transitions,

-i

or alternated between basing their decisions on implosive or explosive

transitions, or perceptually integrated these'cues because they signalled the/
'same place of articulation. :These interpretations Ino longer seem tenable./
In lic-41 .stimuli,' a final voWel containing no consonantal 'Cues whatsoever'
biases judgments about eventsi that are acoustical 'y independent of it'and
dccur ai much as 250 msec earlier. This effect is of the same magnitude as
that obtained ir V(C)-CV stimuli.,.'"WhiCh suggestathat_ it is of a:more. general
nature and doss not depend on;the:"Connectednese/af portions of the signal
by phonetically compatible plea.' Rather, the perception of certain-acoustic'
cues. seems to be sensitive tol any.speech information that follows within a
considerable time span.. Of co.rse, tfiistime span/will depend on a'number of
factors, such as the salience of the critical cue and the experience of/the

f-

listener. I
1 .

It is.instruCtive to .eval ate sYstematicall the effect of adding inal

vowels (or'CV portions) ta one or both VC stimul in a pair.. The error ates

for, VC pairs constitute a ba eline .(Figure- 7a :-----11--a final vowel Sr CV
I

portion is added to the second VC, a VC-VCV pair is obtained. It can be seen
in Figures jc and 7d that this.addition,.of a vo el had little effec't on' error
rates atthe long closure period; but at the short closure period, errors

\,increased considerably, especially on VC-V "dif erent" trials. In co paring
YVCV-VC pairs. (Figures 7a and 7b) with VCV-VCV pairs (Figures 6a and 6b),
exactlyrhe same manipulation adding. a final kowel to the second stimulus-

. ,

.-.is involved. Here the effe ts.were more complex, because the relationship
first stimulus inithe Pair

were drastically reduced by
st when 'a vowel) (or CV)
firot stimulus. /Adding a
f a .pait in .Which the

longer closure/duration,
ation: ThisLieffect is

'of the adcl7d..final vdwel'to final vowel of th
played a' role. .Errors.at bot c.losure.durations
.making the-second stimulus identical to the .fi

portion Was addedthat.was. alre\ady contained in th
.different final vowel to: the\ aecond stimulus
cOnsonants w. re' the same bad little effect at the

L-t reduced rrorrates at the' shorter .closure du.

' teresting, for-although ale difference between,thf\ two stimilli "increased,
apecially ,ii the case. of VC V stimuli), fewer errors wer.. ...mmitte4-..lon.

"same",trials The fact that the oVerall structure oi the ti, iiivili became

--micv-ite similar:may have been more important than the .p ecise :z a nIatioship of
the final vowels, although the atter, of course, had\ an additiolnal effect:

When the target.consonanta were different, adding a fi al CV. porition to the'

second stimUlus. increased error slightly, while ...addi g a fiqal vowel only
(Vc-y pairs) inCreased errors dr stically. The differen e in the Magnitudes

. 1
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of these effects mUst have.been due 0 the presence vs. absence of explosive

transitions which conveyed-. relevant-consonantal information. _It _was most

surprising thet th addition of a final vowel had such a large effect in VC-V

stimuli at the 250 sec closure 'duration.. Apart from this effect, the

results may be cau ously interpreted to \show two factors at work:

similarity of.overall s imulus- structure, which played a role only at the

short closure dUration ( liggesting that, at the\loriger closure duration., the
two portions'of each'stimulus no longer formed one perceptual unit or chunk),

and complete identity, Which was effective at bnth closure dnrations.

7-- u,lib eL -now the effect of adding a-'-fi'dal vowel or CV portion to the

first stimulus in a pair. Doing this to a VC-VC pair resdlts in a VCV-VC

pair. The ffect is an increase in errors on "same" trials but not on

,Ydifferent" trials, except at the short closure duration for VC-V stimuli

'.(Figure 7d). In each case, the manipulation .eliminates the advantage of

"same" trials,.which apparently requires'that two identiCal stimulus portions

follow directly.upon each other. (Note that the advantage .of "same" trials

was found in VC-VCV pairs, where no. euditory information interVened between
the two identical VC p-ortions.) When a'vowel or.CV portion is. added to the

first stimulus in. a VO-VCV pair, a VCV-VCV pair .results in which the overall

stimulus structure of the two stimuli is equal. On "same" trials, the error
rates.for VC-VCV pairs are more like those of VCV-VCV pairs with:different

vowels at .the short closure duration, but like those' of VCV-VCV pairs with

identical. vowels at the-long closure duration. This again Suggests that the

final vowel or. CV.portion formed a,perceptual unit with the VC portion -et the

shorter closure duration only. In each case, there is Id advantage for two

identical perceptual units following.directlk upon each other, be they VCs or.

VCVs. The effect of adding a vowel to the first StimuluS on "different"
trials is similar to the effect of adding a vowel to the second stimulus: a

moderate increase in errors for V(C)-CV stimuli, and e large' increase for VC-

.V. stimuli, regardless of'closure duration. The increase in errors at the

.short closUre duration may also reflect a bias towards "same"--respOnses

arising from'similarity in overall structure.

The data .suggest, then, that the average unpracticed subject processes

the stimuli, as follows. All. the information that oceurs prior to. the onset

of the second VC stimulus _is phonetically interpreted and stored. The

information, heginning with the second VC is .first compared to the .stored
infOrmatiod id a holistic manner. In.this holistic comparison, ,the size of

the Units compared' is 1etermined 12z the,total'i.nformation held in storage,

that is, if the first stimuluS was a vcy (even With. a'closure'period' oi 250

msec), the units to be compared .will be VCVs, if it was a'VC, they will be

VCs. (In" the latter -Ca-se, if the Second VC is followed by further

information after a relatively, short interval, the listener may have diffiL.

Cultyin segregating the VC pOrtion.as a unit for comparison..) Ie the second
unit exactly matches the first' unit' held in storage, an accurate (and fast).

"same" response is issued. The low error rates for identical VC-V stimuli
with a short closure period suggest that these matches takeplace at a,

- prephonetic (auditory) leVel; otherwise, there should have been 'mare errors
on"same" trials because of the high uncertainty about the phonetic ddentity.
afthese stimuli: (cf..Experiment I). If the holistic match is negative (or

already while it is being performed), a more analytic .comparison,is conduct-
likelybetween phonemic stimulus representationS. The final vowel
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in VCV stimuli can be ignored in this comparison, hut it may still have
indirect effects on the identification of the.stop consonant.. These..indirect.

.effects may accouht- for part of-the error pattern, Psuch as Che striking
difference. between VC-1/0C-V 'tame" (vowel different) trials and VC-V/VC
"same" trials at the short closure duration.

Clearly, .this is: not 'a full account of, what is going on in the
listener's head in ,this complex task. Various individual differences and \\

- /

strategies may be involved. ' But the availability of a special prephonetic
.mode of comparison for the detection of exaCt identity seems fairly clear..
The good agreement with the results of Repp (l976b) should be noted, in terms
of error rates, at jeast. There'was no consistent,effect of closure duration
on RTs when the second stimulus was of.the V(C)-CV type. This also agre
with the earlier results and indicates.that the subjects did not,ma're their
decisions solely, .on the.. basis of the explosive transitions. Clearly,
however

I,
the explosive transitions were taken into account, as chown by the

difference in "different" error rates between v(c)-cy nd VC-V
FurLherresearch yielding cleaner RT data will be needed to gain more insight,
into the precise processing strategies'emplpyed by listeners in.this task.

EXPERIMENT III

This experiment investigated the perceptual interaction between implo-
sive and exPlosives transitions in VCV stimuli by a new method: .vstematic
manipulation of the acoustic structure df the transitions. Consider a VCV
utterance with a short closure dur'ation (for example, 25 msec). The medial
Stop is almost always perceiveo.according to the'eXplosive transitions, even
if the implosiVe transitions are appropriate for..a different place of
articulation (cf. Dorman et 61., 1975, and, the present Experiment I). In

other words, both /ab-de/ and /ad-del are perceived- as lade!, and, both /ab-
be/ and /ad-be/ are perceived as label, if the closure period is. made
sufficiently short. Whai happens if the explosive.transitions are chosen so
th..;: the second syllable is ambiguous between /be/ and /de/ when presentect'in
isolation? Will it be equally ambiguous when preceded,by /ab/ or /ad/ at a
short closure duration? Or will the (unambiguQus) implosive transitions
, .

determine the Thonetic percept in this case? their effect could be either.
assimilative or contrastive; because of the close contiguity of the interact
ing transitions, and since the implosive transitions are'not perceived as a
separate phonemic event, an assimilative effect.seems more,likely. Such an
effect would provide evidence of perteptual .integration,of implosive and
explosive transitions, while absence of any effect would support a percePtual
interruption hypothesis (Massaro, 1975) or at least suggest.that implosive
transitions play no perceptual role at very short tlosure durations.

Consider now the reverse case. As the closure duration is increa:,, a
stimulus like lab-del changes perCeptually from lade/ to lab-del. At
comparable closure Aurations, lad-detremains lade/ in perception; gemi_ate
consonants (lad-del). are perceived onlY at much lOnger clOsure durations
(Repp, 1976b). What happens if the implosive transitions are made ambiguous
between ab/ .and. /ad/?. When followed by /de/ at an intermediate closure
duration (115 ms.ec, say),. will the perceptual result .be /ade/ ,or /ab-de/?
When followed by /bef, will it be label br /ad-be/? Again, the effect of the
expldsive transitions on the Terception of the ambiguous implosive transi-
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tions could be either assimilative or contrastive, or absent altogether. A

mnre_difficultto make in this case. Again, an .assimila7_,_

tive effett would ptovide'evidence of perceptual ihtegration over a period as

long as the closure duration used.

The method.used. was to construct acoustic continua of implosive. trani-
tions (lab/-/ad/) and explosive transitions (/b0-/A0) and to investigate

shifts in the phoneme boundaries on these -continua s a function Of the

phonetic iden,ity .of the preceding (following). transitio s. Four Control

conditions were included. In two 'of them, the VC and CV .portions_were

preSented in isolation. -Ih: the other two, the VC-CV,combinationahad a
closure duration of 265 msec, so that the implosive transitionS were always
perceived as a separate phonemic event, even when .phonetically Eompatible

with the explosive transitions. (The single-geminate'boundery lies around
213 msec Repp, .1976b). If there is any perteptual.interaction between
implosive and explosive transitions over this long temporal distance, it is
most likely contrastive. A rating.scale was used to judge the stimuli.since
'itwas thought possible that.the perceived clarity of a consonant might be
affected by preceding (or following) compatible (or incompatible) transi-

tions, independently of its perceived identity.

Method

Subjects. Ten new volUnteer subjects partiCi!peted. I. also served as a

subject, but my data were not combined with those of the other Subjects.

Stimuli. All stimuli were prepared on the Haskins Laboratories parallel.

formant synthesizer. Two stimulus continua were constructed: a VC continuum
of seven syllables ranging perceptually from./ab/ to /ad.!, and.a CV continuum

of seven syllables ranging perceptually from /bE/ to /dz/. The,stimuli
within each.continuum differed only in the offset '(onset) ftequenties and

trajectories of the second- and third-formant transitions, spaced in'equal.
steps between 'the' two endpoint stimuli. The stimuli were selected so that

the.phoneme boundary would Iall approximately in the center of each continu-
Um. The VC stimuli were 185 msec .long, 'with 35-''msec transitions; the' CV

stimuli were 300 msec long, with 50-msec transitions (as in the previous
experiments). The VC stimuli all had.the. same F1 transition as' the /ab/

stimuli in Experiment :I and earlier experiments (Unlike the stimuli in

Expetiment II).

Two stimulus tapes were prepared. The CV tape first contained a random
series of 75 CV syllables consisting of the seven .CV 'stimuli with the

following frequent}, distribution:. 5 times (1,2,3,3,3,2,1). This distribu-
tion of stimuli was used to provide.more reliable information in the region
of the phoneme.srboundary and was mantained. in all other Eonditions.. The

initial CV series was followea by a eries of 150 stimuli consisting of the
same CVs preceded by either /ab/ or /ad/, the tWo endpoint stimuli of the VC
continuum. The closure interval was. 25 msec. Another analogous 5eries. of
150 stimuli lollowed, with a closure period of 265 msec. These sequences
Were arrange4 in successive blocks of 30 stimuli, each containing.one cycle
of all stimulus combinations, with the basic stimulus. frequency distribution
described above.
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The VC,tape .was exactly ar:logoOs. Ad initial 75-item VC serie,s was
f011owed by two 15e-item.VC-CV ser:(.s in which each VC cj:imulus was followed

- by either /be/ °or tdq, the ,two ehdp.)Int .stimuli of the. CV .cont.inuum. The
. closure period .was 115 rlisec..-in .firsr series add 265 msec in the second.

The. -CV ahd NC EapeS randomizations, with reversed
roles of the VC and CV pcftions.

Procedure, '41 subjects receiyed the c-nditions n the same order.:

first the.CV tz.p.e, then the VC tape, and the stimulus sequences in the order
described ab6Ve. In the initial CV. series, the subjects were instructed to
rate eoch consonant on a aie rang:fig Irom .1 to 6, where 1 represented a
"very.-ctebr B", 1 "ambiguous, more like a.B", 4 "ambiguous, more'like a
.and 6 a "very clear D". Subjects were urged ta use', the extreme ratings at
jeast iccasionally, that is, tu make their judgments according to' the

relative goodness of the stimuli ard not according to hoW they cor .red'with

real speech. The subjects were exposed to a portion.of the stimulus series
befoTe actually beginning the task. I1i the 'following conditions the

subjects-were asked to maintain the criteria establighed.during the initial
series, that is, ,to give generally paorer ratings if all stimuli sounded
yoorer and generally better ratings if all stimuli sounded better. For the
25-msec CV condition, the subjects were merely told that each CV syllable
would be preceded by the vowel /a/; nothing cies mentioned abouC the.implosiVe
transitions. For the 265-msec CV. condition, the subjects were told that:each
CV. syllable would be preceded by either Jab/ .or /ad/. .These initial

syllables were to.be ignoredand only the relative category ,goodness of:the
initial ,consonant'of,the secOnd syllable was to be:evaluated:

, .

In the VC.. condition, the subjectS first rated the syllable-final
consonants on the same.six-point scale.' Then, in the 115-msec condition, e -
different response mode was ' introduced. because of the perceptual
,heterogeneity of the stimuli (either one or, two intervocalic cOnsonantS):
,Instead of using, the rating scale, the subjects wrote down "1" when they,

heard a single -consonant. (label or ladel.) 'and "2" when they heard two

different consonants (lab-de/ or, /ad-be/)., :Finally, in the 265-msec -
condition, 'the rating scale was Used again Co evaluate'the
final) ccnEonant, ignoring the lbel or /del.that followed.

'The.eqUipment was the same aS in previous,experiments. All ,condkions
were,administered in .a single session of aboutane hour.

Results

The results of the CV conditions are.shoWn in Figures'Sa and 8b- 3he,
dashed lihes represent the ratings for CV stimuli in 'isolation._ The other

-two functions in each' panel of Figure 8 represent responses to CV syllables
preceded by /ab/ and /ad/, respectively.

-

It is obvious that the.VC precursors had an'effect in the 25-msec,
condition but not in the 265-msec conditiOn. The former'effect was assimila-
tive, as expected, and remarkablY consistent from -subject to subject, as.

reflected in its high significance (F1'59 -= 45.87, p. << .01). The signifi-
cance test was performed-on. the difference between.the effects of' the two
precurSors on the ratings; the control data (CVs ih isolation) Were not
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inclthded in this analysis. The precursor effect did not interact with

position on the stimulus continuum; it can be seen in Figure 8a that it was
equally present for each of the seven CV stimuli. The rating functions for
the VCCV stimuli were not only flatter than the,function for CV stimuli in
isolation, but they also reached an earlier asymptote at one end, When the

same results were plotted in terms of-the percentage of "D" respOnses-(that

is, the percentage of ratings falling between 4 and-6), -the pattern was
id'entical.. This suggests that the implosive-transitions simply "got through"
on a percentage of trials. This was not entirely unexpected; at.a closure
duration of-25 msec, the perceptual dominance of the explosive transitions is
not perfect (Dorman et al., 1975, and the present Experiment I),' Xte subject
actually heard lade/ whenever the VC portion was 1W. 'Another subject

reported hearing labdel on a number of trials.

Thus,. the question arises whether rhe effect of the VC preCursor was
allornone or tradbal.in nature. Did it consistently.hias.the perception.of
the CV portion, or did it .just iltrtIde on a tertain,sffiall'number Of:trials
and have, no.effect on all others! r .0ne way'of answering this question is to
.make the aVerage ratings conditional on whether theY fell between 1 and 3 (B)
orbetween 4-and 6 (b).. These conditional Tatirts for the 25msec condition
are shown in Fiture 9. Only data:points with.at.least 1.0,responses in the'

relevant category'are shown. The entries-represent means.calculated. oVer.all
individual responses of all subjects, that is, different 'subjects contributed
diffeent numbers of responses, and therefore no statistical analysis 'Could
be conducted. It is evident from. Figure 9:that the precursor 'effect .was
reddced in terms of conditional ratings, 'but a smaller effect in the

predicted direCtiOn clearly remained. 'In other words; lbc/ preceded by /ad/

was' indeed perceived. as a "poorer B" than /be/ preceded by /ab/ DT by
Silence,.. and /delpreceded by lab/, was perceiVed as a "poorer'D" rhan. /del
preceded by /ad/ or by silence. We may conclUde, then, that the VC precursor
eXerted a genuine biasing effect on the:perceptiOn.of the explosive transi
tions on Most or all trials. 'Note, however, that preceding an unambiguous CV

with a phonetically. compatible VC ,precurtior did not improve its ratings

compared to the same CV syllable in isolation;'thus, there was no positive

contribution of the.implosive transitions to the perceived clarity of the
',consonant.

It iS curious that I was the only listener who showed,a precursor,effect
in the opposite ,direction, ,,that is,, a 'contrast effect, although I. never

perceived more than a single consonant in the 25msec condition. It is not
clear why my extensiVe experience with. the stimuli should'have led to this
surpriging reversal,'

The obvious lbsence of any average precursor effect'in the 265msec CV
.condition (Figure 8b) may n.-,t be representative of individual listeners. Of'

the ten subjects, two showed assimilation effects, five showed contrast
effects, and ihe remaining three showed irregular effects or none ae all. I

showed an assimilation effect. Thus, although some of these effects may just

represent random variation, it seems that the VC precurior did, affect the
perception of the CV syllables, but in different directions for different
listeners. At present, the basis of the,individual differences is obscure.
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The res lta---alithe-VC rating conditions are shown in'..Figure 10. Figure,-'

10a-shOiii-the.115-mSec condition. Here, the.responses indicated the number
__--

\Of tonspnantaheard., The'ordinate is ',labeled percent "D" responses, 'which
means the percentage of ratings between 4. and'. 6 for. VC:syllables in

isolation, the percentage of "2"'responses for stimuli' -followed. by /be/, and
the yercentage of "1" responses for stimuli 16-14e-wed by /de/. '. Plotted in
this way, itjs evidentthat.the two CV. "postcursors" had little differential
effect. -Again, however, individual results varied widely 7- more so than
one would expect from\ mere random variability. Four stibjects were more
likely.to hear one conSonant with the /be/ postcursor than thei were to-hear.
two consonants with the /de/.postcursor, one subject .showed the opposite'

effect, and the remaining subjects shoWed different effects in differene
regions of t a yc continuum. Such- an interacti'on is weakly eVident also in
Figure 10a:- at the labt7end of -he VC continuum, the /bet-function lies.
above-the /d:/-function, and this r lationship is reverSed as the lad/-and of
the_VC,continuum is-approached- _.Saven out of ten. subjectaahowed results at
least partially compatible with this pattern, which, hoWever, is not readily
interpretable and was not statistica ly Significant.

1

.Much more consistent than the differences between the 'two yostcursors
'was.the difference betwaen the poStcursor functions and the function\for VC
syllables in isolation1F12g < .05, for the main, effect; 4 36 '
13.3, p.< .01, for the interaction yith position on the continuum)J The
difference.Can be broken down into two components:. -lower asymptotes of the
yostcursorfunctions (at least at the /ab/ end of the VC continuum), and a
'general shiftyin the VC category. boundary toward.s the /ad/ end when

posturser- follOwed; No matter which CV syllable followed, thaVC poión,
Was.mord likely tobe,perceived at lab) 'than in iSolation. The -reason for

the' first compohent was probably general UncertaintY due:to the relativs
diffiCUlty of the task. The reason for the.second component is notclear,'
exCept that. it is reminiscent of the general difficulties subiects had in
perceiving Yadt correctly/in earlier experiments.

I again produced.a curious result in7the,115-msec condition: I needed a
while to bear any instances of two conSonants at _all, -which made my data
qucite useless. (The.same happened in a, reylication.o.f.the eXpe_riment.) Warm-

up effeCts of this sort -may have played ..as role with some of the other
subjects, too, although they seemed to have much less trouble.

. Finally, the results ofthe 265-msec VC condition need to be.discussed-
They are shown in Figure:10b. (The data of one subject had to beexcluded in
this condition because he, apparently'responded to the CV' portions .of the

stimuli. It can _be seen that there was a small postcursor effect .in.the

predicted direction, that is, a coftrast effect. Slight contrast effects

were shown by five subjecta and myself; the remaining Sub.je-ctsT'ih-OWed-' no

systematic effects., No listener shoWed any assimilation effect in this

condition,. Due to this relative consistency between'subjectt,.the postcurSor

7In'the statistical analysis, the seven positions were reduced to five by
combining the two po'sitions at each end of thd-conc.inuum, so that an-dqual
number of observations was available at each of the resulting five posi-

. _
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effect reached significance (F128 = 7,97, p < .05), although most individual!

effects Were'maller7 thin those in the 265-msec CV conditiOn.._ The effect did'

not interact significgntly with position. Dn the VO cOntinuum Again,o there

was no evidence of any increase in the perceptual clarity of an unambigubUs.

VC syllablewhen followed by a CV syllable.

Discussion

These results demonstrate that implosive and explosive tranSitions are

lot perceiVed independently of each other.. At short closure.durations, the

implosive:transitions atre perCeptually:Aominated by.the explosi'Ve transitions

and only a single consonant is heard. NeVertheless, the implosive transi-

-tions'bias the perception of the explosive transitions. The. _conditional

-ratings (Figure/9) indicate that this is, at least in part, a genuine

perceptual bids due to perceptual integration ,of aUditory or phonetic

information. Part of the effect may also be due to ocCasional perceptual

dominance of implosive over explosive transitions. Whether the perceptual

integration occurs at gr auditory'or aer.a phonetic level is noc--cl-e-ar at

present. This issue could be furtherinvestigated .by vary-if-1"g the aCoustic

strUcture of the VC precursor within phonetic c Legofies.

-

When the closure period is lengthened, the implosive transitions emerge

as a separate phonemic' percept if they are incompatible with the explosive

tradsitions. As the results of the 115-msec condition show, the nature of

this percept is not consistently/ influenced by the identity of the postcur-

sOr. However, the mere preSence of a CV postcursOr biased the perception of

the VC portion towards labials- This effect :can, no longer be,due to

straightforward perceptual integration, but'. it probably represents, some more

general !perCeptual, interaction as _exemplified alSoin Experiment I,'Task 1

:(VC-V stimuli).. In terms of Massaro's (1975) theory, the results may be

interpreted to indicate thatlad/ required more proCessing time than /ab,/,..so

that a'following event interfered More.with,the former than with the latter.

yhen separated by a closure period, of 265' mse6, the perception of

imPlOsive and exPlosive transitions is largely independent, but there is a

tendency towards small contrastive 'effects that, Surprisingly, are more'

consistent in the backward 'direction thin in the forward direction. This may

reflect the lower perceptual &alience of implosive transitions. , Although the

present VC stimuli were as consistently identifieci:as ,the CV stimuli in

.isolation,.their,susceptibility to tontextual factors seemed to be greater,

'.perhaps due to. the sbsence of a "protective" continUation of the signal/(such

.. as a release burstmi[ght prOvide.it)-. The Contrastive postcursor effe4ts are
./

evidence that, at least occasionally, phbftetic decisions about the yuplosive

transiLions are postponed until.eyents occurring as' much. as' 265 msec later

have been Phonetically interpreted: Of. course, it may bethe nortrial mode of

processing speech tophonetically recode chunks of VCV size or larger. 'This

.-- agrees well with the results of Experiment II and -the earlier Rrstudies.
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Phonoc Reboding and Reading Diftic\u'r., in Begi ling Readers

I
Leonard S.Mark,t Donald ShankweUi\e7-,t \Isaholle

A. Fr-wlertt..

\

, ABSITRACT

The results of a rec nt arlidy (LiI. "'man, J., -Shallkweiler,

Liberupn\. fowler,iand Fisch r. suggest that .good heginni g

teaders are more' affected .ti r. readers hy, the Ophoneti,

characteiristicsof visually pr items in a 1.7'call tpsk. Th

gbod readers,made significantly -,,e recall errors on strings o

lettersiWithrhyming leCter names\ thnn On nonrhyming secillencesI in

cont:at ..:-.e poor readers made, rolughly equal numbers/of'llerrors on

the 7. , q: and ponrhything 1.,tte\r. strings.. The purpose .of the

pres:- . Ay wals to determine whether/ the interaction between

readih- ,..:lity and phonetic similarity may be solely determined by

different rehearial strategies of\ the two 'groupa. AcCordingly,

good aik1 wor readers were tested \on rhyming.and, nonrhyming wordsI

/ .

using a recognition memory paradigm\thai minimized 'the 4portunity,I 1

by ph neCiic similarity than -was' that of the' poor :readers., in
for r hea*aal. Performance of *he good readers Was moce affected

agreeMent4with the earlier study. The. .present, findings support the

hypoOesia that good and poor: readers-do differ in their' ability -to-

ccea- a Phonetic representation.

f

Y. Liberman,t and Carol

N, INTRODUCTION

I

Many investigators see che root ause . of reading disIbility, in school

children as ,n deficit perceptual learning (for example, Bender, 1957;

Frostig, 963;:"Silver.an Hagin, 1960)\. Their research has emphasized, the

iimportanc prOcesses such as those involved in the identification'

of.letler shaprs and the scanning of text. However, *fiticai surveys of such

1
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*research (Bentoh, 1962, 1975; Hammill., 1972; Vernon, 1960) produced little

hard evidende to\suppOrt .ne hypothesis that visual and directional factors
figure heavily in most cases of reading disability. This conclusion was
reaffirmed' by the\work' of Shankweilor and Libeialan (1972), Vellutino, Steger,

and Kandel (1972); Vellutino, Pru7ek, Steger, and Meshoulam (1973), and

,Vellutino,. Steger, Barding, and Ph.i.liips (1975).

in view of the repeated failure to establish visualporceptual deficits
as a major problem in learning to read, several investigators have begun to
examine other cognitive.prercquisites for, reading acquisition,.in particular,
hose relating tothe Phild's primary language abilities. These investiga
tions. (for example, Bloomfield, 1942; I. Liberman, ,,1971, 1973; Mattingly,
1972;. Rozin and.Gleitman, 1977. Shankweiler end Liberman, 1976) have suggest
ed that reading should not .bu. viewed as an independent .ability,,,but as

parasitic upon the spokenliangage. If readin is a derivative of speech.and.
acquired by the child only 6fter he has acquired speech, it.is reasona6le to
consider how learning to rec..' may build upon the earlier language acquisi
tions of the young child.

Although both good al. poor readers speak and understand the language,
it may be that poor rear'ers .have deficiencies in certain subtle esOects of
language development that are not evident even to trained observe.rs". The

present research examines'this Possibility. Specifically, its pUrpose is to.
explore the role.of phonetic recoding in reading acquisition and'to investi
gate the hypotheSis that good and poor beginning teadera differ in their
ability to access and to use a phonetic representation.'

A'notable tharaeteristic of language is that the meaning of the longer
segments (for example, sentences) transcends the meaning pf the shorter
segMents (for example, words); it follows, that a listener would have to
maintain the smaller units:in some temporary store, until a suffitient number
of tl'em haveaccrued--eo enable him to apprehend the meaning. ' It has been
argued (A. Liberman, Mattingly, and Turvey, 1972) that a phonetic represen
tation is used for this purpose and that it'is uniquely suited .to the short
term storage requirements of language. Jur Own research has emphasized two
additional functions of the phonetic representation of spoken languagia-

(Shankweiler and Liberman, 1976; I..Liberman, Shankweiler, Liberman, Fowler,.'
and Fis,-her, 1977). We have speculated that- a 1.anguage user may employ a

phian?r:: representation in order to access Ilia mental lexicon and to

reco uct the Trosodic information thtt is crucial to understanding speech..
We have also suggested that readers of a language, may continue to USe a

'phonetic representation, just as hearers do,'rather than develop a new mode
of 'processing for the written-langilage.

There is considerable experimental vevidence to support the view thac.

people.do employ a phonetic code to store visually presented letters or
words, even under circumseances where it 6is disadvantageous to -do so (for
example, Conrad, 1964., 1972; Baddeley, 1966, 1968, 1970; Hintzman,.19.67;
Kintsch and Buschke, 1969). Typical studies presented subjects with letter
or word sequences to be read silently..and, then'recalled. The investigators
usually reported that most confusion errors were based on the sound of the
letter or word, rather than on its visual appeerance.



:In addition to .these considerations, there is reason to believe that

.:phonetic recoding is of special significance for the beginning reader Who is

learning how the alphabet works. Consider the relatiOnship between the

alphabet and the spoken language. English, unlike the logographic writing

system ol Chinese arid the Japanese Kanji, uses a symbol Aystem the alphabet,

that is keyed.largely to the sound structure of the language: If the Child

has learned something about how the spelling .reflects'the sound -structure, he

will be able to offer at least'an apProximate pronunciation of new words.

However, to take full advantage of the benefits.-inherent:, in the symbol

*cOnomy _of an alphabet, the reader muSt_ be -able to employ An analytic

.strategy, .grouping the letter . segments .into 'articulatory units:and mapping

.them into speech, rather than treating 'words as irreducible wholes

(Shankweiler and Liberman, 1976;'Liberman et al., 1977).

.However, in order to use an analytic strategy, the reader must recognize

that' the alphabet is largAly a direct representation of the phonemes in

speech. Whereas the recognition of two sOoken utterances like bet and best

aa different words, is.silfficient for the cbmprehension of these as lexical

items, the process.of mappfng the written word onto its spoken counterpart

requires, in addition, teTognition of:the number And identity of the. phonemes

_contained in.the spoken wo-d. There is now considerable evidence to suggest

that the ability' to recogniZe phoneme' segments in speech i Predictor of

suCCess in learning tc rAAd (Savin, 1972; HelfgOtt, 1976; Lloerman et al. .

1977; Zifcak1).

In vie.: of the.evidence,that poor, readers havedifficUty in perforri

phoneme segmentation tasks, it is appropriate to Ask 'whether'poo,- reailers

also deficient in the abfility to construct and employ:t, honetc,t1.-,recienta-7

Conceivably, __Toor readers might attempt to reLai sctipt. as shapes,

rather than as phonetic entities. Using a recal-miemory task.. oUr .reearch

grouP has found evidence to suggest that.good and lyor readers in

their phonetic. coding'abi.lity (L2.berman et al., t977).. In thst s't.u.1;, good

IIKLQRSWY). Each of th9 stringsof 'five upir-C-ase let-el-L. was

displayed techistoscopically.for three seconds. The sul:jecte were instruc.,.ed

and poor second grade readetsere presented, with seq,ce of lec.tees

recalL Half of the sequences were composed of ryiriThg--coi.Jonants

to print as many of the- letters 1-a-.i.-tHeycould-rememb,2r,. rther immediaccly

after. presentation or after -a l5'-'sec-----(1.1_._Th-iTf-Fe--s-pOilies -were sco:.cd hnth

set B Cr G ,T V Z) the remainder cir"tionThyarilkgn s onant s !rile

.or

with and without regard to serial PositiOn.,M. , :1

Under both recall conditions, the good _reader-s---6,syl-sN =F rifitantiy
. ...

mo-e phonetic'. interference .than poor readers',:-

differences in total, errors between The -hyming and nonrhyming sequepces

Because nf this interaction between reading ability and.plonec simiiaiity,

.the difrence :n .performance between, good and poor readers Cannot bf_

explained by supposing that' the two reading groups'differ 'in "general 'memory.

capacity" The differences also cannot be attributed, to a serial-orderirlg
.. ._ ... S.,h

M. Zifcak, P'-on,,logical awareness and reading aCquisition---in ' first grae,2

children. ipublishe d doctoral dissertation, University. .of Connecti,..t. . (in

preparation).



problem in the pOor readers, Since the gffects were significant even when
recall was scoted without regard to.serial position.

It appearedithen,'rhat the phonetic characteristics of the 1,etter names
had d differential effect on recall ih:good and poor readers. ,From this, it
was assumed-that the good readers are better .able to access and use a

pho-netic representation in short-term memory than the poor readers. An
alternatiVe,interpretation, however, would ascribe these ,findings to differ-
en:es in rehearsal strategy fOr the two reading grOups.2 If th4-2 poor readers
were .able to'rehearse "fewer letters ':,on the cod readers before recall
began, the rhyming,letters would havc less oppo:':unity to interfere. .This
might give rise to the pattern of results obtained: infer:or recall of the
nonthyming items by the poor readerS, but little cifference between the
groups on the rhyming letters.

The present experiment was undertaken primarily in an effort to.resolve
this ,,,fibiguity.. A Paradigm originally devised by Hyde and Jenkins X1969) for
a.different purpose was adapted for this st:udy, because it permits us to test
memory in a way that minimizes the opportunity for rehearsal. The Procedure
involves a test list of'words followed by a recognition list. The Subjects
are not. informed at the time of the presentation Of tile first..list that ,a
Subsequent test of'recognition memory will follow. Thus, the task appeared
to the child'merely as a reading If differential rehearsal "rates were
responsible for the-earlier resUlts,'then differences in phonetic similarity
should disappear. with this neW procedure'. However, should the findings of
the present study replicatg those obtained in the previous research,' there
would_be support..fu the interpretation that the poof readers have a deficit
in'accessing or using a phonetic representationderived from script.

A'second reason for undertaking, the present study was to test the
phonetic coding ability of the two groups of readers in a task tore, nearly
resembling a realistic reading situation. This was accomplished by using
words, rather than letter strings, as the stimulus items.

METFOD

Subjects

The subjects were s'econd grade school children in the-44ans.l4eld,
Connecticut public school system. Children wereseIected for pretesting on
the basis, of their total reading grade on the Stanford 4ichievement TeS
(SAT); that had been administered, by the schools during the fourth rfohth of
the, school.year. In thiS preliminary screening, children 'with total reading
:grLdcs between 3.5 and5.0 on the SAT.were candidates. for the good reading
group, v.hile those with reading scores betweeh 1.5 and 2.4 were considered
fo .l. the poor reading group. Final selection of the two-reading groups'from
among these children was :417,1e in the seventh month of the school 'year by
a(.ni-aistering thZ wordreco'gnition subtest of the Wide Range Achievement Test
(1RAT) (Jastak, Bijou, and Jastak, 1965)* The criterion for.inclusiOn-in the
goA reading group was 8 WRAT ,grade leVel between 3.1 and 5.0.- A child 'Fas

Crdatier: personal communication.
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selected for the poor reading group if his WRAT gracre level was in the range

of 1.5 2.4.

Thirtyseven children (19 good readers and 1j3 poor readers) met the WRAT

criteria tor participation in the experiment. :,nyen subjects (four good and

three,poor readers) had to.be dropped 13cause.their data were'incomplete due

to an experimenter error. Another poor reader had -to be excused from the

experiment because he.was unahle to read more than 50 percent of the words on

the retognition list.(see Scoring Method). Thus, the data analysis washaised

on the performance_of.15'good readers with a mean.WRAT grade'level of 1.97

(i-angi: 3.1 to 4.5). and 14.pOor readers with a mean WRAT grade level of 2.19

(range: 1.5 io

The good readers had a meanage of 92.4 months, while the mean age of

the .p6or readers waS 94. months [t(27). = p < .40). The relative

intelligence (IQ) of the two reading groUpS vas assessed by the Wechsler

Intelligence Scale for Children, Revised Edition (Wechsler, 1974). The good

readers had a mean Eull Scale IQ ol 114,2__.(,Verbal Scale IQ = 113.1,

Performance Scale IQ =- 112.5). The Full Scale, 'Verbal, and Performance IQ

means for the poor renders were 109.0, 106.4; and 110.9 respectively. The

intelligence scoresi,oi the two reading groups did not differ.significantly cn

any of the three scales: Full Scale, t(27) = 1.05, p < .40; Verbal, t(V) =

1,52, p < .20; PerfOrmance, t(27) = .29,'p < .80.

Word Lists

The word lists consisted of monosyllables chosen from Part One .of the

Cheek Master Word list (Cheek, 1974). The words. (see Table 1) were limited

tb the.first grade level 1(1.0 LO) in order to ensure that the poor readers

could.read the bulk of-the. words presented,despite their reading handicap.

The initial list. was camposed of 28 words. The reCognition list

included the 28 .words on the initial list and, an equal number of words, the

foils, not present on that list. Fourteen of the foils were phOnetically'

pairea with'a word'on. theinitial list. These are the phonetically similar

(th'at is, rhyming) items. Word pairs were classified as phonetically simi7ar

if they met.both of the following' criteria: (1) they must share the si:aio

vwel sound; (2)_they can differ by.no more .than three consonantal phOnetic

features in.the set of "place",- "manner", "voicing" and "nasality"--(Wickel

gren, 1966). If a ,set of, two words failed to meet) either 'or Jo-

requirements, they were considered to be phonetically dissimilar.

The phonetically similar fOils, additionally,' had to meet .the require

ment that- they be: af different as''possible in .visual configufation from all

-..ords on the initi list.(for example, myhigh, knowgo)... The decision to

make this :. recvArement was motivated by the possibiliry that.some subjects

might be respcnding primarily to the visual appearance of the' word, thereby

potentially confounding the .reSults. . The remaining 14 foils were both

phonetically and visually dissiiiiilar towords on the recognition

Given the (7 -.itraint of having to select.words from a first grade

reading list, it was impossible to maintain strict critetia for visual

dissimilty. However; it was important to have some measure of ithe
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TABLE 1: List of Phonetically Similar Word Pairs and Phonetically
Dissimilar Words

Phonetically Similar Word Pairs

Old Foi

know
my
cry
good
they
,but

gum
shoe
new
bird
your
said
run '.

door

go
buy
high
rouid
way
what
come
tub

do
word
for
red
done
mOre

Diss::mLiar Words

Old , Foil

year bept
life guess
e3ch es ,

ride
help our

keep did.r

not cake
see duck
friend oh
.up off
jump box
teold bring
yes face
gave brown
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Irelative visual similarity of the two foil types to words on the initial

sa that possible visual coding strategies would not confoUnd..the

J.esults. Accordingly, severalinformal criteria of visUal similarity were

;followed: (1) the two Words had the same number of letters; (2) the initial

letters in the words, were the.same; (3) the.initial letters in the words were

of the. same Shape (see below); (4) the final letters in the

ssme shape.

\

In the folioWing chart, the lower-case letters are grouped into four

categories refleCting "similar shape". aCcording to a scheme devised by the

authors.
LoWer Case Letter Shapes ,

words were the

a. short curved -coeasmnru
b. short straight -vwxzi
c. tall above line -hdbfltk
d. talr below line -pqgjy

A visual-similarity matrix was cqnstructed ta compare each Ioil word

with'each word from the initial list, The numberS entered in a particular'

Cell indicated the dimensions of/Visual similarity shared by a particular

word-pair. The relative visual similarity of the two foil types to the words

on the initial list was computed by taking the total number of times each af

the four criteria waS: satisfied for each foil; thus, .four totals 'were

obtained far each .foil word. Sepirate t7tests wc.!re performed on the four

visual similarity measures derived for thetwo.types of foils. No t-test was

significant beyond the .05 level. This suggestS that the two sets of foils

were roughly compa-rable in visual similarity to words on tae initial list.

.

Some words had more than one rhyming counteipart (for example, my-high,

cry-buy). As a result, Isome foirg were phonetically similar with a second

-ord on the iaitial list. This somewhat undesirable situation' arose with the

.need to inctease the size of the word list, which was constrained, vy the,

limits of a first grade reading li.

Words 'with phonetically similar foils were equally'distributed in each

half of the initial list. Each half of the recognition lit contained an

equal number of. words from: four sets :. phonetically-similar old worda

'phonetically-dissimilar oId vaz.ds, phohetically-similar foils,.and Phoneti-

cally-dissimilar foils. In addition, half of he rhyming foils preceded

their rhyming counterpartS from the initial'list, while the reMaining foils

appeared.after their counterarts from,the intial list.

\
The`words were hand-printed in lower c:lse on white, three-by:five cards,.

using a black, felt-tipped-pen. The.short letters were 1/4 inch high, the

rall letters 1/2 inch high.

Proceodre

The cnildren were assigned at randok to One of two examiners who-tested.

.them
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Initial list. Aethe start of the.experiment, the chiid was told that
some words were going to be shown to him one at a time. He was.instructed to
read eath word aloud and then to wait upLii the next word was shown. Each
wOrd was shown for as long as it took the child to pronounce it. If the
'child read the WOrd incorrectly, the experimenter indicated this on the
scoring shet; 'no attempt was'. made to correct the child. However, if. the

child corrected himself spontan.eously, the word was scored as .having been
read correctly.

Recognition list. After completing the initial list, the child was'

informed.that he was going to be-shown a Second list of words, one at.a time.
(tic mention of this.had been made previously.) His task was to read each word
aloud .and then to say "yes" if he believed the word was on the Old list or
"no" if he,believed' it was not. The experimenter recorded both the child's
rocognition response ("yes" or "no") and whether.the child read the wbrd
orrectly. Before presentation 'of the recognition list, the examiners

verified the ch\ild's comprehension of the instructions.

ScOrim Method

Reading e rors. Any word that,was misread on.either list was eXCluded
from analysis that chiles.recognition judgments. If the child miseead a'
word on the iniy.al list that rhymed with a foil on the recognition list, the
recognition response. to' the phonetically similar foil was also. discarded,
except in cases/where the foil rhymed with another word on.the'initial list.
(s_e.e previous....-Section). These exclusions.were necessary in order,t6 ensure
Jit errors in recognitionjudgments could be attributed with confidence to
41onetic similarity with a word on the initial list. Any child who misread
re than 50 percent of.the 'words on the recognition list was' dropped from
e 'experiment.

Recognition judgment's. A child's recognition performance on each of the
four word sets was expressed as e ratio of the number of recognition errors
to the total number of words eead correctly in each set.

RESULTS

If the findings of Liberman et al. (1977) can be. taken to reflect
differences between superior and poOr 'readers in phonetic recoding, then We
may expect the'follOwing results in the p-esent ,study: the good readers
should make significantly more recognition errors on the rhyming foils than
on the nonrhyming foils; the poor readers, on the other hand, should generate
approximately equal frequencies of errors on the two types nf foils. If,
however, both reading groups make equal numbers of errors on each foil type,.
then we may suppose that opportunity for rehearsal,.whichwas a feature of'
the, previousiinvestigation but not of the present one, may have accounted for
the. interaction, between 'reading 'ability and phonetic siMilarity reported
earlier.

Recognition.Judgments

Two types of recognition'errors will be considered. Of primary interest
are.the "false positive".errors: the child reports a word as having occurred
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Good Readers

25 0011""0 Poor Readers

RHYMING
vw1.1.swaJmormac....

NON-RHYMING

FOIL -TYPE

c,

Figure l Percent-false positiye recognition errors as a function of reading

. ability and foil-type..
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on the initial list when, in fact, it was a "new" wOrd. The "false negative"

'error, which occurs when the child fails to recognize-an "old word" as having

aplSeared on thn initial list, will also be censiderPd.

False positive errors. The mean percentages of recognition errors for

thd,two types of foils (rhyming and nonrhyming) were computed. For the good

readers, the error rate was,strikingly higher on the rhyming foils; (20.4

percent) than on the.nonrhyming foils,(4.8 percent). In contrast, t'e poor

,P.readers showed little difference between the percentage'of "false p sitive"

errors made on the,rhyming foils (16.0,percent) and the npnrhyming foils

(12.4 percent)., .Because of the apparenE heterogeneity of.variance shown-by

the good readers on the nonrhyming foils relative to rhyming foils, a

nonparametric statistic, the Mann-Whitney U-Test (Mann and Whitney, 1947) was

used to assess'the significance of the phonetic characteristics of the foils.

For the good readers, the mean difference beween the mean recognition errors

On the two foil categories.was highly significant [U(.5,15) = 26; p < .0021,

whereas for the poor readers the e ror difference between rhyming and

nonrhyMing foils was not significant 1U(14,14) = 80; p .> .101.

The interaction between reading ability and foil-type (Figure 1) was

,examined by comparing, the difference between the error scores on the rhyming

.and nonrhyming foils for the two reading &oups. The mean error'difference

was 15.5 percent for the good, readers and.3.5 percent for the.poor readers

[U(15,14) = 23,5;p < .0.02]. These data strongly support the interpretatio

of the interaCtion between'reading abilfiy and responses to phonetic similar-

ity that was offered bY Libérman et al. (1977).

False negative errors, It is som-EWH-at misleading to make a 'simple

division of the old words into those with rhyming foils and those without a

rhyming ioil. On the recognition list, a word with ,a phonetically similar

foil is indistinguishable from phonetically dissimilar Old words until the .

appearance of...itS rhyming loil; only those Old words that follow their

rhyming foil on the recognition list can La said to differ from the

rionrhyming old 'words. In comparing recognition judgments of rhyming and

nonrhyming old words, it is reasonable to consider-as "phoneticallY similar

old words" only thP words that appear after their rhyming foils; and

consequently, all other repeated.wOrds mUst be .viewed. as .nonrhyming old

words. Usint this criterion for- categorizing old word6, the frequency of .

"farse negative" recognitiOn errors for the good readers was 23.8 percent on
the rhyming old words,:and 28.8 percent on the .non.rhyrning- Oltr words. The

Comparable error .J----ates, for the poor .. re'aders were 18.8 percent and 196.

percent respectively.

'The Pattern of false negative errors reflects a tendency on the part of

the good readers' to s:337 a word from the initial list was "eld" when it

good readers,' words on the initial
the recognition list more frequent-
that. lacked .rhyming'counterparts.
/They made a nearly equal number of
and dissimilar words. Thus, the

reintorce,the indications from,t1-n,
that good readers nave a moie

short-term storage than do poor

followed its rhyming foil. Thus, tor thr
list that followed their rhyming foils on
ly evoked "yes" judgments than did words
The poor'readers showed' no such tendency.
"yes"'responses to phonetically similar
recognition judgments of repeated words
analysis of the false positive errors

persistent phonetic representation in

9
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/readers.

Read.ng Errors

. Table 2 shows the mean percentage of Misread words .by the good and poor

readers on eath of 'the four. sets (phonetically-similar old words,

phonetically-dissimilar old 'words, phonetically-similar foils, and

phonetical -dissimilar foils) of Words.. AS noted in the description Of ,

scoring- pr,oc, .ures, recognition judgments of words that were -misread on/
either 1),4t were not included in this tally. In addition, when a misread,

word rhymed with.ont of th2 foils on the recognition liat, the recognition

judgment on that foil .was also.excluded. As would be expected, the go0
readers maee consi':(r7r.411v fLwer errors than.the poor readers. In fact, 13 91

:.he 15 good readtrs made no reading'errors at.all.. Jke. poor readers', on the
ot'r..(!r hand, misread an appreciable number Of WOrds: This is a matter for,

Concern only if their errors are unequally distributed among the four sets of
words. In that event, one could question the.7eliability of the differences

in false positive recOgnition errors, ',the finding of majOr /interest.
However, from inapeotion of Table 2,, it May be'seen that roughly the same
proportion of misresdings occurredOn each-Of the four sets:. This iMpression

waS substantiated by the results of a two-factor within-subjects analysis of
variance in which phetic similazity-dissimilarity Was treated as one factor
(P) and old slid new -(foil) words were/treated as" the other factor (-R).-

Neithet factor was significant Ifp(1,13)'< 1; ER(1,13) < ,1]. It is apparent

that the errors were indeed equally distributed among-the four sets of words.

Thus, the differences between the resding groups in the distribution of;

-recognition errors on rhyming and nonihYming foils..O.annot be atiributed to a

tendency on the part of the poor readers to.make mare- errors-in reading the

words of some sets than of others.

.TABLE 2: Reading etrors aS a function of opportunity for good and

readers.

Reading
Group

Good
n= 15

PSf PDf PS0 PD0

Errors 6 1 4 2

00portunitiei. 210 210 .,- 210 210

Percent 29, _0.5 r.9 1.0

Poor Errors 27 . 30 34

n = 14 -OpPortunities 196. 19;i 196

Percent 13.8 '15:3. 15.3 17.3

PSf - Phonetically Similar Foil
PDf Phonetically- Dissimilar Foil

PhoneLitally Similsr-Old-Ward
.PD0 - Phonetically Dissimilar OliclWor..2,

Oor
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DISCUSSION

In a recent study (Liberman et al., 1977), good beginning readers were
foUnd to be more affected, than poor readers by the phonetic characteristics
of visually-presented items in a recall task. We attributed this result to
differences-between the groups'abilities to employ phonetic representation.
The possibility has been raised, however,.that differences in rehearsal
gtrategy may account. _for th'e finding. The major, aim of the present,
experiment was to clarify the interpretation of the earlier study by u_ing a
task in Which rehearSal was not aJactor. For this purpose, a recognition
memory paradigm was used instead of a recAll task. The advantage Of this
procedure is that it_does,not alert-the child to rehearse the targt_items,
because he is not informed in advance that his memory of these iteMs will be
tested. .

SecOndary aid of' the present experiment was to demonstrate the
differential effects oi phpnetic similarity on good and pOor readers in. a

task that :--nploys words rether,than arbitrary letter,sequences, thus extend-
ing the e, .Ler findings to a situation that more closely approximates an
art-Ual-reading task. ,

The result: are summarized in Figure 1: the good readers made fewer
recognition errors on the horrhyming foils relative to their performance on
the rhyming foils; in contrast, the poor readerS made roughlY equal nuMbers
of errors in .recognition judgrlients on the two types of foils. The confirma-
tion of,the interaction-bet-weep reading:ability and phonetic similarity with
this hew task that 'minimizes: possible rehearsal effects, _suggests that.the
earlier finding's, cannot be Atributed Snlely to differences in rehearsal
strategy between good and poor readers'. The data, therefore, tend.to support
the hypothesis that the two reading groups differ in their_use of a phonetic
repnesentation.

It might be concluded, then, th\at poor readers have a Specific difficul-
ty in. accessing a phonetic Irepresentation derived from script. There is

reason to' believehowever, plat the poor readers' diffiCulties in making
effective use hf a phoneticrepresentation are of a more general nature and
not limit-e-d to recoding froM script.. The evidence comes from a study
reported by Shankweiier aud-Liberman (1976) that was a seq-Jel co the Liberman
et al. (1977) _visual recall- ;experiment. The point of that ..tudy was 'to
create an auditory analog of the earlier experiment, In ,Tab:Ich the letter
strings:would,be presented-on magnetic tape instead of taCnistoscopically.
Since 'phonetic coding is prrumably unavoidable when speech it presented
auditorily, both reading "grogps in the auditory_ experiment\would _thus be
forced to code. .the incoming speech signal phonetically. If thepoor readers'
essential diffidulty was specific to recoding visually presented script, the,
auditory vensionT6I the ecal11 experiment should yield different results; the
Statistical interaction betwElen reading ability' and phonetic similarity,
obtained-in the previous stud-, should disappear. However, if the interpc-:
tion 'rcma-ined, i.t 'whuld su geSt that the phonetic recoding Offerences
between good and poor reader are not ,pecifically tied to theLconverSion
from print to'speech, but rat er that -ihe poor readers' deficit 'extends t6.-

heard speech as well as written language.
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The resuts 'of these new experiments\ were nearly identical to those

using visyel retail. As before, the good readers showed significantly more
phopetk'interference than'the'poor readers. Thus, it may he concluded that
the,nature' of th-e pour 'readers.' 'def4it is related to the accessing and use

phenec,ic representation,' regardless of the source of the linguistic

information. Further investigation of the circumstances that limit access to
the phOnetic repretentation is likely to contribute to an understanding of
the sources of difficulty in learning to red.

0,1
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Interactive Experiments With a Digital Pattern Playback*

Patrick W. Nye, Franklin S. Co,oper, and Paul Mermelstein

ABSTRACT

Among the most useful todls for speech research hove been

those that enable spectrograms to be ,,compared with one another,

that provide ways of modifying speech data and that permit the user

to listen to the modified speech signal. This paper reports an

experiment in which such an interactive research tool--a Digital

Pattern Playback (DPP)--was- used to evaluate a spectrum-matching

and dictionary-search technillue or speech recognition. The DPP

was used to display spectrograms of "unknown" sentences. An

analyst divided these sentences into segments of word-length and

listed their important acoustic features. Using these features, 'an

interrogation program examined a feature-based spectrographic

dictionary and recovered all the words having features that matched

each unknown segment. When necessary, additional features were

assigned 'to narrow the search. The reference spectrograms

retrieved .from the dictiOnary were compared, one at a time, with

the spectrograms of the unknoWn sentence, and the best.match was

selected for each unknoWn segment"..' In general, the performance of

the human analysts was found to be quite low, since only 26 peicent

of the words contained in the sentences were matched correctly.

The paper concludes -with a discussion of the factors governing

human and machine performance on spectrogram matching.

INTRODUCTION

This.paper describes results obtained from a speech analysis experiment

that explored methods for organizing the information required for automatic

speech recognition. The eXperiment required that the analysis operations be

Performed by two human subjects who worked from visual displays. These

analysts studied the spectrogram, waveform, and amplitude functions of an

unknown sentencd and divided the sentence into word-length segments. _Having

listed the most salient features of each segment, the analysts then sought a

set of matching reference words hat were retrieved automatically from a

feature-labeled dictionary. The identities of the .reference words were not

known to either of the analysts whose data are reported in this paper. Thus.,

syntactic and semantic considerations did not play a direct part in the

selection of suitable matehes.

*This paper was presented in part at the 90th meeting of the Acoustical

Society of America, San Francisco, Calif. November 3-7, 1975.

[HASKIVS LABORATORIES: Status Report. on Speech Research SR-49 (1977)]



ingemann and Me rmel stein (1975) have reported the results of some

experiments that were carried out 'with conventional paper spectro-
grams. Their experience showed that the clerical problems became serious

when subjects were required to work with reference:libraries as large as 100
words. Tbe present work represented a continuation of.those experiments but
avoided the inconvenience of handling volumes of paper hy using a computer-
based display system.

THE DISPLAY SYSTEM °

The speech signals Wer displayed by an interactive research tool--
called tiLe Digital Pattern Playback .(DPP)--which has been built around a PDP
11/45 and GT40 computer system.(Nve, Reiss, CoOper, McGuire, Mermelstein, and
Montlick, 1975). The systeM organizatiOn is sketched in Figure 1. The PDP
11/45 runs a'general-purpos2 operating system allowing multiProgram access
from several Lerminals. 'The GT40 supports the display functions, The
analyst, seated at the keyboard, can selectively access the,PDP 11/45 or the
GT40. Using this facdlity, he pay display two spectrograms lying one above
che other on the same sC.reen-eachrepresenting -1.6 -secs- -of speech (see
Figure 2). The lower spe'ctrogram display field is usually occupied by a

reference item that has been selected from the dictionary,and installed there
Ior direct comparison wit.h the unknown.. -A cursor, controlled by a knob, can
be moved to any-point along the time axis of the upper, unknown spectrogram
and the cross-section at that point can be. displayed. A similar cross-
section Jacility is dlso available for the lower _spectrogram. In addition,

, the rser has .the freedom to examine waveform.plots.for the-unknown at points
indicated by the cOrsor, .and to examine thee intensity and fundamental
frequency functions of selected segments of speech data. Other facilities
include provisions for manipulating speech 'spectra and hearing the results
through a channel vocoder. The system orms a -general speech analysis-
synthesis facility,only, a few of whose capabilities were employed in the

experiments described here.

ORGANIZATION OF TA RETRIEVAL PROGRAM

Each of the reference spectrograms consisted of.' a candidate word

presented in the sentence frame "Please say again." These spectrograms
made op a lexicon of 100 reference. .iteMs of which 20 had both Aressed.an3
unstressed forMS represented, giving a grand_total of 120 entries. The items
'wer-e-stord on a.disk in such a way that .they could be selectively retrieved
by means 'of a specially designed program that. 'also collected data on each
analys't's deciSions and analysis procedures. A. general .. model of this proCess
is given in Figure 3.

Before commen.7ing the experiment, the.two analysts were each asked to
select a personal set of up to' 16 descriptive Jeatures that were considered
.to be useful in, correctly selecting matching words from the lexi.con. Each
analyst then used .his chosen .features to label each member of the reference
list. Any one of three discrete values could be assigned to each feature;
either present, absent or unspecified.

The retrieval program li.sted the features that, an analyst found in a.

word-segment of the unknown sentence and used this list (or feature vector)
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t in t tiro ass iii r?.as j tug he 01 lin'spOC i lied, ': I uu res and
herob'y i nc rods,. the s IY.O 0 f t lig word I i . The numbt+ r of re ft. rence

spectrograms Hiat ui C luil an v spi;citied feature-vector codifil he rapidly

determined, In the event that too why itoron,'e items matched the spicified,
teatores, the analyst was allowed to revalue f.atures in the ref, lce list

to achieve r;Teater procision, When the number ot retrieved irem tp a

sntlicientiv low levyl, thy analyst could scan through tAlom one by one, each

time displ4ing the ,g,,,Itential match above the unknown. In order to 'make a

unique sHctip, 11,..Y.itld then invhke additional intormation not included in,

thy previouti. teaturo ass.ignment; for example, yxpected Ormant shifts frlm
the, reference totm to fit 'the apparent context nt the unknown: If none of

the retrieved items matched sufficiently well, .the feature assignment vas

then modified to select a new 1i:qt. of matching wops.

The analyst could also display a seriys of lotentinl word m14,ches in.. an

appropriate order, side by side, and jucie whther coarticultion effeCts
.

could account for the remaining discr.epancies bertween tbe reference words and

the unknown. Alter the, analvSt had arrived at a hypothesized. reference-word
'seqe- that satisfied his criteria,...the sequence of items was given Lo the
original speaker to he spoken in the same 1one of voice nt:d with the same
intonation pattern used .in the original unknbwn sentence. This production

form.of the matched sequencew was then added to the data ba:{e, for the

analysts' examination, At this point, new reference words could'be substi-
tuted where the analyst noted tbat a mismatch with the unknown .sentence had

occurred.

The rcc,ird-keepi.ng section of the retrieval program noted .the number of
searches:_of. the reference library that were made by both the analysts and all

of the reference words that thc-y examined. This .re,:ord allowed the authors
to trace.the sig,Dificant information feedback paths in the system--thos'e that

resulted in now searches of the reference library with differing feature-
vector's. These feedback paths are noted in FiAure 3., The extent to wh.ich
lexical infrmation can modify an analysst's segmentation and feature assign-
me'nt was not surprising. In fact, throu0 this attempt to model explicitlr
.the iniformation flow among the vcrious subtasks of the ailalysis processi., we
have uncovered a structure, similar 'to the model for. 'speech recognition

proposed by Fant (t970) nearly 7 years ago.

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

Both analysts found the 16 assignable features tb be insufficieflt pad

wotrld.h.ave ved a larger number, had there been prcvision to do-so. Howe2r,
even t.he assignment of'six7teen feattir,:s to 120 reference items was very time-

consu7iing. in ordor not to,imposo any priorreature or:ahization on our
analysts, all features .:onsidered youally impertant in establilling a
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absence of many tO:Ittlro:i- -a requirement imposed by the single -le\el feature

organization.. Use o f a m u l t i l e v e ! or h i e r a r c h i c f e a t u r e organi4al ion neces -

sitating,the selection of secondary features only it they wore appropriate in

the. light of specific assignments of the primary features, would have

overcome I:1.H; difficulty.

Bora analyses found little difficulty establishing reference-word

matches to the prominent words of the unknown sequence. In fact, they were

surprised y,discover how little information (possibly only 3 or 4 features)

sufficed for the retrieval of nO more that. 6 matching items. More severe

difficulties were encountered in attempting to find the matches for the less
prominent words or syllables. Here the analsts did not trust their feature
assignments--nn indication of the difficulty that chey encountered in making
those assignmeats .in the first, place. One analYkst resorted to an exhaustive

scanning of the list of unstressed reference, items. rho other compared pairs
of stressed and unstressed reference items to infer which features could be

expected to be 'inrc,or to detect under reduced stress. He then relaxed the

feature assignment for the c(Irresnonding unstressed items.

) The second analyst attempted to overcome the word segmentation problem

brlselect.ing prominent syllanieS ground which to organize a retrieval

attempt. The ability to look at variations, in the spectrum envelope as the

cursor swept through successive time interVals of the :;pectrogramsyroved to

be quite helpful in selectit,: the most prominent syllable of a;sequence.

Organizing the retrieval stra:egy a;ound prominent syllables permitted the
rapid examinarion of alteinative hypotheses. For example, the first hypo-

1.11
chesis might be a monosyllabic stressed word, the second a bisyllabic word

with an additional unstressed syllable. Information about additional conso-

nantal segments could be added to the feature vecc.or used for retrieval until

number of retrieved itemS was small enough to be individually scanned.

Even though onlY a few ',lient features located near the prominent vowel were
assigned, the retrieval process frequently resulted in an obviouS match to a

.much longer segment of the unknown:

Tbe featnres describing yowelicolor were :lot found very useful by either

annlyst. There are two reasons that may account for this finding. First,

contextual infloences on the vowel formant-freqmencies of both the reference'

word and_the unknown word-segment made reli,able feature assignment difficult.

Setond, very-few of the reference items differed by vowel,color alone. Thus,

the specification of vowel color featureS did not significantly reduce the
number.of retrieved watches in contrast to leaving them'unspecified.

The one drialys,: who attempted to make use of segment duration,init his

feature as.,,ignment 7ound it to be useful-only in extreme cases. For'ehe most

part, the s'egmental durtions of unknown words varied considerably as a

function pf stress, syntactic role and position in_the sentence, making small
durrtional cii:ferences ineffective for discrimination purposes..
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Results

The average prwortion 'of words that the two analysts sucCeedad in

correctly-,matChing was only:26 percent, and' this figure did not increase
after One cycle Of feedback.. Although one error was corrected, an additional
error was.:"introduc.ed in the words.hypothesized on.thd second attempt. The

overall word-tatching performance was thus significantly lower for the

4nachine-assisted word-matching experiment than for the -similar experiment
Conducted with' conventional spectrograms by Ingemann and Mermelstein (1975).,
There are, several possible, reasons//fOr this deterioration in matching
performance. The relative nfamiliayity af the display--in particular the
way, acoustic features seen On the' DPP:are affected by the limited time
resolution of the display--may Wave, been one' factor. More importantly,
perhaps, the sentence in'the current experiment was longer .(21 words vs. 16
words) and somewhat more complex. The lexicon used in the DPP experiment
intentionally included more words that had close phonetic similarities to the
unknown words,of the sentence.

\

The word7identification scores are broken down by analyst, tress, and
number of syllables in Table 1. While 52"percent of the words thattontained
at least one stressed syllable were correctly identified overall, pra,ctically
all of the matches.with unstressed words were incorrect. Overall performance
on MultisyllabiC words was.somewhat higher than on monosyllabic words. Here

the'relative performance of the subjpcts differed signifiCantly. The analyst,

who used the strategy that focused on prominent syllables did better -on
amonosyllabic words.but worse on multisyllabic wotds-. The strategy led to

frequent errors on the unstressed syllable of a multisyllabic word:
particularly when phonetically Similar words were included in the lexicon.
Substitutions in the unstressed syllables.of those words were quite frequent:
Examples of such substitutions are "immUnity" for "commun'ity", %Liman" for
"humor", "arrive" for "derived";. and "salt" for "assault."

e,

,

TABLE 1: Percent'correctly identified words.
,

'.Pass 1 a Pass 2

Tokens -Analyst I Analyst 2 Analyst 1 Analyst 2

Monosyllabic words 15, 33 20 27 20

Multisyllabic words. 6 17. 33 17 50

Unstressed words 11 9 0 0 .,,

0..

Stressed words 10 50 50 50 60

All words

c

21 29

Percent

23 23 29

correctly fdentified syllables .

,All syllables 30 43 '47 4.3 47

1
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CONCLUSIONS

The single most important Observation to emerge from the results is the

poor performance .of the analysts on unstressed words. A reference token,

whether spoken in a stressed forth or in a different unstressed environment

does not provide sufficient information to enable the analyst to effect a

match. Perhaps a larger number of reference tokens taken from a variety of

contexLs in which the word may occur might be useful, since it is evident-

that analysts are usually unable to predict the transformations that the

acoustic features of words can undergo if they are uttered in phonetically

different contexts. Analysts generally judge similarity in terms of common

features between the unknown and reference tokens. They do not pay

partictilar attention to the variability of those features and thus do not

differentiate among the features according. to their reliability in

establishing matches. It seems likely that intensive learning sessions on

the variability of acoustic features are required before improved word

matching results can be obtained;

The lack of any significant improvement following feedback of the

hypOthesized words spoken as a sentence is.probably due to the facr_that the

overall iprformance was initially-too low (that is, the initial hypothesis

was offered with such a Iota level.of confidence that it contributed as much

to the.analyst's uncertainty as it did to his knowledge). It appears to be

that a, higher?. minimum performance must be,reached before .the information

supplied by* feedback can be usefully absorbed. If an unknomn word is .

embedded in the correct context, its appearance, is likely to be quite similar

to its'form in the unknown sentence. However, if the.cohtext is incorrect as

well, a new production of the reference form is obtained that may not be any

more similar to the unknown than it was to the original.

Let us now consider .the . prospects, for imp/ementing an entire feature

assignment arid wordmatching proCedure in algorithmic Form for execution by a

' machine. The selection of matching words "on the basis of assigned feature

values is clearly the easiest procedure to implement, and, in.'fact% this has

already been- successfully carried out. Heuristics are available fox the

assignment 'of values to most acoustic features and, therefore, we can expect
that this analysis procedure can 'be implemented at a cost that increases

roughly linearly -with the- number of features used. We anticipate more
difficulty, however, with the process labeled "similarity". We are not, as

yet, able to quantify a ,general similarity metric that assigns PerIceptually'

appropriate weights to specific differences._ Events of short duration, such
as 'bursts, _may contribute a great :deal to measures of similarity, whereas

differencei in events of longer duration, such as shifts in formant

frequencies,in vocalic intervals, may be of less significance.

c

It is possible that the comparison.-of wordsequenCes might be

implemented with the aid of a speech synthesis program; however', it appears

that finding -an approWriate metric of 'similarity is the most _difficult
problem.. Given any general difference -measure, we Joio. not-yet know how to
separate- differences between speakers from differences between words, and

until we can 12arn what the important distinction-Sare that we must look for.,
word identificiition throUgh spectrum matching by a human analyst, or by a

-.machine, will.not be-a praCtical art.
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The Function of Strap Muscles in Speech: Pitch Loweringor Jaw Opening?!'

James E. Atkinsont and Donna Erickson

AB-STRACT

This Paper reports on one aspect of a continuing study to

determine the physiological correlates of the changes in fundamen-
tal voice frequency (F0). Several elctromyo3raphic (EMG) studies
With speech have reported an associai:ion of strap.muscle activity,
'particularly the sternohyoidi with low F0 and some of these studies
su.-6gest thlt the sternohyoid is 'actively involved in lowering F0.
It has also been suggested, however, that the sternohyoid is

involved with jaw opening, and that the reported -pitch-lowering
effects may actually be the resUlt of jaw opening. To investigate

this question an EMG experiment was conducted on one speaker of

AmeriCan English under normal and clenched jaw conditions. The

normal utterances were of the form "Bev loves Bob" with emphasii on
the various words.' The clenched.jaw data were obtained whi.le .the

subjnct LAd his jaw fixed by biting on' a, tongue depressor and
intoned the corres'ponding intonation patterns with a fixed vowel

carri.er /a/: The results indicate that the strap muscle actitfity
for the.normal utterances is very similar to the activity for the
same intonation patter: -;th the jay clenched. Strap muscle

activity Lhus seems to ore closefy related to pitdh effects
than to jaw-opening effects

This paper reports on one aspectof a continuing study to determine the'

physiological correlates of chariges in fundamental voice frequency (F0).

'Specifically, we inliestigate the sternohyoid muscle, one of,several extrinsic

laryngeal muscles, and its role in controlling F0. Several electromyogrephic

4.EMG) studies with speech have reported an association of strap muscle
activity,i3articularly, the sternohyoid with low F0, and some of these studies

suggest that the sternohvoid is actively involved in lowering F0 (Faaborg-
Andersen, 1965; Ohala, 1570; Ohala and Hitose, 1970; Atkinson, 1973; Collier,

1975; Erickson,' 1975). It, has also been suggested', however, and- there has

been some supportive data, that the sternohyoid playS a role in some

*A veision of this paper was presented at the 92nd meeting of the Acoustical
Society of America, San Diego, CalifOrnia, November, 1976.

tSpecial Projects Department, Naval Underwater Systems Center, New London,
ConneCticut.

[HASKINS LABORATORIES: Status Report. on Spee-EhRe-g-e-a-rcfi--S-R-4-9- (1977)1
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articulatory gestures involv.ing jaw openic,s and that the reported pitch

lowering effects may actually be the 'result _of jaw opening (Ohala, 1972;.

Ohala and Hirose, 1970; Harris, 1971).

Figure 1 gives a ,simplified sthematic representation ol the relevant

anatomy. First, the'thyroid cartilage and larynx as a whole are suspended

from the hyoid bone by the strap muscles (hence their name). Clearly,'

contracEion of these muscles can affect the thyroid cartilage in either the

front-back:or in the vertical direction. Any such movement cduld change the
length'and tension of the vocal cords'and hence their rate of vibration (FO..

The.exact mechanism involyed is still not clear, although several possible

explanations have been suggested.

The ligure shows only one of the supra-hyoid muscles, for -simplicity,

the digastric muscle, although there are other muscles (such as geniohyoid

and mylohyoid) in this group. Both the, strap muscles sppporting the larynx

and the jaw opening muscles attach,to the hyoid bone. As seen in Figure 1,

jntraction of the digastric creates a force that pulls the hyoid bone

upward. To allow jaw opening, there must be an apposing dawnward -force to

stabilize .the hyoid\and give the.jaw.opening force something to pull against.

been.auggested that the sternohyoid and/or other strap muscles
contract to supply this force and allow jawopening.

To investigate this question, an EMG experiment was conducted on one

speaker of American English under normal and clenched jaw.conditions. The

normal utt-erances were: "Bev 'loves Bab," Adth emphasis on various words.
The clenched jaw data were obtained While the sOjeCt held his jaw lf,ixed-by

biting on a tongue depressor, and intoned thecorresponding pitch patterns

with z fixed vowel carrier 7a/. , An:/,xample'is "BEV loves Bob". with, the

,corresponding clenched' jaw form "All: hah hah.P A direct 'comparison Of

sternohyoid activity for the same pitch pattern with and.winout jaw opening

effects was obtained'.

Table 1 lists the utterances used.
7

TABLE 1:- Test utterances.

NORMAL CLENCHED JAW

BEV loves Bob.
Bev LOVES Bob.
Bev loves BOB.

.Aflhah hah.'
ah HAH hah
ah hah HAH .

EMG data were' obtained from thesternohyoid muscle using hooked wire
electrodes_and then recorded for processing and analysis using the ,Haskins
Laborat-ories_EMG facility.
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Figure 2:
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BEV loves Bob.
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Comparison of sternonyoid'muscle activi* for normal and clenched
jaw versions, of an uttera'nce having the same. intonation'pattern.
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Figure : Comparison of,'.sternohyoid muscle activity for two utterances
having the same segmental phonemes 'but different irktonation.pat
terns.
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The major results are given in Figure 2, which Ihows sternohyoid

activity tor the normal utterance "BEV loves -Bob," and for the'cienched jaw

version with,the same Fp ,pattern "AH hah haft." In- comparing these two

utterances we are, in-effect, holding pitch constant, and any differences in

muscle activity must be a result of articulatory and jaw, opening effects.

Although there are some timing differences,aS seen in this figure, it is

quite clear that the sternohyoid activity is very similar for both the normal

and clenched jaw versions. In fact, even with the timing differences the

waveforms have a correlation coefficient of 0.7. Thus, no noticeable jaw

opening effect is shown.

In Figure 3 we compare sternohyoid activity for the normaj utterances

"EEV loves Bob" and "Bev LOVES Bob." Here we effectively have ,the same

segmental and jaw opening effects 'but very different F0 patterns. Any

difterences in muscle activity thus would seem to be caused by pitch

differences.

Clearly, the muscle activity is less similar here than in Figure 2 (the

correlation coefficient is only 0.3). Thus, a clear pitch effect is seen.

To summarize, utterances having the .same pitch pattern regardless .of
-articulacorY differences.show very ,similar sterpohyoid activity. Utterances

having, the same articulatory and jaw opening gestures (but different pitch

.patterns) show very different sternohyoid actiVity. WC conclude, therefore,

that sternohyoi .activity is more closely related.to pitch effects than tO
jaw opening effects, at least in nig speaker. We are presently extending

the Study to other,; speakers in ,order to test the generality of,these

conciusiOns. .
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The eniohyoid and the Role of the Strap Muscles*

Donna Erickson, Mark Libermant and Seiji Niimi

ABSTRACT

Many investigato:7s have noted a relationship between stra17

muscle activity and r'itch lowering, but there does not seem to be

any single generally accepted theory to account for this connec-

tion. The particular effect of strap illuscle contraction will

depend in part on what other forces are actinion the hyoid bone;

therefore, in the context of a general EMG investigation of English

intonation, we.recorde,,i from a.suprahyoidal muscle, the geniohyoid,

as well as the strap muscles (sternohyoid, sternothyroid, and

thyrohyoid) and the., cricothyroid. In our data, the three strap

muscjes show nearly identical patterns' of activity; as a gro.43,

their activity shows a strong negative correlation with the aCtivi-',

ty of the geniohyoid and the cricothyroid. ' Examination of the

relationship of thtse musdles' aCtivity to Fo levels showed the

cricothyroid and geniohyoid to have a positive relation to Fo, and

the sternohyoid (selected.as a representative strap muscle) to have

1. slightly negative relation to Fo. These Iindings are,related to

'the:development of a possible model for the relative motion of the

larynx during pitch changes.

EXPERIMENT

It is known that the strap muscles (sternohybid (510, sternothyroid (ST)

'and thyrohyoid.(TH)] are active &iring low and lalling Fo (Ohala, 1970; Ohala

and HiroSe, 1970; Atkinson, 1973;: Collier, 1976; -.Erickson, 1976). The

,suprahyoidal muscles have not previously been investigated with respect to

their role in Fo 'control in speech; yet, -the anatortilcaq... artangement of

extrinsic laryngeal musculature is such that an effect of -thStt,41:v muscles

with respect to Fo will certainly depend in patt on suprahyoldatforces as

one can s:ee by referring to Figure 1. In view of these considerations, we

examineCP,the EMG. activity from, a representative suprahyoidal.muSdle, the

geniohyoid (GH), as well as- from the three strap 'muscles (the SH,;:.57, and

TH), and the cricothyroid (CT) in the context of a larger EMG experiment on

English intonation.-

We will present dbta from this experiment that bears on t e following

-two questions;
.

*The paper was presented at tht 92nd meeting of the Acoustical Society
America, San Diergo, California, 15-29 November r976.

tBell Laboratories; Murray Hill, N.J.

[HASKINS. LABORATORIES: Status Report on Speech Research SR-49 (1977)]
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1. What overall relationship do the activities ot the strap muscles,

cricothyroid, and geniohyoid bear to each other?

2. What relationship, do the activities of these muscles beateto Fo

lev'els?

-Fight sentences, from 9.to 14 syllables long, with vous stresE-ingF

and intonational 'patterns, repeated eight times, were examined. We have only

recorded a single speaker thus far. The quantitative data we will present in

this paper is drawn from a sub.set ot- the total, but the results are

qualitatively valid for the entire experimental run.

Results

Relationships among the muscles. Pearson product-moment correlation

coeffd.Cients were calculated for the variotis mu^cles using the Haskins

Laboratories Computer-implemented cnrrelation program, and the results :an be

seen in Figure 2. The activity of the three strap muscles Positively

correlates with each Other, and negatively correlates with the geniohyoid and

cricothyroid: The activity of the ggniohyoid and cricothyroid positively .

correlates with e:Ich other. Althol.,h quantification of the correlation of

iltrastrap,muscle at,ivity an termg of, correlation coefficients has not been

n-resente c! heretofni.e in the Jiterature, the data here agree with the findings

of Erickson (1976). The finding of a negative relation between the activity.

of the strap muscles and the criCothyroid has been reported previcisly in

other EMG studies. (Atkinson, 1973; Collier, 1975; Erickson, 1976). The

positive relationship between the activity of the:CT and the OH has not been .

ex:lored previously. We are currently investigating: this with respect to

possible physiological correlates .of stress -in English.

Relationship of muscle activity to Fo levels. 1114 order t.L. aicertain the

relationship of these muscles to Fo levers, we concentrated on two key

syllables (the intonational "Itead" and "nucleus"). in two repetitions of the

sentence "It's nothing less.than a masterpiece," spoken on five,intonational

Patterns [see Liberman (1975)1. ye compared root mean Square of the

integrated EMG activity for these syllablesto mean Fo 100 msec later. This

delay appears to be approximately:appropriate for the contraction time of the

laryngeal muscles (Sawashima, 1974;_Atkinson, in press). The RMS values were

calculated from IMG recordings semp'ecl at every.5 msec. Tt Fo values were

calculated'from the voiced part of the'syllable.
1

The GH activity has a clear positive.relationship to Fo...above about 105

Hz. This interesting.observation Jeads to speculation about poSsible.GH

tunction as an -auxiliary pitch-raiSing mechanism for high Fo, when the CT

needs an extra "boost". to raise Fo, as in- stressed syllables. 'We are

investigating this further. The CT activity shows a positive relation to Fo,

and in this respect agrees with several other EMG studies, (for example,

Atjcinson, 1973, Collier, 19,75, Erickson, 1976). The results are shown in:

Figure 3. The SH activity shows a tendency towards,a negative correlation

with Fi, and this too agrees with the findings of other studies (Atkinson,

1973, Collier, 1975, Erickson, 1976).
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STRAP MUSCLES Ctx STRAPS GH x STRAPS CT x GH

Mean : .77 Mean .51 Mean : .37 Mean : ,50

Figure 'Correlation,gclefficients for the activiLv of the, various muscles
)

,as spoken by one speaker on two repetitions,of eight sentences

withvarying intonational patterns.
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In addition to looking at the relationship of EMG.activity t-0----F0 level,

it is_ also interesting to look at the EMG activity for the parular
syllables as shown in Figure 4. The relationship between GH activity and

activity has not been explored previously, but hol,dsconsiderable interest

for future investigation. The relationship between CT activity and SH

activitY appears,similar to that shown for Thai syllables (Erickson, 1976).

Physiologital Implications

These findings can be related to a general picture of the motion of the

larynx during changes i.n Fo. There appears to be a tendency for the larynx

as a whole to move in an are', ms shown by the arrow in Figure 1: motion

forward and up being generally associated With pitch raising, and motion back

and down with pitch lowering. This seems-to be substantiated by cineradio-
graphic evidence that shows the hyoid bone moving up and forward during high

pitch (Faaborg-Anderson and Sonninen, 1960; Colton and Shearer, 1971).

(This, of course, is dependent on the head position and holds true only when

the head_ is in the'upright pos-ition seen in Figure 1). The result of this

upward and forward motion of fte hyoid bone is to pull the thyroid cartilhge

up and forward. Since the cricoid cartilage would tend to remain relatively

fixed (due to its connection with the constrictor muscles and.the.trachea),

it would tend to resist the forward component of the motion. The result of

this relative motion (rotation or translation) between the two cartilages at

the cricothyroid joint would tend to lengthen the vocal folds, as the larynx

moves up and fOrward, and relax them as it moves back and down. A paper'

describing this view in more,detail is now in preparation.

As a ,final remark, we wish to say that this is a preliminary investiga-

tion and the speculations and physiological findings introduced in this paper

are being explored further with a view toward application to current theories

of intonation and stress in English.
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*Syllable Synthes is

Ignatius G. Mattinglyt

ABSTRACT

A scheme.for synthesis by rule based on the phonetic syllable

is described. A syllable-feature specification of the utterance to

be synthesized determines a pattern of articulatory -influences;
these influences .in eurn determine the parameter values of the

synthesizer.

For quite a long time, as the first slide (Figure 1)-may emind you, my
colleagues at Haskins Laboratories have been insisting that speech isa code,

and that the encoding unit is the: phonetic' Syil-able. Asthe-result of the
merging of various coarticulatory'influences, the correlates of the phonemes

at the acoustic level are, in the vivid phrase' of Liberman,' Cooper,
Shankweiler, and Studdert-Kennedy (1967), "overlapped or shingled, one onto

another," yielding "irredUcible segments of approximately syllabic dimen-

sions." This observation should, indeed, be generalized to 'include the

articulatory. level as well (MacNeilage and DeClerk, 1968). In this view of

the syllable [which of course goe'' hack at least to' StetSon .(19571)], my

colleagues have been encouraged by the findings of KoShevnikov and ,Chistovich

(1965)..

But the appeal ,of the phonetic syllable as an encoding_ unit does not
rest merely on empirical observations as to the unsegmentability of anything

smaller. There is not time to make the theoretical .case for the' syllable at

length, but I would at least point out how nice it would be if it .were

possible to order freely the units.of an ideal phonetic transcription at each

prosodic Because of .phonotactic restrictions, this copdition is

clearly out of the question if _these units are conventional phonetic

segments, but seems quite reasonable if the units are phonetic syllables.

Though '.overlap between the physical manifestations of adjacent syllables

occurs, the principle of free ordering in the transcripeion will be preserved

.as 'long as sOch overlap is predictable from the specification of ,the

individual syllables

From this point of view, the Syllable is a cyclic process, 'passing from
'onset to peak to offset as the vocal trdct moves from a more closed to a more
open to a more closed configuration. The process can be realized in many

*This pa6et was presented at the 92ad Meeting of the Acoustical Society of
America, San Diego, California, 15-19 November 197.6.

tAlso University of Connecticut.

(HASKINS .1.,ABORATORIES: Status'Report on Speecn Research SR-49 19771
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TIME

Figure 1: Interaction of consonantal and vocalic influences in hmg . After

Liberman (1972).
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11(-4:ie choices of thedifferent ways, depending upol speaker,, In the
''.c-ttQrnee,'thesc choices are the valuesideol phonetic transcription 014v

sted by ,Fujimural (1975,assigned to syllable, feature
status. Thus, not only thesf(0)%alsugg'e1976), and phonetic s(:gments t

andd f e aso the difference betwee n [Pa]difference betWeen [pa, an C ion.
[pla] dePend upon a feature

determ ined by th

The articulatory and acoustic

consequences of a particular
011t . the phYsi

e

cal manifestation of the
Syllabic process

and may, in principle, extend "V
sYllable.'

1 e sPe
I hope it is clear that - ,e Qking of phonetic rather than of

uoh
phonological syllables. If the(° Oat in things as Phonological syllables--

the matter is unsettled-7they e O oll general correspond one-to-one with
r mesphonetic syllables, any more pc corresPond one-to-one with phenes-.1,th)0 ,al

8311ables do not exist, the case forAnd, by .the same token, if phonOil4e k -----:
rePresenta tion in terms of syllablephonetic syllables is unaffec.ji .6

entirely cOnsistent with afeatures at -the phonetic leve j/401-'-- ,Priori
oven:)g-keaLlevel, and would not necessarilysegmental representation at t,,e ,.,--rativ

phonology. One of the motiva-entail any fundamental revision 't,v r ,f
is* that phonological units do not

1964).
tions for generative phonoloRy, Z;-'
necessarily correspond with ph;fiti, ,v ''ts (ClinMskY,

at I have been saying p/jill a Y explanatory burden on the conceptWhi5
gj'e be cred ible only to the extent thatof. the phonetic 8yllable, and

tsyllabic processes can be sholvii o
% or4rly and more explicit. Thus, the

cse for th.e syllable will be 1 if 'phonotaCtic restrictions, as well
'a elhg

.°Phonic variation., can be interpretedas much of what is now regard
as arising nar:urally from i./11.,8

ed_d5z

?,
itc'Perties of syllables. 'Synthesis by(I

rule is'anlattractive tool for ,Pk0

Recently, we have begun
.at

Vo h Haskins oa a new synthesis-by-r;lle

program. In this new scheme
t'r e syllable has a central 'role.h. 0

input Lo,..the synthesis' progr4
rpil:.s.taLtr

anscription of an utterance in
At present, the features aresvllabiC,..rather than segmentail

1.1,
we have no strong commitmentbinary, which simplifies the trO but

, A
to binarity' at the phonetic -Egv 1 to ._,'erIes of ordered rules relates the

..,- i?_ , Lute _, _i..1av es used in the routine thatfeature values of the transcrip(
'f'dgq-,Guirve':1 software simulation of OVE IIIcalculates parameter values f.i q
P'4,1.1n ha as Yet no Phonology, .it is not(Liljencrants, 1968)... Since

at present a practical vehiclVfOfies;thes quantities of text. Nor has
crs, and intonation, though the syllableconsideration yet been given

izing

pla'Ys a crucial role in these met

In the routine for calci,oti 11!71 r tM

nueter mvalues,

the character of a

erous nfluence the vowelsY i
.syllable is considered' to be ..-24.NyS

sYof the previous, current and folaov Crl llables, the final consonants of the

iousprev and current syllables 1.4tlitial,ronsonants of the current and

following syllables. With eael; Sk.tC nce assOciated a set of target

10: Fujimura (1976) Syllable
memorandum, Bell Laboratories_

of spee.ch synthesis. Unpublished
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parameter va)ues and a curve Lhat represents the extent of the influence,over.
time. An influence curve is a modified exponential function of the form
Kefit. In this 4unction [similar to the one used by Lindblom (1963)-Pin his
well-known model of consonant-voweA coarticulationlLhe coefficient
K determines the effective time of onset, of an influence, and the

exponent determines its .rate of growth. On phonetic grounds, these proper-
ties of.the function are appealing, since one would eXpect both the shape,and
the relative Liming of the various influence curves to be' significant

variables. Of cOurse, there are other functions that might possibly have
been used instead. The value of the .function is restricted to the range
0...1, since it is:used as a weight, and A a certain time T (x) after the
notional beginning of the s'yllable cycle, a becoMes negative, so tnat the

influence will begin to diminish The target values, and the values
of K, S, t(x), and other variables are assigned by the rules.

'. It might be objected that the notion of an "influence" simply reintro-
duces the"phonetic segment in a new guise, particularly when I refer to the
influences of consonants and vowels, and employ the conventional terms for
manner. classes. But unlike phonetic segments; influences are not linearly
ordered; their temporal relationship is more complex than that. And "conso-
nant," "vowel," and the various Manner .class teims are to be understood not
as segment. categories, but as labels given to various recognizable aspects of
the' syllabic cycle by which they are delined.

-Because of our' particular interest in the temporal patterns of events
within theisyllable, we have provided various ways to control these patterns
in-the program.2 As we'have just seen', K controls the effective onset of an
influence; by manipulating this variable"different degrees of consonantal
and vocalic coarticulation may be provided. Since the Moment when an

influence begins to diminish isa variable,articulatory hold's for stop.; and
fricatives can be represented. ° Moreover, each influence can potentially
increase the duration of the syllable by a certain amount. If such- an

increment is called.for, the onsets of syllable-final' and following'-syllable
influences at=e postponed by apprITriAely reducing their K. va.lues.

The actual '. parameter values for a)particular 5-msec sample of speech are

derived by an iterative calculation. The influences are regarded as ordered,
'from vowels .to fricatives to stops. At each iteration, the valpe computed
for a parameter is

Vi = Vi_i + Ii(Tf Vi_i)

that is, the weighted sum of the target values associated with the influence
and the value computed at the preceding. iteration, the relative weighting
being determined by the value of the influence function at that point in.the

'syllable. (At the first iteration, the target value for the, vowel of the
previous syllable serves as the seed value V0.).Because of the large number
cf influences, the burden of calculation would be considerable were it not

2Our investigations of syllable duration are reported' in a paper' read ..by

Linda Shockey at an earlier Session'(Shockey and Mattingly, 1976).
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that at any one time, many potential influences are inactive, that is, have

.values near zero, and may simply be ignored. .

The next three slides (FigUres 2, 3, 4) illustrate hOw Lhe overlapping

of vaitious influences is realized: This slide (Figure 1) shows an lul

'assum6d. to have been preceded by (al nnd followed 1?), fej: The curve with
black circles in the upper portions A the Slide shows the increasing

influence of the [al at the expense of the [P]. of the preceding syllable.
'.The curve with white circles shows the increas,ing inflilence of the (c1 of the
following syllable at the expense of the (a). The lower portion of the slide
(Figure 1) shows the target formant frequencies for all three vowels and the
formant fflovements resulting from their influence.

In this slide (Figure 3) the influence of a final, palatal glide is

interposed, in addition to the other influences, to give the diphthong (ad,
and the formants change accordingly.

Finally, in FigUre 4, the influences df an initial [571 glide in the (al(

syllable and.of an initial glide in the following syllable are superim-
posed upon the other influences.

This way of calculating parameter values will be recorgnized as a

generalization of the method used by Holmes, Mattingly and Shearbe (1964) and
by the earlier Haskins programs for calculating formant transitions (Matting-
ly, 1968a, 1968b; Kuhn, 1973), in which the, "boundary value" used as a basis

for interpolation was the weighted sum of -the target frequenOies of .two

adjacent phones. It is also analogous, as 'Tim Rand has pointed out, to a
series of filters,. each of which corresponds to an "influence."

The scheme, as described so far, is quite general, and could be

implemented in terms of articulatory gestures, or vocal tract shapes, or

formant mlovements, depending upon the choice of parameters. - The most

interesting and satisfying implementation Would be the articulatory one,.but
because we are anxious to explore temporal questions as soon as possible, we
are beginning with an acoustic version.
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Articulatory MoVeinelltti in VCV Sequonces

Thomas Gayt

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this experiment was to study both the timing
and positional properties of articulatory movements in VCV utter-
ances. Conventional cinefluorographic techniques were used to

track the movements of the uppotr lite, lower, lip,.jaw, tongue tip,

and tongue body of two speakers whobread randomized 1.i8ts of VCV

laterances containing7 tIle vowels /i,a,u/ and the_ consonant's

ip,t,k/, in all possible combinations. Results showed that the

timing of articulatory movements in a VCV sequence is constrained
by the intervocalic consonant, even ifthe gesture for the conso-
nant is not a contradictory one. Anticipatory movements.toward the
second vowel always begin during the closure period of the intervo-

calic consonant. The appearance of carryover coarticulation ef-
fects derends on.the phonetic identity. of the'particular segm,.2nt or
degree of involvement of the articulatorl. Carryover effects, like'

anticipatory. effects, did not extend beyond an immediately adjacent

segment. These findings suggest that the rules governing -the

segmental input toa speech string might be simpler than present

models suggest. i

INTRODUCTJON

The,purpose of this'paper is to explore a number of questions related to

the properties of articulatory movements in VCV utterances. The experiment

was motivated by the fact that in the literature there exist contradictory

reports concerning the nature andextentof various coarticulatory phenomena..

While the traditional view, and the earlier papers of öhman (19665, and
iDaniloff and Moll (1968), for example, hold that coarticulation is nherent

iii the programming of speech sequences, and that its effecies can extend

acr6ss varioift, structural bounAaries, other More recent studies (Gay, 1974a, 1

Gay, 1974b; Bell-Berti and Harris, M5) suggest that the rules governing

tAlso University of Connecticut Health Center, Fafmington, Conn.
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coarticufation (both anticipatory and- carryover) might be somewhat simpler
3

than previbusly believed.

Anticipatbry coarticulation effects are essentially timing' effects:

moVements toward Some, parts of a feature target bf a given segment begin

before others. :Ia a study of anticipatory lip rounding, Kozhevnikov and
Chistovibh (1965) found that the onset of the rounding gesture for the vowel

/u/ placed in a CCV syllable occurred at .the beginning of the syllable.

Dsniloff and Moll (1968),:in extending the observations of Kozhevnikoy and
Chistovich, showed that lip rounding for /u/ can begin across as-many as fbur

segments ahead of the vowel. In their experiment, anticiOation of lip
rounding for the vowel /u/ was studiedfor a:number of mono- and disyllabic
single.and two-word utterances embedded in sentence frames using lateral view
cineflubrographY. .Onset of lip rounding usually began during the closure

phase of the first consdhant in the sequence, and was not affected by the
'poSition of.word or Syl-lable boundaries within the sequence. Another type of

anticipatory coarticulation was shown to exist by bhman. In a spectrographic
study bl coarticulation in VCV sequences,dhman showed that' the 'variability
observed in transition movements to the consonant could be predicted by the
foment. frequencies "of the second vowel. This led tthman to conClude that
vowel-to-vowel movement in a VCV is essentially diphthongal with the clonso-:'

nant simply superimposed on the basic gesture; in other words, movements
toward the second vowe-Vbegin independently from and at about-the same time

3S those toward the consonant.. In other studies, Moll and ,.Daniloff (1971)

showed that velopharyngeal opening for a nasal consonant can .begin two, vowels

in advance of the consonant, and McClean .(1973) Showed that in. a CVVN

sequence, velar opening for the final, nasal.'begins ahead of the syllable
boundary, unless the two vowels are separated by a marked junctural boundary.
These studies, among others, suggest that articulatory encoding is a complex
phenomenon whose eYects can spread across-several adjacent segments. Most

studies support, either explicitly or implicitly, Henke's (1966) articulatOry
model that proposes the operation' of a mechanism that scans future segmental
inputs, or features thereof, and sends commands for the immediate attainment
of those feature targets that would not interfere with thee attainment of

immediately intervening articulations..

However, in several recent studies,.both electromyographic (Gayj. 1974b;
Ushijima and Hirose, 1975) and ecoustic.(Ohde and Sharf, 1974; Bell-Berti and
Harris, 1975), eviAence was used to argue against the ubiquity of anticipato-.

ry coarticulation effects in speech. In- an experiment by Gay (1P74b), EMG
recordings were obtained from-the genioglossus and.orbicularis ois muscles
of two subjects during ;the production of vartous VCV syllables/. In thoso

utterances where the genibglossus muscle was involved in.the pi/oduction of
both the first and second'vowels (as in lupi/ or /itu/), or where the first
and. seobod vowels were the same (as in /ipi/ or /utu/), a :cessation of
activity'occurred for t:he.genioglossus Muscle Auring the time of consonant.
production. In other words, each vowel in,the sequence (even.!in a smmetri-
cal VCV) was marked by a separate muscle Pulse: The interpi-etation of the
finding reflected a discontinuity in vowel-to-vowel movement, and thus, a

contradiction eo Ohman's 0966) diphthongal movement hypothesis. Another
finding of this'experiment was the presence of a, troUgh ih the orbicularis
oris envelope during he production'of an alveolar or velar consonant that
separated two rounded vowels. -This. finding was not-consiStent with others
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that .shoWed a considerably- earlier onset of the lip rounding gesture

(Kozhevnikov and Chistovich, 1965; Daniloff and Moll, 1968; Benguerel and

Cowan, 1974). In another EMG experiment, Ushijima and Hiroae (1975) showed

that in a CVVN sequence, lowering of the velum in anticipation of -the final

nasal wai restricted by the syllable boundary. While theae results were

obtained from Japanese, they nonetheless argue against a general model of

anticipatory velar lowering.

In an experiament pertormed by Bell-Berti and Harris (1975), spectró-

graphic measurements, were made from eighteen utteranbe types that consisted

of.the vowels Ii,a,u/ in.CVC combinations with the consonants /p,t,k/. The

data showed that the effects of theiterminal consonant_on the midpoint of the

stressed vowel were not nearly as-large as those of the initial Consonant; in

other words, the carryover effect of the initial consonant on the vowel is

'considerably greater than the anticipatory effect of the second consonant.

Th same results were al'so obtained ,independently by Ohde and Sharf

in a variety of CVC-sequenCes,, Carryover articulation effects on -vowel

targets'were likewise greatce than anticipatory effects.

Carryover coarticulation.effectsLare essentially positional effects and

exist in the form of variability in target.(or target feature) positions as a

function' of changes in phonetic' context. Carryover'effects have traditional-

ly been attributed to mechanical or inertial'effects' and, in general, have

been studied less extensively than anticipatory effects. Although::,carryoier

effects have cbeen shown to exist at both the EMG and articulatory levels

(MacNeilage and DeClerk, 1969; Sussman, MacNeilage, and Hanson, 1973; Gay,

1974c), the pervasiveness of these effects is somewhat in doubt. In a study,

of.the production af thirty-six CVC monosyllables, MacNeilage and DeClerk

.(1969) :found that some aspect of the production of every phone was always

influenced by a preceding phone and,almost,always influenced by a following

'phone. In particular, the size of the EMG signal, would be different

depending on the identity of theadjacent vowel 'or consonant. 'In countering

thp argument that a motor command representation of the phone shows leis

variability than an articulaeory target representation, MacNeilage (1970)

later proposed that the .observed EMG variability reflected a complex motor

strategy, the underlying goal of which is a relatively inv-ariant articulatory

end. The concept of an. articulatory-based target system as proposed by

MacNeilage was furner supported, at least. for vowels; by the Cinefluoro-
graphic data of Gay, Ushijima, Hirose, and Cooper (1974) and Gay (1974a). In

the latter study, laeeral view x-ray motion pictures were, obtained from two

speakers who produced the vowels /i,d.,u/ in.a variety of VCV contexts. The

results-of this _experiment showed that for both aubjects, the target

positions for both /i/ and /u/, in both pre- and- postconsonantal.positiOns,
remained quite stable (within 2-3-mm) across changes in-the consonant and '

transconsonantal vowel. . Finally, ,a careful examination of bhman's (1966)

acoustic data shows' that carryover effects of the first vowel or ,the

intervocalic consonant on the formant frequencies of-the eecond vnwel were

virtually nonexistent: formant frequencies fe1,1 within a 50-60 Hz range

regardless .of the identity of the preceding phones. However, in contrast to
Ole studies cited above, carryover effects have been shown to exist at the
articulatory level: Sussman, MacNei1ate-775-ffotHanson'(1973) and Gay A1974c),

for example, have produced data'showing jaw position during consonant and
vowel production to besensitive to the degree of jaw opening of ln_ad-jacent
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phone. Thus, although evidence exists to support an articulatory target
formulation", no present theory speCifies the rules governing failure to

achieve a particular target.

The diveNtent research result'; 'of the last ten years, wbether'arising
from differences in interpretaCion or the utilization of different experimen-
tal.techhiques, nevertlieless serve to point out that a nUmber of important
questions concerning the dynamic properti'es of speech gestures remain un-
answered. In-this experiment, both the timing and positional properties of
articulatory movements in VCV utterances were studied, using conventional
pellet tracking and, spectrographic techniques, in an attempt to provide
answers to some of these questions. The format of the experiment was

designed to explore .questions related to two particular issues: 1) the

constraints an intervening consonant might place on the movements of the

articulatorsi especially the tongue body, from one vowel to another (is the'
movement frOm yowel to vowel essentially diphthongal or is it locked somehow
to the intervocalic'cohsonant?) and 2) the:extent of carryover coarticulation
effects throughout the syllables (are, such effects limited to'phonetically
unmarked features sUch as jaw position or do they extend to other properties
of both vowel and consonant production?)..

1 i

'Subjects and Speech Material

METHOD

'

Subjects were two adult males, both native speakers of American English.
The speech material 'consisted of CVCVC strings where the initial 'and fihal

consonants remained constant (1k/ and /p/, respectively), and the me.aial VCV
oequences contained the vowels ',/i,a,u/ and the consonants /p,t,k/ in all
Possible combinations. 'Each of the twenty-seven utterances was placed.in the
carrier phrase, "Say agairri" and random-ordered into a master list.

Data Recording

Lateral view .x-ray:films were recorded with a 16 mm cine camera at a

speed ol -60 fps .The .x-ray generator delivered 1 msec pulses at 1..20 kv to a

nine-inch image .intensfiEir tube. For purposes of tracking articulatory
movements, 2.5 mm lead pellets were attached to the upper and lower lips,
tongue tip, dorsum, and body (at two locations) of both subjects.1 In

addition, a-, refei.ence pellet was attched- at .the embrasure of the upper
ceritral incisors. Jaw movemehts for both subjects were tracked by measuring
the 'distance between the tip of the lower central incisors and the reference
pellet... All pellets Were attached at the midline using a cyanoacrylate
adhesive. The'locations of 'the pellets are shown for both subjects in Figure
1.

Each subject was positioned in a head holder. The subjects were
instructed to read the list at a comfortable speaking rate and, with equal

1The second,:more pOsterior, tongue body pellet fon Subject ONS fell off
dUring.the experiment'run.
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Figure 1: Locations of pellets, for tracking .rticulatory movements Jaw,

movements were measured at tip:of loWer central incisors,
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stress placed on the two syllables. .A brief practice sesSion preceded each
run. During the x'-ray run, the corresponding acoustic signal was alSo
recorded on magnetic tape.

Data Analysis'

-.A semia1utomated system for analyzing the xray data was developed for

this 'purpose. 1t consists essentially.of a 16 mm film analyzer (Percepto
s'cope, Mark III) and digitizi4 tablet (Summagtaphics) that...is interfaced to
a small laboratory computer.(D.E.C., PDP/8E). The film image is projected,
framebyframe, via an overhead mirror system onto the surface of the

digitizing tablet. The position coordinates of each pellet (or other
anatomical landmark) are stored in the computer when a handheld pen
depressed over the pellet location. Sections of the tablet outside the image
-area are used for control operations, for example, storing a special skip
code or indicating end of utterance. The computer measures the X and Y
coordinate positions of dechipellet relative to the Pbsicion of the reference
pellet.and storeS the accumulated data, framebyframebyutterance, on disk.
A second program is used 'to .display the X and Y components separately as a

movement track. on a large display scope. The resolution of the digitizing
tablet is .25 mm. By projecting the film twice real size, measurement error
is easily reduced to within + 1 mm. This was the.usual maximum-real size'
error obtained from repetitive measurements of selected samples.

One particular problem tpherent in xray pellet tracking techniques is

the obstacle dental fillings present in marking pellet locations.. Because ol
the denslty of amalgams, the pelletslbecome lost.when they enter"behind such

. fillings. Dental restorations interefered with the tracking of the first

tongue body pellet of Subject FSC and the tongue body and tongue tip pellets
of Subject GNS, both to.varying degrees in different utteranceS.

- Wide band spectrograms, using a Haskins Laboratories digital spectro
graPh routine, were made for all uttdrances. A yarticular advantage of this
routine is a software thresholding feature that can be used to reduce the
backgrouri'd noise produced by the xraY'generatot: This permitted spectro
graphic measurements, to be made for almost all\of the vowel nuclei, although
the less intense parts of the signal associated.with fOrmant transitions were
lost in the noise.

The acoustic recordings of both subjects were anal:yzed for the purpose
of deterMining whether stress differences appeared fot the first and second
vowels. Perceived destressing occurred consistently for /a/ in preconsonen7 /

tal position for Subject GNS. Destressing of'preconsonantal /a/ was also
evidentlin the spectrographic measures. First and second formant frequencies'
for /aj, pooled across consonants and vowels, were 640 Hz drld. 1340 Hz.for the
initial position, and. 810 Hz and 1210 Hz, for the final position. Instances
of first vowel destressing for /a/ also occurred for SubjeCt FSC, but not

These were the Only stress effects that appeared for eithetconsistently.
subject.
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The Timing of Articulatory M2viol9nt0,.

vssed .

-- in tbia experiment concerns the-One of the basic questioticad ts
coordination of articulatory c:),/n* thtoughout a VCV utterance, that is,

the tongue body in. relation.to thosethe relative timing of the movrne,p, , bp
qi;Vally chiring the production of theof.the lips, jaw, and tongue ,-

intervocalic consonant. appearing in thettprW 0 ;1:etent consonants
basis of the varying degrees ofvarious utterances were selfed ai.r --e

th0p, pr0duction: complete independence asinvolvement of the tongue dul.1,1,..i.

a primary articulator for /p/ ).,aoiy tcNue- tiP involvement for /t/, and
as .a. pritilat'y articulator for /k/. Ascomplete' involvement of the tong) v

bOdie m°vementSwill be shown, however, tongtie,.p. are either involved in or

constrained by each of the-thre *-11.? 4-nterv°calic consonants.

vs
.

.

, Jts tiMeasurements of the relativ- ou. of ar cu-1 atorY movements in the

various VCV sequences are surIllei# j
, aw

Figure 2. ....This figure Shows the

ranges of onset timea Of tong 1,

,
-cly

,

t , and pimarY. articulator movements

(either the lower lip, tongue ti,lp Oplijgae bodY for /p,t,k/ respectively),
from the first vowel to the inte(vOyet QoOsonantand from the intervocalic,

consonant to the' second vowel Of4).tt tiMes are relative to the time of
tely for the three conso-closure for the consonant and' 011 ed separa

nanrs. These A-ata provide ail owcY ,
e
l'icture of the relative timing of

,(11.1
articulatory movements. through tIle.il .ence.

n af a ti
,

For both subjects, the tilr,1- 0. c611-Fulatcol.r3t71.1.moveiTitsl ftr73, tinhoev=stts

vowel to the consonantre...E4r:TOJawel. raIne an ar icu a o
. .

from the Consonant to the sedoe %/pry Por closing movements, the onset
ticulator movements fell within thetimes of tongue body, Jaw: and erir0 N

same overall time window. 11110e och ndow, itself,, is rather wide,

coordination within the window 1,s fti ak,,.ote, consttained, wiEh the movements
.

Lic
of the tongue body, jaw, and ptirsql, vex.. la lator beginning within 10-15 msec

of.ear.h -other. The observed Qvera1our c:-ability cou,ld not bettributed to

either the duration pf consonatIc cla eatlit the'identity of the first7vowel,

although there was some tendenQy f.cillaer st'art
displ

ing times to occur for /a/,
acement. 1'E should alsop.robably as a function of grea toryte( ,s'ika

be noted that in a number of PG rs. o'f t!PtablY those sequences where the

first vowel is /u/, closing %,P1)el/os Q,c. the pfiMarY articulatOr were not
/ adcompanied by corresponding mevernV either the tongue body or jaw.2

lc
e, ini0,

In contrast to the.constr.sio 1 Aon !e, movements froM the first vowel to
C 7

the consonant, opening from the P
.rit to the Secc)n.d vowel Was character-O

eith
0)1 it/, tongue body partici-2 /p/When the intervocalic conSona/lt 705011dd

_patiOn in the consonant gesture c)pfli rl the identity Of t,he first vowel;
tongue body' movements always ,4c°11111.511.,z3wePr.imarY articulator movements when
the'first vowel was /a/, soMetlfrN.54 d movement when the first vowel-was

4rst vOwel was' /u/. For /k/, of/i/, and,never showed .movement. Aledd
.course, the tongue body always 0"4cd 0 M1.1 ent into the consonant. In those

110ear.cases where tongue body movelbellts .GR t app for the consonant, the

tongue body simply maintained te GP -"t 130sition of the first vowel.
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Figure 2: Ranges of relative onset times of articulaiory movement associated

with consonant closing End vowel opening. The vertical lines

indicate mean values.
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ized _by a staggered pattern of movements. For both subjecte., opening toward
the setond-,VOwel.,began with the tongue body, and wasfollowed by the jaw and

primary articulatcr, in.that order. MoveMents of the tongue body began
anywhere from 5-50 msec for Subject FSC, and 5-60 msec for Subject GNS after

the time of consonant closure. All tongue body movements, however, were

underway before the time of consonant release'. The onset time of jaw.opening

also vAried within the interval of consonant closure, but usually followed

tongue movements and preceded primary Articulator movements. The'variability

of'opening onset times,. like those .for closing, did not correspond to any
feature other than a tendency for., earlier opening to occur for a following

open voWel.
.e

The dynamic properties of articulatory movements in a VCV sequence,.:and -

the rules that govern those movements, wilr be discussed for each consonant
.category,, using graphical illustrations produced froM the frame-by-frame

measurements of the x-ray films. The movements of the tongue body, ljps, and

jaw for. a VCV sequence Where the intervocalic consonant is /p/, are

illustrated' for both subjects in Figure 3. This figure shows the movement

track of the height dimension for.the sequence /ipa/. Each track.was graphed

from discrete points measured every: film frame, that'is, at approximatlY'17

msec initervals. Measurements begin during the closure period of Oe initial.

'/k/ and-76-nd at the time of closure for the _final /P/; 0 on tn0.,.abeissa

corresP-8nds to the time of consonant closure. This figure illustrates the

constraints that /the intervocalic consonant places- on the timingof the
.

,

tongue bOdY, from vowel, to vowel. The movement of the tongUe body 1XOM .the

first vowel to the second vowel does-snot' begin until after closure fox:the

intervocalic conionant is completed.. This, of course; was a salient feature

in' the production of all VCV utterances by both subjects (ref. FigureZ)".

This'figure also shows that the Movements of the tongue body begin ahead of

:those for the jaw. 'The delay time..is' approximately'40.msec fox Subject FSC

and 60 msed foi. Subject GNS. This delay %uggests that tongue body movements

toward the vowel are.probably independent from jaw movements toward the

vowel. 'Ibis 'figure also illustrates 'the vAriability of jaw, movements

aeociated with consonant production. For Subject FSC, jaw closing begins at

,the eine of lip closing; While jaw opening precedes lip opening, For Subject

GNS, on the other hand, jaw closing-does not accOmpany lip cioSing and Jaw

opening follows_ lip. opening (this p'at,,ernI is the- onlY exce04on to the-

. general.rule). As is also e'Vident in this figure, upper lip contributions to

lip closure were negligible for both, subjects. Finally, Subject FSC.showecca.

pattern of lip cloeure that was often characterized by continued compression

throughout the closure period.

Cdnsonant constraints on vowel-to-vowel movements are as evident in the

front-back dimension.as in the height .dimension., Figure 4 shows tongue

movement'in the X dimension.plotted agairist the same baseline as lower lip
movement.in the Y dimenaiOn both as a function of time for the:sequence
/ipu/, -Again, it is apparenthat tongue,MOvement toward the second vowel
does not begin until after'.consonant closure. The data for Subject GNS also

show_what might be a, tongue,body.gesture as-sociated with the consonant. Such

a..geeture, however, did not_appear regularly in the data,:nor did the tongue

41..0y appear to re4ch a specific, repeatable target positiOn yhen,such a

gesture did appear.
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Figure 3: MoveMent.tracks for utterance /ipa/. 0 on the abscissa, in this
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closure; vertical bars indicate the times of con'sonant closure and

consonant release. The tongue body pellet for Subject FSC is the

second, more posterior, one.
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The san rules for tongue body movement associated with /p/ are also
1

evident ifor utterances where /t/ is the ntervocalic Colsonant (Figure 5).
Here, as before, movement.s coward the second Vowel do no begin until after
closure for /tK. Also, this figure shows that the movem nts of the tongue
body, tongue tip, and jaw are again, independent from each other: they all
begin Tv ,ng into the second vowel at different times, w h the tOngue body
leading the jaw and tongue tip, in that order.

Perhaps the best illustration of consonantal constrain,s on tongue body
movements is 'one where the first and second vowels of the. Utterance are the.
same. Figure 6 shows the-movement trac.ks for the jaw and four tongue pellets
during rhe production of /iti/ for Subject FSC. Instead of the tongue
ma,intaining the /if target during the cOnsonant, 'the tongue blade and both

tongue

bodY pellets show movement throughout the consonant gesture. The
, -

blade .and anterior tongue body pellet appear to shadow movements of', the tip,
while the posterior tongue bodyc., pellet, moves in the opposite d,irection
(lower). Because the tongue body is displaced at least 5 mm from the vowel
target during the time of consonant production, the movement is'probably not
passive (a pressure pertUrbation for example). Rather, it would seem that,
the gesture is a facilitory one or one that,reflects a strategy to modulate
the degree of aspiration'that might otherwise mcCur if the postalveolar:
channel were to8 constricted.3 It should alSo,"be noted that the present
finding agrees with the x-ray data of Kent (1970) that also showed tongue
body' movement in a symmetrical VCV at the time of consonant production.

The most interesting tongue movements are those -associated with /k/
.production, Figure 7 shows, both the height and fronting components of tongue
body movement during the production of /aki/, /aka/, and /aku/,' for Subject
FSC. These traces show that the tongue body is in gontinuous movement
throughout the closure phase of the tonsonant. From the time.of /k/ closure,

:the tongue' bedy continues to move upward' and forward for a following /i/ or
/a/, 'and upward and slightly backward for' a following /u/. Contiguous
movement of the tongue body during /k/ production has also been reported in a
number of other papers. The data of both Kent (1970) and Perkell'(1969).show
elliptical patterns of movement of the tongtie body for /k/ in symmetrical
/VkV/ and /akV/ sequences, respectively. A similar .pattern exists in the
present symmetrical /VkV/ sequences and would emerge from the /aka/ data in
Figure 7 if a composite trace were constructed from the two movement traCks.,
The present data are'also in general agreement with those of Houde, (1967) who
showed that the tongue.body was in continuous movement during /k/ in an
asymmetrical /VkV/ s'equence.

Of particular interest in the present data is th2 findifig that,
irrespective of the identity of che second vowel in the sequence, closure for
/k/ Occu'rs at approximately the same lc-ation in the vocal tract. Tongue
movement continues through 'the.cohsonant, with releaSe\occurring at different
locations in anticipation of the following' vowel (ref.-Figure 7). While the
three movement tracks are within 3 mm of each other, ifi\both dimensions, at
closure, they diverge towards release, at which point the\ differences are-E
mm between /i/ and la/ in the height dimension, and 10 mm lietWeen /i/ and Ku/

3K. N. Stevens: personnl communication.
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in the fronting dimension. Thus, consistent with the data for both /p/ and
/t/, the data for /k/ show anticipatory movements to be locked to the closure
phase of the consonant.

For VCV ut:terances containing either /p/, /t/, or /k/ as the intdrVocal-
ic cousonant, the usual sequence of 'articulatory events is as follows.
Movements of, the jaw, tongue body, and primary articulator begin at about the
same time,with jaw closing continuing past the time of occlusion for the
consonant. Shortly after closure for the consonant .occurs, tongue :body
movement toward the second vowel begins. This movement is followed indeped-
dently by jaw opening and release of the consonant. Articulatory movements
for the postvocalic vowel always begin between the time of consonant closure
.and consonant release.

The data of this experiment, in showing' consonant constraints on vowel
movement in a VCV utterAnce, are not consistent with Ohman's (1966) hypo-

,

thesis that vowel-to-vowel movement in a VCV, sequenee is essentially diph-
thongal. Ohman's hypothesis is based on the assumption that tongue body
movemerts toward the second vowel begin at about the time of onset -of closing
for the'consonant. However,dthe present data show that movement toward the
second vowel begins much later, some 5 60 msec after closure for the

consonant has already been completed. This pattern of movement even occurs
for /VpV/ sequences, where the tongue body iS not actively involved in the

production of the intervocalic consonant. These data suggest that either the
tongue body itself attains a target during consonant production, or more
likely, that the release of the consonant and the movement toward the vowel
are linked in a basic gesture,

In addition to questions concerning anticipatory movements of the tongue
body, it was expected that the data of this experiment could be used to track
the onset of lip rounding for a rounded vowel preceded .by a.z_variety of

differe'nt phones. Lateral view .x-rays- can 'Orbvid6 an indication of lip

rounding in the form of degree of lip protrusion. Unfortinlately,'however,
this measure was not A very sensitive one for the two speakers used in this.
experiment. Tha difference in protrusion between the spread vowel /i/ and
the rounded vowel /u/ averaged only 5 mm for both speakers. It might be
noted though, that in no case diA evidence of a protruding gesture appear for
the rounded second vowel in any of the VCV utterances until after closing for
the int'ervocalic consonant was completed.

,'2

To 'SUM:- the .data thus far: the relative timing of articulatory
movements in ':CV sequence is affected by the incervocalic consonant, even
if the gestur- ..-or the consonant is not a contradictory one The intervocal-
ic consonant 21fects both tongue body and jaw movements toward the second
vowel. Anticipatory movements toward the second vowel always begin during
t_he closure' perici'd of the i.ntervocafic consonant, suggesting that the CV
component of the'VCV sequence mjght be organized as ,a"basic iinit.

The Attainment ot,Articulatory Targets

Carryover coarticulation ffectwere s"tudied in relation to both the
influence t.h tirt vow..I exerts nn the position of the intervocalic
consonant and the influence the intervocalic (..1nsonont' exerts on the attain-
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ment of the target for the second vowel.

In contrast to timing measurementS, useful positional measurements for

/p/ could not be obtained. The important positional information for /p/

appears primarily in the coronal plane; lateral view xrays simply do not

reveal-this information. However, the present data do show a rather strong

vowel effect on jaw position. during /p/. Figure 8 illustrates this effect

for both-., subjects These plots, which agree with the,data of SUssman,.

MaCNeilage, and Hanson (1973) and Gay (1974c) show that the position of the

jaW during the production of /p/,,is sensitive to the openness of the adjacent'

vowel: greater jaw opening for the consonant occurred with a more open

adjacent voWel. This figure also shows what is presumed.to be a stress

effect .in the data of Subject GNS. Jaw opening (and consequently tongue

height) for /a/ is reduced in the preconsonantal position.

Carryover effects of the first vowel on the positional properties of /t/

did not appear in either the tongue tip or jaw measurements. Figure 9

illustrates the insensitivity of tongue tip position for it/ to different
preceding vowels,.in both the height and fronting dimenSions. It is apparent

that neither the retrusiveness of /u/ nor the opr ness of /a/ had ani

measurable effect on the /t/ target, in either dimensions. The onlY

differences in the three traces appear in the timing of the closing

movements. Since the onset of closing is earli.9.st for /a/ and latest for

/u/, the differences'are presumed to be displacement related: Finally, jaw

movementS for /r/, unlike those. for /p/, were not affected by the openness of

the preceding or following vowel.

The most interesting and extensive carryover effects of the first vowel

on consonant production appeared in the movement ,track of the tongue body

during /k/ production. This,is illustrated in Figure 10 for the VCV sequence

where /i/ is the common second vowel. Here the predicted effect of different

first vowels is evident. At the time of closure for /k/, the tongue bodY,. is

higher and .more fronted for /i/, and progressively lower 'and more retruded

or /u/ and /a/. The magnitude of thege effects is on the order of 7mm
between /i/ and /a/ in the height dimension.; and 5 mm between /i/ and /a/'in

the fronting dimension. The most interesting feature of this graph, however,

is that .the carryover effects of the first vowel dO not extend far into

consonantal' closure. On the, contrary, the three curves converge 4efore

consonant release at about the time movement begins toward the second voVel.

The relative invariance of the movement from consonant release toward the

second Vowel further strengthens the suggestion that the CV transition is

produced as an integral unit.

Carryover effects.of,the first Nowel on the production of the intervo
calic consonant were variable: they could not be adequately measured for

/p/, theY did not appear for /t/, but did appear, in a predictable way, for

/k/. .The jaw effect evident for /p/ is apparently due, to the secondary

importance of jaw closure in bringing about lip 'closure for /p/. Although

closure for /p/ can have both lower lip and jaw components, the jaw coMponent

is- probably facilitory and, as such, s.ensitive to phonetic environment.

Likewise, the difference in effects for /t/ and /k/ is presumably related to

the.differences in deg'ree of involve.ment of the tongue body during the

production of the two consonants.

5
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Carryover effects of the intervoealic consonant on the following vowel

appeared only for the open vowel /a/, and were reflected in differences in

jaw and, consequently, tongue body height. These effects, that are consis-

tent with those rePorted by Gay (1974a), are illustrated in Figure 1 This

figure shows the differences in tongue body and jaw height for the vowel /a/

when the intervocalic consonant varies from /p/ j:o /t/. Opening for the

vowel is greater when the.intervocalic consonant is /p/, as opposed to /t/.
The difference in tongue body height for the first vowel is probably due to

differences in stress between the two utterances. However, this was nOt

aPparent when listening to the tapes. This figure also shows what appears to

be tongue body involvement during the production of IL/. The movement track

for the tongue body sho.,s greater elevation than that for the jaw during the

time of consonant production. This. means that. the tongue body position

during consonant production is not simply being carried passively by the jaw,

but rather has an active muscle component underlying it as well. Althoi.01.

variability in tongue boUy and jaw opening, appeared in the articulatory data

.for both subjects, similar variability was not reflected in the corresponding

acoustic measures. Apparently, the differences in jaw position as measured

anteriorly at the incisors either do not correspond to the size of the

pharyngeal constriction for /a/,, or are much less Aen the arc of rotation is

measured (loser.to 'the hinger axis of the jaw.

Carryover effects of a preceding consonant on the production of the

vowels /i/ and /u/ were small. These effects are summarized in Figure 12 and

Table l The figure shows the relative positions of the upper lip, lower'

lip, jaw, and tongue body at the time the .tonguP body reached its target

(point of maximum displacement) fbr each of ,nine utterances containing the

vowel /i/ in final position. Table 1 shows the corresponding values of the

first and second formant frequencies at that point in time.

TABLE 1: First and second formant frequoncy values (Hz) for the vowel /i/ in

nine different VCV utterances. Each utterance number corresponds

to that of Figure 12.

Utterance Subject FSC

F2

SUbject

F1

GNS

F2

I. ipi 340 ..,--..2200. 310 2230

2: api 360 'Jr 2030 320 2250

3. upi 360 2220 300 2160

4. iti 360 2220 330 2200

5, ati 320 2120 340 2210

6. uti 350 1990 320

..

2120

7. iki. 320 2210 320 2270

F. aki 360 2160 320 2160

9. uki 350 2190 . 320 2250
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As is 'evident in the figure, variability of tongue, body target positions
is, minimal (2:5 mm for Subject FSC and 3 mm for Subject .GNS). Lower lip and
jaw positions, on the other hand, vary'within a larger range, approximately 5
mm for Subject Fk C and 10 mm fox Subject GNS. Interestingly, lower lip and
jaw targets seem tx vary indepehdently.from:.:topgue body positions, but covary

for both subjects. is finding contradicts that of HugheS and Abbs (1976),

who.showed that mouth pening- for /i/ remainedrelatively constant becaUse Of

trade-offs between lowe lip and jaw displacements. This type of equivalence'

was not evident in the present data, for either /i/ or /t/. Differences
between the two sets of data might be attributable to differences in either
or both the, speech material and inStrumental methods used in the. two

-- ----t-xpe-t-ime-n-t-s-7--

The acoustic measurements of target formant frequencies showed some

ariability among the nine.dtterances (Table 1). First formant frequencies
were within a range of 40 Hz for both subjects, while second formant

frequencies fell within a ra pe of 230 Hz for SubjeCt FSC, and 120 Hz for
Subject GNS. The measured aco stic varipbility did not appear to correSpond
_toany observed .articulatory variability. For example, utterances 2 and 7
for Subject FSC were tharacterized by Similar artirulatory target points, but
quite different.formant frequencies/.. Conversely, utterances 3 and 4, and 1

and 9, were characterized by virtually the same formant frequencies, .but

different articulatory target points. Either the variability observed fell,
for the most part, within the range of measurement error, or more likely, a

four-pOint parameterization tracking procedure of the ttype used in this

experiment is simply inadequpte foi the purposc of relating differences in

articulatorY target points to the \acoustic Output. It might also be nbted
that acoustic variability for both /urand /a/ were in terms of percentage,

within the same range as.variability for /i/.

Carryover effects, then, when they do appear, are unlike anticipatory

effects in that they depend on the phonetic identity of the particular

segment. Like anticipatory effects, however, carryover effects_ seem' to

spread no farther than the neighboring phone. These findings upport an
artirulatory based formUlation of speech production (MacNeilage, 1970). For

the most part, an articulatory target corresponded as a,ielatively invariant
representation of a phoneme. Articulatory variability, when it did occur,

did so only under special circumstances. First, carryover effects fof a

consonant are reflected mainly in variability of jaw position, and only when
the jaw is not primarily involved in the production of the phone, as in /p/.
However, when the jau is more tightly involved in the productiou of a phone
(/t/ for example), degree of jaw openi:ng was not sensitive to that of the
adjacent phone. The only other strong carryover effect appeared in tongue
body movements for intervocalic. /k/. Here, unlike variability in jaw
\opening,,carryover effacts on tongue body movements do not 'seem to be either
random in appearance or inertial in origin: Unlike ./VpV/,and /yew sequences
where fhe tongue body is usually in a waiting position before it.moves toward
the second vowel during consonant closure in a /VkV/ sequence, the tongue
body is involved as a primary articulator in the production of the consonant.
The movements of the tongbe body through /k/ (Figure 10) seem to be directed,
in a straight-line fashion, to a common target position for'release of the
consonant. The data for /k/ provi'do a'fairly convincing ijlustretion of the
limited spreading effectc of coarticulation in a VCV sequence.. Because of
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As is .evideut in the figure, variability o .-ongue body targetlaositions

is minimal (2,5 mm FSC and.3 mm for Subject GNS).. Lower lip and
jaw positions:on the "Ailer hanc4.-vary Within a larger range, approximately 5

,

mm for Subject FSC ancL1-ei min::.lor Subject GNS. Intereatingly, lower lip and
jaw targets Seem to vary independently from tongue body positions, but covary

for both s-.-Jd..iects. This fiudi'n cont.faclica th,at of Hughes and Abbs (1976),

who'show,:6 ,:hat mouth opening for ii/.remained felatively constant because of
trade-o'IM between lowerlip" and jaw displacements. This type of equivalence

was not evident in the ,-,resent data for either /1/' or /t/. Differences

betvLen the two set o. of data might be attributable to differences in either

ot botr the speech materia_ and instrumental methods used in the two

expeT'uTients.

The acoustic measurement3 of target formant frequo es showed some

variahility'among the nine utterance§ '(Table 1). First 1. .-mant frequencies

were within a range of ,40 Hz for both-..,subjects, while second formant

frequencies fell within a'range of 230 Hz for Subject FSC, and 120 Hz for

Subject GNS. The measured acoustic variability did not appear to correspond
to any observed articulatory variability. For example, utterances 2 and 7
for.Subject FSC were characterized by similar.articulatpry target points, but
quite different formant frequencies. Conversely, utterances 3 and 4,_ah.c1,---1---

ahd 9, ,were characterized by virtually the same formant frequenciels, but

different .articulatory target points. Either-.-thevariability observed fell,
for the most part,.within the-iange- of measurement error, or more likely, a
four-point _parameterization tracking procedure of the type used in this

_____.&x.puriment is simply inadequate for the purpose of relating differences in

articulatory target points to the acoustic output. It might also be noted
that acoustic variability for both /u/ and /a/ were, ih terms of percentage.,

within the same range AS variability for /i/.

Caxryover ,2ffects, then, when they do Appear, are unlike anticipatory

effects in that they depend on the phonetiC identity of the particular
segment. Like anticipatory effects, however, carryover effects seem to

spread no farther than the neighboring. phone. These.findings support an
articulatory based formulation of speech production (MacNeilag-e, 1970). For

the most part, an articulatory target corresponded as a relatively.invariant-
repr.esentation -of a phoneme. Articulatory variability, when it did occur,

did so only under special circumstances'. First, carryover effects for a

consonant are reflected mainly in variability of jaw position, and only'when
the jaw ;s not primarily involved in the production of the pht,re, as in /p/. '
However, when the jaw is more tightly involved in the productio% of.a phone
(/t/ for example.), degree of jaw opening was not. sensitive ,o'that of the
,adjacent phone, The only other strong, carryover effect appeared in tongue
body movements, for. intervocalic . /k/. Here, unlike variability in jaw
opening, carryover effects on tongue body movements do not seem to be:ether
random in appearance or inertial in Origin. Unlike /VpVtand /VtV/ sequences
where the tongue body is usually in a waiting position befcre jt'moves:toward
th,e second vowel during consonant closure in a /VkV/ S'ecii_lerice., .. he tongue

body is involved as a primary articulator in.the product.ion of the consonant.
The movements of 'Ale tongue body through /k/ (Figure 10) seem to be directed,
in a straight-line fashion, to a common target position For release of the
consonant: The data for /k/ provide a fairly convinCing illustration of the
limited spreadit effects nf coarticulation in a VCV sequence. Because of
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continuous tongue body involvement in the 'production of. CVC syllables

containing /k/ as the intervocalic consonant, the elements 'Of these syll-

ables, speCially /k/ itself, should be. the most sensitive to the spreading of

coarticulation effects in both direct-ions. Yet, the assimilation of carryo-

ver effeCts and the'onset of anticipatory movements both occur within the

closure period of the consonant, with movements from the same vowel into /14/

(ref. Figure 7), or movements toward the same vowel from /k/ (ref. Figure

10), not being affected by the articulatory eVent on the other side of the

consonant'.

Stability of tongue body targets fOr vowels (at least /i/ dnd /u/) was

also the rule, rather than the exception. The only substantial articulatory.

Variability occurred in jaw displacement, with /a/ showing .the. greatest .

effects-and /u/ the leiist. As was mentioned before, however, variability in

jaw displacement for /a/, 1..s measured-anteriorly at the incisors, might be

.either eXaggerated.orirrelevant in relation to.variability that might exist-

jn'the-phdi-yngeal conStriction for /a/. 'Likewise, the variability of:maximum

jaw displacement for both /i/ and /u/ seems unrelated to the variability

observed in the position of the tongue body for those 'vomels. Thus, the two

features, tongue. body height and jaw displacement, might be independent ones,

with jaw opening being a facilitory gesture and an unmarked phonetic feature.

This formulation suggests a reevaluation of models of vowel articulation that

specify jaw position as a primary.determiner of tongue height (Lindblom and

Sundberg, 1971).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIUS

The major findings produced by this ':periment are as follows. First,

anticipatory movements . toward the second vowel in a vowel-stop consonant-

vowel sequence begin's:1'6ring the clOsure period of the intervocalic consonant.

This restricted coarticulatory fjeld includes both tongue body and jaw

movements assOciated with-the second vowel. Furthermore, the-size of this

field is not affected by the identity of the intervocalic consonant. Second,

like anticipatory effects, carryover effects did not extend beyond an

immediately neighboring segment. Unlike anticipatory effects, however, the

appearanco of carryover coartiCulation effects depended on the -phonetic

identH:y of the particUlar segment on which these effects might act.

The implication of these findings, is that. the .rules governing the

s,F,Le.7,tal input' to a VCV string might not be.as complex as present models

suggest. The finding that anticipatory movements begin and primary .carryover

effects 'end at about 'the same time during the closure period of the

consonant, suggests that the release of the consonant and movement toward the

vowel are organized and produced as an integral articulatory event.

This formulation, which specifies a syllable-sized articulatory unit, is .

not consistent with the operation of a phoneme based scan-ahead mechanism.

This does not n, essarily mean, hOwever, that a scan-Tahead mechanism does not

operate on larg-r units or at another stage of the speech production process.

F'Dr. example, Lindblom .and Rapp (1973), Nooteboom and Cohen (1975), and

'Fromkin (1971)- have suggestd th'e oxistence of an anticipatory mechanism in

thetempOral.formulation of speech sequences. Likewise, the complex reorder-

ing of ':'.omnInnds acCompanying changes in.speaking rate (Gay, Ushijimn, Hirose,
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and Cooper, 1974).also suggests that the temiy,ral feature,.

segment might be known in advance.

downstream

Thus, while it has traditionally been considered that the serial

ordering of segment's is governed by complex rules whose effects can spread

across several, adjacent segments, and the temporal control of speech, is

governed by a simple adjustment' of timing of commands to the articulators

(LindblOm, 1973), it may 'well be that 'the reverse is true: the segmental

input to the speech string is governed Primarily. by-simple *rules that act

upoh syllable-sized units, while the temporal formulation of the string

vequires complex articulatory adjustments based on advan,ce information

obtained from a higher level scan-ahead mechanism.

Like most studies of speeCh organization, especially those using high-
speJ cinefluorographiC techniques, the results of this experiment are based
on data obtained from' a.relativly small subiect population and are appl
ble to the production of only a few phonetic'elements, themselves constrained
by the artificial format in which they were, placed. Ibus, the findings of'

this Experiment are obviously far from concl.usive, and go only part way
toward nnswering those questions posed at the outset. The present findings

can serve, howeyer, as a basis .for,examining or reexamining a number of
question,.1 concerning the organization-of segmental gestures. For example,_it

wns shown that a four-point parameterization procedureforelating articUj-a,

tory target,s to acoustic targets is inade.qUate. In'order to resolve the

differences -between the acoustic data of Ohman (1966) and the articulatory

data of the present study, formant tracking must be matched to a far more

comprehensive multipoint parameterization of the voCal tract. The present

results also suggest, without providing.convincing-evidence, that the onset

of anticipatory lip rounding might be conditioned dij:ferently in CCCV and VCV

sequences; also, they raise further questions'about she use of trade-offs
between tongue and jaw movements in achieving articulatory targets, and the
importance of jaw position in determining tongue-height in liowel articula-

tibn.
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Measuring Laterality Ekffects in Dichotic Listening*

Bruno H. Repp

ABSTRACT

This,paper discusses methodological issues and problems relat-

ed to measuring laterality effects in dichotic listening. Section

describes the standard dichotic two-response paradigm as.well as

a,inumber of indices of the ear advantage proposed in the litera-

ture. The numerical range of.most of these indices is constrained

by performance level; only one particular index avoids these

constraints. Howev,r, this does not necessarily make this index

the optimal one. A correction for guessing is proposed--an issue

that has been neglected in the past. Analogies to signal detection

theory are discussed, as well a* the theoretical. and empirical

criteria for choosing the "correct" index of'laterality. The index

called 6 is Proposed as the best solution given the present state

of knowledge. Section 2 discusses the Phenomenon7 of dichotic

fusion 'and rhe dichotic single-response paradigm, which offers many

methodological advantages over the two-response paradigm. Sectibn

2 disqusses the factors of ear dominahce and stimulus dominance in

the perception of fused .stimuli. An index of ear dominance is

derived by taking advantage of analogies to signal detection

theory. In Section 4, a number of remaining problems are

discussed: stimuluS inteLligibility, guessing and selective atten-
tion, blend responses, test reliability, validity, and homogeneity.

INTRODUCTION

Since Kimura's (1961) demonstration of an average right7ear advantage

(REA) in the recognition of dichotic vPrbal stimuli, many researchers have

uSed dichotic listening tasks to measure hemispheric dominance foT.language.

Kimura's interpretation that hemispheric dominance for language.underlies the

ear asymmetries has had almost universal acceptance. While some studi'es have

been c'ontent with diagnosing the mere direction of the r'.erage earadvantage

(left or right) and testing its significance, many recent studies have-

,*A S-Yghtlyirevis.ea version of this paper is now in press in the Journal'of
the Adonstical-.SOCTiety of America.
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attempted,to compax.e 4ifferent individUals, different tests, or different

experimental conditions wiArspect to the obserVed magnitude of the 'ear

asymmetry. Underlying these attempts has been the belief that .cerebral

latetalization, like handedness, is'a matter of degree and can be Measured on

a continuous scale (Zangwi'll, 1960; Shankweiler and Studdert-Fennedy, 1975).
_

In order to yield meaningful and reliable measurements, dichotic testing

must meet certain formal and methodological requirements that have been given

relatively little attention in the past. If di6hotic. 1..istening tasks are

used as instruments% to measure the degree hemispheric dominance fot

language, :they must satisfy the same high standards of, construction, proce-

dure, andi Scoring a§ any other ,psychological test. These sp.andards may be

derived frioM methodologically driented research ill the laboratory, theoreti-

cal analyses of the task sitdation, and genetal test-theoretical principles.

Many of these requirements are not sufficiently met by dichotic tests as they

are now used.

The present paper summarizes the issues Chat must be handled in

constructing a ood dichotic test to measure hemispheric dominance. The

dichotic listening situation is remarkably complex_ In the discussion that-

follows, I provide some suggestions, but point out many problems that need

further investigation or halde not been dealt with at all in the past.

Although the discussion is restricted to dichotic listening, many of the
issues should apply to any situation in which lateral..asymmetries are to-be
measured (for example, tachistoscopic perception, binocular rivalry, or

ocular dominance experiments), and therefore may be of interest to a wider

audiefice.

The first focus of the present discussion is choosing a numerical index

of the ear- advantage This problem is fundamental to the measurement of

lateralization; unless it is :solved, no meaningful compatiSons between

subjects, tests-, or-experimen-t1 copditions are possible. In Section 1--

which heavily relies on earlier discbssidns by Halwe§ (1969) and Marshall,

Caplan, and Holmes (1975)-1 discus a number of indices that have been

proposed and used in' the past in co-fijuriction with the -dichotic two-tesponse
paradjgm (that requires the listener to idenrify-botlh- stimuli in a dichotic

pair). Most of these indices fail .to take into account the constraints
imposed by performance level on the range of differences between the scores
for the two ears. In addition, none of them corrects for'guessing, deSpite
the- fact th..at most dichotic studies use onli a few different stimuli,_.

resulting in substantial, guessing probabilities. After descxibing an index

that takes hoth performance level and guessing into ac-count, I hasten to

point .out that a correct index_mmst be based on a correct theory ,and

empiriCal evidence of how scores for the *two ears change wit_k_petfortance

level and how guessing operates. This:theoretical and empirical basis is not

available at present_ 'I describe an index that is based, on plausible

assumption's, but the question whether it is the "correct" index remains open.

The second focus of the present paper is finding ways to simplify

dichotic testing and to circumvent some of the problems encountered in the
standard two-response,paradigm. In Sections, 2 and 3, I discuss an -approach

to dichotic listening that in many ways seems simpler than the two-response
,patadigm. This method, that reqvires only 'a single response to each dichotic
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stiMulus, relies on rhe phenomenon of dichotic, (or binaural) fusion. In

Sect\ion 2, I discuss the factors-that make two dichotic stimuli fuse more or

lesscompletely into a single perceived stimulus, as well as the methodologi-

cal Consequences of such fusion'. Section 3 derives an index' of the ear

advantage for.the single-respongt. pradign. In [le course of deriving the

index I discuss the phenomenon of stimulus dominance (perceptual dominance

of one stimulus over the other in a fused dichotic pair) that exerts

constraints on the ear score difference similar to that exerted by perfor--
manceel in the tw6-response paradigm. I illustrate how these constraints

can be dealt with, and how [-hey actually become a crucial factor in deriving--

an unbiaed index of the ear advantage.

\
Section 4 is devoted to a survey 6f additional topics and problems in

dichotic testing: stimulus intelligibility; Selective attention, blend'res-

ponses, test _reliab_i_Lit-y-T-homogeneity, and validity. ,Since my concern in-

this paper\-is excluSiVeiy.methodological, I avoid any discussion of the,.

physiological factors that may underly dichotic ear advantages. My aim is to,

develop met\hods for measuring the dichotic ear advantage 'with maximum

precision. Before we can atteffipt to ansNer the more lundamental questions

about the structures and processes underlying the ear asymmetry, we must be

able to obtain valid and reliable measurements from dichotic tests. There is

much room for\improvement in existing Methods with respect to that goal.

1.\ LATERALITY INDICES IN THE TWO-RESPONSE PARADIGM

1. . The Method
_

In the two7response paradigm, two different stimuli are simultaneously

presented to the two ears, and the subject is aSked to identify both--

typically without any constraint* on the order of report. The two responses

must be diUerent from each other, ,and.guessing is:encouraged. This is the

standard situation that will be considered in this setion.

The results of a standard' two-response test may:be summarized in a 2 x 2

table, as shown in Table 1. The responses are scored as correct (that is",

identical with one of the stimuli) Or incorrect, without regard to order.

The ptoportions of\correct and incorrect responses are calculated separately
for each ear, so that the row sums in Table 1 are equal to 1.0.

TABLE 1: The data sructure in the two-response paradigm.
1

Responses
IncorrectCorrect

LE 1 1:00

Chimnels
RE PR 1.00'

I

. PL PR 2 P PR

if\
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The overall performance level is definOd as the average proportion of

correct responses per eari

(1) Po 7 (PR PL)./2
l

The Simple Difference Score (d)

The simplest index of the ear advantage is the difference between the
proportions of correct responses for the two ears,

(2) d PR PL .

The vast majority of dichotic listening studies have reported the ear

advantage as d. (There i!; no commonly accepted name of the in,clex; I call it

d here simply for notational convenience.) The symbol d is Niseful as a

descriptive statiScic, but it has severe limitations when the] results of

different subjects, differenc tests, or dilferent experimental conditions are

to be Compared. These limitations arise from the constraint imposed on

diffejences between proportions by their ,-,hsolute size--a fact thaC is often

neglected and so constitutes one,--of the primary fallacies of descriptive
sCatistics. In the context of measuring laterality effect-s, Halwes (1969)

was the first to point out that, the overall performance level Po sets an

upper limit to d,

(3) dmax = 2P0 if 0.0. < Po < 015

dmax = 2(1 -.Po) < Po < 1.0 ,

where dmax is the maximal value that d can assume at a given level of Po, and
dmax = -dmin, the corresponding minimal value. Figure la shows' the triangu-

lar function represented by Equation 3.

d indices of different subjects, tests, or eXT,erimental conditiOns

are not directly comparable unless the respectiVe performance levels 'Iare,,

equal. 'Since, in general, performance .levels are not constants from, one

subject (test,- condition) to another, comparisons of d indices ,are almost

certainly inval.id. Many studies in the past have neglected this quite

elementary limitation of simple difference.scores_and, consequently, some Of

th0 studies may have reached 'faulty conclusions.1 I should point out thaL,

1Consider; for example, two subjects, A and-'13, \ith To = 0.6 and 0.8:
respectively. Assume that.'d = 0.5'for and d'-= 0'..A for B. Who shows the

larger ear,advantage? From a comparison of indices, the answer would'be

A. However:3 never-could have reached that index because nf her higher
performance level that permit's a. maximal d of only 0.4. Thi,e is no reason

why B's better performance on the test should imply that she is less

lateralized than A. In fdct, once performonce level is taken into account,
it becomeS. clear th'at. Bshows the maximal,d for .her revel of performance,
while. A's index is considerably below the maxamal d possible at Po = 0.6
(dmax = 0.F): It therefore should be'concjuded that; contra to the first
superficial' impression, B shows a stronger BEA than A.,
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(b)

POCI

(d)

0.5 1.0 0 0.5 , 1.0

Performance Level (P0)

Fi-gure The nume:.ical ranges of four .inclices of the ear advantage as a

func.tion of performance level.
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theoretically, it does remain conceivable that direct comparisons of d are

valid, afeer all--that is., that d is the correct index to.use--but the
assumptions that woyld have to be made in order to ju ify such comparisons
are highly implaus'ible (see Section 1.5). Hopefully, empirical.eVidenc\a will
become available in the future to decide this issue objectively.

1.3. "Correcting" for the Constraints of Performance Level

Several authors became aware of the limitations o d and proposed

alternative indces of the ear adVantage (that were subsequently used by
otherS). Al] of these indices'were intended,jo provide a measure of the 001-
advantage tha* is independent of performance .ievel, both theoretically and
empirically. Only the last of the four;ind.ices ,.11.at I will discuss seems to
achieve this aim, but, as I will argue,'it is still.far.from a fin-di S'olution

to the problem Of finding the optiMal index of the ear advantage. '

POC (percentage of correct [responsesp.vw POE (percent4,e,o1 errors)
are two alternative indices suggested by Har!Ihmen and Xrashen "(1972). .They

are defined as

(4) POC =7Fi7TP + PL) ,

(5) POE ='(1

These indices range from 0 (perfect LEA) to 1 (perfect REA); an index.c...f

means oo ear advantage. For those Who, like myself, preier a scale r-.,mgirig

from.-1 (perfect LEA) to +1 (perfect -1A)--and 'thiS is enirely a matter of.
personal choicecorresponding POC' aRd POE" inGices are obtained by a simple
linear transformation of POC end POE:

(6) POC' = 2POC 1 =,(PR + ,

(7) POE' - /POE 1 = PL)/(2

An analagous index was proposed by Studdert-Kennedy.and Shankweiler (1970),
but their index was based on single-correct responses only. 7or a briof
discussion, see Repp (1977b).

.The limitations of POC and POE as.a function,of performance level have
recently been competently discussed by. Marshall et al. (1975). The analo-,
gous limitations of POC' and POE' are illustrated in Figures lb and ic. In '

formal terms, we obtain from Equations 3,.6, and 7,

(8) POC'max 1
if 0.0 < Po < 0.5

POC'max = (1 - P0)/P0 if 0.5 .< Po.< 1.0 ,

(9) POE'max = P0/(1 Po) 'if 0.0 < Po\ < 0.5
POE'max = 1 if 0.5 < P < 1 0

Thus, it is,evident that the range of POC is unconstrained at low
performance leyels and the range of. POE' is unconstrain2d at high perfoimance
leY.-As, but where one index is vnconstrained the other is severely lmited by
performance level. The same is true for POC and E. .Harshman and Krashen
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(1972) preferred POE over Pia: after empirically demonstrating , high poS,itive

correlation betWeen Po anci,PC, but a'low correlation between Po and POE, as
computedover a number c7 :.1clies in the literature.. This Cnding'can be,

expl;ai'neid by the fact H.-ft high performance levels ar TTkore commonly-

, en_counteid in dichotic stUdies than low performance lev,ls, so that the

,ifiajority of the reported scores fell in the region where TQEmax rather than:

Pncmax isindependenU of p(,rformanCe level.
\

1

!

A quite different and ' driginal approach was takeh by K hn (1973)

who proposed an existing F 2a1 index, the ¢ coefficient, as the solu-

tion to. 6The performance prOblem. However, Levy, jin pr ss) has
i .

presented Mathematical, pro, ,,-e-Mpirical evidence that the (1) cocfficient
)

does depend on performance level. 1T,e theoretical argument can be made in

"-.ied \form-by pointing out the relationship between cp and PQC' a d POE':

/

1\
(c. = (PR PL)/[(PR + PL)(2 PR P )1112 = [(P0&)(P0E')11/

,hen, trom Equations; 8, 9, and 10,
\

A

¢ max = [P0/(1 P0)11/2 if 0.0 < _ 1
,

,

(11) 0.5 ,

(1); max [(I Po)/PoI1/2 if 0.5 7 _< 1.o .

. \
_

,

Thus, much like d is constrained by Po at all performance levels
cl) max, max:

except 0.5. ,This is illustrated in Figure ld.
\

.;

. Being a conjunction of POC' and POE'--viz., their geometric meanT-
¢ combines the constraints of these two indices.' 'The moSt obvious :,olutiOn

\

is a disjuncltive use of POC" and POE' that takes' advantage of the fact that
each is unconstraihed in one.half of the range of Po. Thus i

(12) ' \ ' '(PR PL)/(rR T rLi if 0.0 < Po < 0.5

(PR PL)

e = =

= POE' = if 0.5 < Po < 1.0
\

Since e (cf. Equat'ions 2,and 3), emax = 1 and thus is completely\di/dmax

independent( of Po. The idea to expresS the observed ear difference as a\

proportion Of the maximally possible.ear difference at a given performance\
level was first conceived by Halwes (1969),and, more .recently and apparently \
independently, by Marshall et al. (1975) ,who called their index f. The

solution seems straightforward--it, is a simple multipliCative rescalilig of d

to fli.t its Testricted rane.

Oievertheless, e is/. not necessarily the optimal index. The kind of

theoietical and empirical- su,:port that is needed to determine the corr,-ct

inde will be discussed in Section 1.5 (see also.Marshall et al., 1975). At
4

this point, I would like to consider a more obvious shortcomi,-- of the c

index (and all other indices p-.-cposed, for that matter): -its tailure to

corr ct' for guessing. Strangely enough, a rrection for guessing has never
been corisidet.ed in the past, although it is obvious that guessing plays -a
substantial role in most dichotic e- ..-iment,s, In the next sec'cion, I will

prop se a correction for this factor.
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.1.4. Correction 1-r Guessing,
-

In order to deal with ,:he guessing problem, we need to consider the

scores for each ear, not ju,;7 their difference d, as a function of Po. This

is illustrated in Fi)!Iire 2: .
The diagonal line labeled PR = PL is .the case

of no ear advantage (d =. 1::. In this case, PR = PL =.P0, regardless of the

gueSsing Probability. At the other extreme, consider the maximal:and miniiihd.
possible ear scores, PRma and' PLmin, as a function of Po. (We assume here,

without loss of- generalit7, 'that the rig' ear is the dominant ear; the

corresponding results for Jeft-ear advantages .are obtained by .interchanging

the R and L subscripts ) Let us first assume -that N, the number of stimuli,

equals infinity, so th,.L. the guessinvprobability is zero. Then C.e lowest

possible performance le%el, omin, is .zero, and, of course, P-Rmax = PLmin = 0P

if Pomin = 0. As. ro increases, PRmax increases linearly towards 1.0 while
PLMin remains at 0; cc^sequently, PRMax = 2P0 and PLmio = 0 for 0.0 < Po <

0.5. At Po = 0.5, 'i.unn, reaches 1.0 and remains at this level while 'PLmin

begins to increase '11 Po; consquently, PRmax 1.0 and PLmio = 2P 1 fcr
(-4

0.5 < P < 1.0. ..is, the maximally divergent scores for the two ears are
=

representedhy the large parallelogram labeled N = 0. in 'Figure 2a. Of

course, PRmax PLmin = dmax, whose relation to Po is shown in Figure la and

again in Figure 2b as the functic labeled N. =-c.:,.

Now consider the more realistic case of a nonzero guessing probability.
.
Two typical cases, N = 6 and N = 4, are illustrated in Figure 2a.. The lowest,

expected performance le./el for a given number of ,stimuli, Pomio, is found to

be
n

(13) P (N 1)/(N) = 2/N .

2

This is the performance level that would be expected if the subject produced
only completely random guesses, because (N I) of th. possible (2) =

1)/2 combinations of two responses lead by thance tn a correct response for
one ear. Thus, R P P From,this minimum')max = PLMin omin Po omin.
PRma, increases linearly towards 1.0 as Po inc:elses, while PLmin remains at
chance leyel. However, this chance level d...es not remain constant but

depends on PRmax. At the point of maximal ear difference, PRmax reaches 1.0,
nd

Lmin = 1/(N 1)P

which is -the simple guessing probability for N stimuli. (It is not 1/N

because the right-ear response must be different from the left-e.ar re57onse.)
In other words, at this point a hypothetical listener with .thc' iiximal
possible ear difference always can identify the stimulus in the dominant ear,
but produces a random gu ss for the stimulus in 'he other 'ear. The maximal,

ear difference dma, at this point is

(15) dmax PRmax PLmin 1 1/(N 1) = (N 2)/(N 1) ,

which is the maximal expected ear difference for a given N. It occurs at a

performance level.of
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a.)

b.)

4-0

1.0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Po

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

0
1 0

'Figure 2: Maximal and minimal ear scores (upper panel) and their difference

(lower panel). as a function of-performanc,. level, for three levels

of.guessing probability.
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( 16) = 1/2 + 1/2(N =11/2(N 1) ..

From this Toint on, PRmax remains at 1.0 and PLmin increes with 133. Th.y

completelunctions relating PRmax and PLmin to Po are:

PRmax
PRmax

PLmin
PLmin

= 12/(N 2)][6,1

-= 1

= f2RN 2)1(

= 2P0 1

if 2/N < Po < N/2(Nr m 1)

if N./.2(N 1) < Po < 1.0

if 2/N < Po < N/26 1)

if N/2(N 1) < Po < 1.0

Figure 2b shows.the corresponding relatilp between d)flax and Po :Jr N

N = 6, and N = 4. For a finite N, this ion is'

dmax = PRmax PLmin =
= (2/(N 2)](NP0 2) if 2/N < P0 < N/2(N 1)

= 2(1 P0) if N/2(N-.- 1 ) < Po < 1.0: .

(The function for N = co is given in Equation 3.)

Now we define e --as we will call e with the correction for guessing--as

(20) ec; = d/dmax
= (PR PL)/[2(NP0 2)pN 2)] if 2/N < Po < N/2(N 1)

= (PR P1)/[2(1 - if N/2(N-7 1)_< Po < 1.0

Equation 20 shows that e is identical to e--and thus to POE--in the upper
range of performance levels. In other words, POE' is unaffected by guessing

probability and needs no correction. It is only in the lower .range of

performance, where )30c' aPplies. that a correction for_ guessing becomes

necessary. Without it, th Q,.. magnitudes of ear advantages at low performance

levels would be ,.eriously underestimated,

The correction for guessing that I just proposA is only a global and

approximate solution. Ideally, such a c ection should be based on a detailed:

model of perceptual and response.processes in dichotic listening. At present.

, such a 'model does not exist. Recently, I Ilave consider(A a very simple

probabilistic model that Assumes that the listener either perceives 71 stimulus

correctly or makes a random guess, independently for each ear. I found that

the e index based on the resulting estimates of the "true" probal_lities of

perceiving left- and right-ear stimuli is almost identical to e
g.

Howew-,-

the model is too simple to provide a complete account of .zhe perception

di-:hotic stimuli. A more detailed discussion of this approach.is provided in
i-eparate paper (Repp, 1977b)

*,

Isolaterality Contours

The "correct" index of the ear advantage must fit 'both theoretical

. conceptions an empirical evidence. lialWe (1969) believed he had solved the

'theoretical problem by pronosing an index (e) whose range i, free 'of the

con: raints 6f performance evel.._However, this argument, intuitiVely appeal-
ing as it is, really attacked the problem from the wrong side, although it may
have led to a correct ou::come. Marshall et al. (1975), who also proposed e as
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zhe perhaps best index, correctly sr,. ssed that different, indices represent
"psycholugical theories of how an S H.; /Het]. chabges Rc andIc [PR and PL1 in
achieving different overall accuracies" ,,. 320). In other words, performam-e
level must be understood as a .onsenuence of changes-i-n right-ear and left-,,,r
scoresr and the concomitaw: constraints on the ranges of certain mist
be accepted if they are vedicted by Cueories about the form of covariation of
PR and PL. There is no such theory that postulates that the range of an ear
advantage-index must not be constrained in any region of performance.. 4;

However, among the infinite number of possible theories, there is one
class of theories that leads precisely to this outcome--an example is the

theory underlying the e index. In order to clarify this point, .consider the
isolaterality cOntr-rs assumecl by different indices, that is, by different
theories of the ea: ivantage. Isolaterality contOurs connect points of equal
underlying oar asymmetry at different levels of performance. In Figurc t,

these contour:. 4ould be parallel horizontal lines within the limits of each
index. It is more ill inating -o repre_senr these isolaterality contours in
terms of PR and PL, as Marshall et al. (1975) have done. Figure,3 plots PR
against PL, s: :hat the isolaterality cOntours connect all pairs of scores (Pp,
PL) that are assumed to reflect the same underlying asymmetry. To simplify
the exposition, we have assumed in Figure 3 that the guessing probability is
zero; a nonzero guessing .probability would have Ehe effect of restricting the
possible score combinations to a region in the upper right-hand corner of the
unit square (or accura'cy space, as Marshall et El. call it).

Figure 3 shows the isolaterality contours assumed by four therries: those
associated with the indices d, POC', POE', and e. Note that the region above'
the positive diagonal represents ,REAs, while the symmetric region below the
positive'diagonal.represents LEAs. The isolaterality contours are sh-own only
for REAs; those foi LEAs are obtained by symmetric refleCtion around the

positive diagonal. The isoperformance contours, which. connect all pairs of
scores (PR, PL) at the same Po = (PR + PL)/2, are straight lines parallel to
the T:egative diagonal in each case-.

Figure 3 shows that only the e index provides definite est;,,,J.
magnitude of the ear advantage for every pair of scores. The oL. ee

indices depicted can T,,:ve onjy a lower or upper bound on the ear advan'
one of the two ear scores.is either at chance level.or perfect be
data points cannot be 1:7-.ique1 assigned to a particular isolatelalitv
For example, the fact that d. cannot exceed 0.2 when i =...0.8-due to tho
"constraint imposed by perfJrMance level on the range of the index," discussed
in. connection wirh Figure 1--reall: niplies that, if d is the correct index
(that is, if ,_ne theory underlying d is correct), any troe ear advantage of d
0.2 cannot ',. measured r"- Po = 0.8. If the model underlyi:.1g d happened to
correct, this disadvantage.must be accepteJ; _annot be talon as an n prio
argume-' against the inclf,x-theory: Similar ::rguments npp;,,, to POC,..' and POE'.

From Figure.3, the close -analogy bo signal Mtection :::pe-iments that has
also. 'bron pointed out bv Marshall et al, (1975) is ovident. PL is formally
analogous , the false alarm probability, and PR to the hit probabil Ly in
si7nal detection. IsolaternHty contours correspond to receiver operating

icteristic (Roc) functions. nnd isoperformance contours :o iSobias contour's
(cf. Green and Swets,. 1966). The isolaterality contours assumod hy the e
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PL

Figure 3: Isolaterality contour§ assumed by. the theories underlying four

indiceS of the ear advantage.
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ind x (Tigure 3d) are linear approximations to the ROC fanctions resulting from
Ie standard signal detection model assuming uncle:lying normal distributions

/
ith equal variance. This gives the e index sOme intuitive plausibility,. in

view of the success of tho staniard signal detection model in many different

///
situations. However, whether it is also a correct model of dichotic listening

remains to be proven. In the absence of stronger theoretical or empirical

support, the alternative medels underlying d, POC', or POE cannot be ruled,

--Out. The POE' Model,-for example, corresponds to a "high-threshold" model in

terms of signal detection theory .that has been found useful in certain

tuations (Green and .Swets., 1966). There is an infinity of other possible
models; those depicted in Figure 3 are merely the extreme cases.

In addition to the intuitive .appeal of e, its underlying assumptions may

be plausibly conceptualized as follows. Assume that differences in performance
level reflect different levels of noise in the perceptual-auditory system of

i:steners. Further; assume that, as the internal noise leVel is reduced'from
very high to very low, PR and PL increase independently of each other in the',

fotm of two ogiVe functi-ns. The separation-between these functions equals the;

true ezir asymmetry and may be expressed in termS -of the signal-detection

statistic d'. This simple conception' is identical with the standard signal
detection mc-tel, so that e--whose isolaterality contours are a good approxima7

tion to the standard model--would be the correct index (if not d' itself is

chosen as the index, whi-h certainly is an Option). Again, however, this

argument has only intuitive plausibility at present. A decision between
different models will ren-ire empirical r,vidence in favor of one or the other.

Un(o:-Lunately, empirical tsts of the models are difficult. Macshall .et

al. (lc75) have poiltad out thAt, in an yy to signal det ction, it would e

necessiry to vary performance level in a number of steps w le holding the

underlying ear asymmetry constant. ThiS would generate po'nts on the same ROC
function whose shape could then be determined. 'There are oth theoretical and

practical problems with this approach. The most obvious chnique would be to
mploy masking noise or sotLe ccher form of distortion to vary performance level

within n single subject, but it is not clear whether this .iation wouLd he

equivalen' to the hypothetical variations in internal noise level --that cause

variations in Po between subjects, d.spife high monaural intelligibility of the

stimuli.. Cullen, Thompson, i;agh_s, Berlin, and Samson (1974) have varied

ratie. in a dichotic two-response paradigm, but their results

are irregular and petmit r,c) concl.:sion. A practical problem is that ear

advtntages tend-.to be rather small and highly variable, so that an enormous

amount o' cfilta wo, 1 he necessary ,to distinniSh different sh:Ines of ROC

functions !:1 the vici;-ity. of the piiitive diAgonni.

tialwes .(1S,69) used the ner global empir'cal approach of taking the

av.'-aie ear differences oht'ined for different groups H subjects in a number

of liHei-ant experiments and plotting them as a function of he "natural"
.:riations in average performance level between the experiments. Whe!: he

ear ad-vantages . were expr(.7.sed in terms -of é, they turned out :

stnikingiy indenendent of performance level, which, at the time-, pr.::

impress.ive empirical foi the e index. Unfbrtunately, this result

not hblu up in the gl mo:e recent- data. J have surveyeda large r Der

of dichocicstadies condu..ted since lo'. and found large variations in the

.magnitudelf ear advaies from st.(:: stvdy; Tardless of performance
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level, so that no clear conclusion emerges from the data.

Yet another way of testing the assumptions underlying the e index would be

to condu:t an analysiS of individual stimulus pairs. A large amount of data

would ha-ke to be collected for this purpose. lf individual stimulus pairs vary

in their "performance then the data points (PR plotted'against PO for

all individual stimulus Tairs should lie on the same ROC function. This

approach is analogous to that .discussed in Sectior 3 for the single-reSponse

paradigm, and -it is certainly worth investigating. However, it is not clear

whether individual stimulus pairs. vary more than randomly in "performance

level" (exCept for the "feature--..haring effect" discussed in Section 4);

performance level .has so far been tonsidered a characteristic of the listener,

not of the stimuli. More detailed investigations of the dichotic competition
between individual stiMuli are needed.

Thus, although e has the advantage of being the most intuitively satisfy-

ing index, Other indices and their corresponding models cannot be ruled out

completely at present. I would recommend, however, that e (that is, e with

the correction for guessing--Equation 20) be adopted as an index as long as

_there -is no .-V-i--dTh--cre--Th-at speakb against its use. In the'remainder of this

paper, we Wilt describe a simpler approach to measilring'the ear advantage that,

despite many analogies, avoids some of the probleMs inherent in the two-

response paradigm. Some of these problems will become clear.....a.k_the discussion

proceeds (see specially Section 4). Considering the complexity of .the. two-

response paractigm, it may be time to.look for alternative methods that perhaps
rhieve ufte-same goal with fewer Complications.

2.1.

2. DItHOTIC FUSION AND THE SINGLE-RESPONSE PARADIGM

Dichotic Fusion

When two sounds are presented simul Jneously to tha two ears, they are.not
always perceived as two 6,fparate events. Often they fus'-.2.into a single sound

image. This 'is obviously true when the two sounds are exactly identical. In

real life, environmental sounds normally reach both ears, but the signals at
each ear typically sho, slight differences in spectrum, intensity, and time of
onset: Nevertheless, they give rise to a single localized sound image (Mills,
1972).

Stereo headphones make it poss.:ale to present different sounds indepen-

dently to the two ears and thuo to investigate the mechanisms of binaural
(dichotic) fusion. Laboraory studies have shown that the fusion mecbanism
tolerates a certAin amount of spectral discrepancy beyone that encounte:ed in
naturaj sTtuations.. For example, didhotic sinusoids within a certain critical
frequency range (the "binaural cri.tical band") are heard as a single tone,
although it may "beat" when low frequencies are involved (Oclnthal, 1963;

Perrott and Barry, 1969; Van den Brink Sintnicolaas, and Stem,- 1976). The
width of the binaural critical band increases with signal frequency (Perrott
and Barry, 19.69) and intensity (Perrott, 1970); it also increases as the Signal
duration decreases (PerrOtt. Briggs, and Perrott, 1970). The fused tone is

heard at a frequency,intermediate between the two dichotic frequencies (Oden7
thal, 1963).. Of special importance is the finding that. two differen tones
that normally wouLl not fuse can be maec to fuse by imposing the same low-
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frequency modulation onto them (Leakey, Sayers, and Cherry, 195P; Tobias,

1972). In general, it seems that complex auditory signals with similar

waveform envelopes fuse, despite considerable differences in microstructure.

Ihis result is important in, the dichotic fusion of speech sounds. The

waveform envelope of a speech signal is determined by its low-frequency

components (primarily the fundameatal frequency): While the higher formants

constitute the microstructure. Two different formants presented dichotically
at the same fundamental frequency fuse into a single sound, ,.uthila two formants

with the same center frequency but with different fundamental frequencies arc
heard as separate .sounds (Broadbent and Ladefoged, 1957):" :Thus, a speech

signal nnay be "split" by filtering it into nonoverlapping., low- a 1 high-

:: frequency bands which, 'if presented simultaneously to the tWo ears, heard

as a single source resembling the original (Broadbent, 1955; Franklin, 1969).

Severaj recent studies have employed the related "split-formant technique" with

synthetic speech; where some formants are presented to one ear, and the

remaining. formants to the other ear (Rand, 1974; Nye, Nearey, and Rand, 1974;

Nearey and Levitt, 1974; Haggard, 1975). Cutting (1976), in his recent

classification of dichotic fusion phenomena, called this "spectral fusion."

Dichotic fusion is not limited to tEe case Where parts of. a speech signal

fuse to re--...=ritute the original whole stimulus. 'Even if two different
complete utr !tices are presented, the perceptual result may. be a Ingle fused

stimulus, pivided that the two dichotic stinvili have sufficiently similar

fundamental frequencies. The fused vl...cpt y resemble one or the other

component, or it may be.a hybrid (see Cutti.ng. 1976). In assessing dichotic

ear differences, it is important to know whether some or ll of the stimuli

fuse. Ideally, the experimenter should be able to Control this prope-ty4 the

stimuli...

The verbal maLerials u-,ed in dichot'c listening studies may be roughly

classified into threc groups:

(1) Words, digits, and other larger-sized 'verbal units. Typi.cally, they

are natural speech and acoustically heterogeneous, so that the waveforms in the

two ears show little correspondence. Therefore, they tend not to fuse.2

(2) Natural-speech nonsense syllables that have been uSed extensively in
recent research (for example, Studdert-Kennedy and Shankweiter, 1970; Berlin,

Lowe-Bell, Cu.1.1en,, Thempson, and Loovis, 1973; Cullen, Thom7son, Hughes,

Berlin, and Samson, 1974). The typical set is,/ba/, /?P!, lta/,

/ka/, spoken by the same' voice. Some of tr2 dichotic elirs for,c; from these

syllables 'may fuse into a single syllable if they are spectrally similar and
properly synchronized; this will depend on the particular stimuli and recording

procedures used. Apart from temporal alignment, however, the experi-enter has'
little control over fusion. _Testsof this kind often contain fused and unfused

INevertheleis, the spectral separation of the two competing signals may affect

perfOrmance. Perceptual separability may by viewed as a continuum ranging

from perfect fusion to perfect separability. (See also the discussion of

selective attention' in-Section 4.4)
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pairs mixed together, whirh is a methodological disadvantage.

(3) Synthetic syllables !for example, Halwes, 1969; Shankweiler and

Studdert-Kennedy, 1.967, 1975). As with any other stimuli, it depends on their
spectral similarity (most of all on their fUndamental frequencies) whether they.

do .or do not fuse. However., the important advantage of synthetic syllables is

that their acoustic properties--and, hence, their tendency to fuseare under

the control of the experimenter. Thus it is possible to construct hOmogeneouc
tests that contain only pairs thnt fuse, or only pairs'that do not fuSe .

ihe most widely used sYnthetic stimulus set is /ba/, Ida/. /gr1/,

/ta/, /ka/ with identical fundamenta, frequenCY contours. As with the analo-

gous natural-speech set of syllables, the reason for their popularity is

primarily the convenience and availability of a- stimulusset that tends to give
reliable REAs--not their tende'ncy to fuse, that- has.been given little attenT.

tiOn. The differences between these stimuli are confined to the first 50 msec
or so,-which carry the consonantd1 distinctions. The vowel portionsthat may
last for another 250 msec or soare exactly identical.and therefore fuse

perfectly in dichotic presentation-. This alone is sufficient to guarantee that
dichoric pairs of these .stimuli will sound moro or less .fused (Halws, 1969).
The "moro or lesS" will depend on the spectral similarity of the initial 51)

msec. Synthetic /ba/. Ida/. /ga/ . if synthesized so they diffr only in rhe
transitions of the second (and third) formant fuse perfectly'into a single

syllable. This was experimentally demonstrated by requiring subjects t

discriminate dichotic pairs-from binaural (identical) pairs of stimuli from the
samy set. Most,of the subjects, including experienced listeners, performed et
chance level (Repp, 1976b). It is justified--; therefore, to c.all these stimulus

pairs "perfectly fused".3

.nformal observations suggest that strong fusion is also obtained for the
voiceless set (/pa/, /ta/, /ka/) if, the stimuli differ only in their formant
transitions. On the other hand, stimuli '-hat contrast in voicing (and thus in
the relevant cue, voi.ce onset time, so that a periodic wayeform in oneear is
accompanied by filtered noise in the other ear during the. first 5n msec or so)
are sufficiently different to prevent perfect fusion. The listener has some
indiCation that different events haye occuriA in the two ears, but since these
events are immediately followed by a perfectly fused %/owl, their discrepancy
is perceived only as a brief noise.or roughness ,..ccompanying the perception Of
a singJe fused syllable that can be identified_without great -difficulty.

Dickotic pairs consisting of a single phonetic percept accompanied by an

auditory signal of'interaural discrepancy may be called "partially fused".

Me fusion of synthetic sYltables can be effectively prevented by present7
ing t-hem at different fundamental frequencies (Halwes, 1969; Repp, 1976a).

,-TempL7n1 asyl,il,coy also rees fusion, but, as long a: the signals overlap,
they may stil: purtily fuse. Some rese.archers have paired CV syllables that
contrasted in t7heir vowels as well as in the initial conscnants (Studdert-

3The actual syllables in this experiment were /ba0/, /dae/, igae/, but -the

nature of the voc.;1 is immaterial. P,.rfecrly fused syllables h'ave been used
in a^number of other studies since (P.-pp. 197(c, and s_ulpublished work).
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Kennedy, Shankweiler, ,and Pisoni, 972). Differpnt vowels with the same

fundamental frequency seem to fuse quite well, although they may be discrimin=

able from binaural stimuli if .they are' spectrally dissimilar (Kuwahara and

Sakai, 1976).4 The frequency of the first formant may play a' role in addition

to fundamental 'frequency, hut little work has ,been dooe on the .fusion of

complex sounds..such as vowels. The influence ofivarious other parameters, such

a- differences in initial bursts, transition duration, eCcl, on diChotic fusion

speech sounds has not Keen systematically studied. If stimuli involving

such differences are to ,be used for assessing ear advantages, their degree of

fusion should first be determined.

The Single-ponse Paradigm

The standard procedurp require's, the subjects- in a dichotic test to

jdentify both competing stiMuli. While appropriate with'unfused stimuli, the

two-response procedure has also been ..used with synthetic syllables subject to

dichotf.c. fusion (for-example, Shankweiler and Studdert-Kennedy, .1975). It i

not surprising that the overall accuracy was quite low in (hese studies:

becauSe at least- or- of the two responses kyst havebeen a guess. Although it

is possible' to analyze only first responses and ignore second responses, one

cannot be sure that tH.- subjects always Jecord their moSt confident response

first, even ;when instructed to do so. ,Thus, the,responses reflecting what the

listeners actually perceived are distributed over two respOnse columns, and it

iS impossibleforthe experimenter to identify them reliably. Hence, instruc-

tions to identify two stimuli when Only one is heard are inappropriate. ,'The

only appropriate instfuction is simply to identify the syllable heard (the

single-response paradigm). The listener need not even be informed a.cout the

presence of different events in the two ears. Instructions to selectiyely

att.nd to one ear.are aLso inapproprkate when_the stimuli, are fused, since it

ons been shown that .sel.ective attention to one ear has little or no'effect.with

.fused ,3timuli (Halwes, 1969; Repp, 19761)). The topic of selective attention

will be discussed in more detail in SecCion 4.4.

Thus, dichotic tests using fused syllables are quite Aifferent from those

using unfused stimuli. With unfused stimuli, the subject gives two responses
that are then classfied,as correct or* in7orrect.. The emphasis is on accuracy

of identification. A larg'e number of errurs is desirable. These errbrs should

be due to dichotic competition only; the monaural intelliTibility. of the.7

stimuli should be as high as possible. The "raw" ear advantage (d) is defined

as the difference bntween the proportions of correct responses for hhe two

&ars. I.
In a test using fused stimuli, on Ehe other hand, only a single response

is given 'e each stimulus pair. Ideallytfii,-. 1. sponse should match one or the

oter ef the -component stimuli. Dichotic pai:n':,.c 'which this indeed tends

be the case (for e,:ample, ',a/-/da/, which is- heard as ither /ba/ or Ida!). are

espeTially desirable. OH. pairs also yield hybrid responses such as "psycho-

acoefi fusions" or blend responses (Cutting, 1976; Repp,.1976b, 1977a. The

4KuwahaTa, H., and Sakai, H. Identification and dichotic II !1; ol timc-

varying synthetic vowels. Unpublished manuscript, 1976.
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methodological problems created by such responses will be discussed in Section
4. If we,consideronly the "ideal" pairs, such as /ba/-/da/; where virtually
all responSes match one of the two component stimuli . we see rant thrc are'no
error's and accuracy is perfect (or, in practice, -ns good ns the monlurztl
intelligibility of the stimuli). The questjon is not how accurately each e;;1-

performed,-but how the, coMpeting information was weighted dnd combined into-a
single perceptual outcome. Thus, the emphasis is on dichotic integration, not
on competition. Instead of different accuracy levels for each onr, we have two
complementary propen-tions'representing each ear's share of ti respon_ ,s. ilie
difference between these proportions represents the "raw" ear aCyantag .

.

Despite the theoretical and methodological differences, the tWo-'paradigms
also have much in common. Specifically, the problems encountered in deriving
an appropriate laterality index are rather similar. This will become evident
in ..-he following Section which derives such an index for the single-r'esponse
paradigm.

3. LATERALITY INDICES FOR THE SINGLE-RESPONSE PARADIGM

Ear Dominance and Stimulus Dominance,

In this section, we make the simplifying assumption that each stimulus
pair in a test using .fused stimuli yields only two kinds of (single) responses,
one that matches the stimultil presented to the left ear, and one that matc,7es
the stimulus in the right ear. One example, already.mentioned in,..t..4e preceding
section, is the pair tb-a--/---/da/; which'-is heard as'either /ba/ dr rdn/. (For
other examplesi, see Section 4.5.) Thus,.the responses. canbe divided into those
r(2flectinglaerceptual dominance of the left-ear stimulus and those reflecting
-gerceptual dominance of the right-ear stimulus. Taking into account the two
possible.channel/ear assignments of the stimuli, the data for a single stimulue
par can then be represent in a 2 x 2 table, as illustrated in Table 2. The
two different channel/ear assignments of the stimuli constitute the rows of
this table, nnd the two resgonses the columns. The,entries are the proportions
of the two responses for each of the'two channel configurations. :

TABLE 2: r.cructureLfor a single stimulus pair in the single-responSe
paradigm-, with sample values.

Channe-ls ResponSes
LE RE /ba/ /60/

/ba/ /da/ xi = 0.276 1 xi = 0.724 . 1.000

/da/ ibat yi = 0.487 1 = 0.513 1.00

Perceptual dominance isa probabilistic phenomenon, so tha6, in:general
both responses will occur wilth some frequency over a number of single-response
strials. _There are two independent factors that determine which of the two
competing:stimuli Aominates the perception of the fused syllable at a given
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time. One Hs, the tendency of (the stimulus in) one ear to dominate (the

stiMulus p'the other ear. It is appropriately called ear dominancq and, ()I

course, is analogous. to the ear advantage observed in the two-response

paradigm.) The .ocher foctor is the tendency of one stimulus to dominate the
'ocher stimulu, r,Tardless ot their particular channel assignment. It may be

called Stimulus dominance and constitute an important phenomenon in itti own

right (Repp, 1976b).

The two factors are illustrated by the Jictitious,orca in Table 2. Ear

dominance is reflected in th,e difference between the averages of the diagonal

entries in the 2 x 2. table. In the present example, there is a right-ear

dominance: (72.4 + 48.7)/2 = 60.5-percent of the'responses went to the right
ear and only (27.6 + 51..3)12 =.39.5 percent to the left ear. At the same time,

there is a pronounced stimulus dominance ,effect, which is 'reflected in the

difference between the column averages: /da/ ,was heard in (72.4 + 51.3)/2 =

61.8 percent of the trials; /ba/ only in (21.6 + 48.7)12 = 38.2 Rercent.6

:' should be emphasizeJ `.1-tat the information about ear and stimulus

domin n contained only.'n the complete 2 x 2 contingency table but,not in
its . rows, ?The two different channel assignments of a particular

stim s pair must lc1avs '-se considered together; otherwise, the results can be

v, In Table 2, for_ example, /da/-/bj/ (with /ba/ in the right

e.a a slightLEA, while /ba/-/da/ (with /da/ in-the right ear) shows a
;e ,REA. Sucr;a result can appear puzzling if it is interpreted without

. ss of the joilit operat of two factors, ear dominance alid stimulus

iorcrn cf,. Speaks, Niccum, Carney, and Marble, 1975; Niccum, Speaks, and
In fact, the right-ear dominance underlying these data is

c---:11ed by stimulus dominance in the pair /da/-/ba/, and it is augMented by
st. dominance in Hie pair /ba/-/da/. Neither_ case in iso,lation. reveals

"e actual size of. the REA which lies be,,,,_?en hece 'extremes and must bj
411-e7rred from. the ./complete cingency tL-. Likewise, an appropriate esti-

mate of stimulus dominance in an individual stimulus comLinat-ion ean only be
derived from the.complete table.

.5In order to avoid new' acronyms, the abbreviations REA and LEA will be

maintained for the corresponding trends in ear dominance.

()It may be argued that stimulus domnance reflects merely response bins, that
is, a stimulus-independent tendency of listeners to give one, response more
often than the other. .However, stimulus dominance relationships can be

changed by modifyin-gIE e acoustic.structure of the stimuli within phonetic
(Repp, 197j6b, 1977b). sp. that they are at least in part stimulus-

dependent. Repp (19:76b) hypothesized that stimulus dominance is completely'
determined by the relationship of the stimuli .to the-listener's perceptua'l
category prototypes. Essentially, this is a theory of response bias.
Stimulus dominance may 1,0 consid_ered as :the result of tbe interaction between
the list.ener's percepli:.11,organ7ization and the structure, of, the stimuli.

- ;
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Table 2 bears a close resemblance to the 2 x 2 contingency table for the
two-response paradigm (Table 1).' However, in Table.1, the dimensions were
Jeft/right ear apd correct/incorrect responses. The analogy becomes closer
if one response in Table 2 is arbitrarily considered as "correct" (for.

example, /ba/) and the other as "incorrect" (for example, /da/). The rows of
Che two tables remain incompatible; however, in Table 1, they represent the
individual component stimuli in each ear, while in Table 2 they represent the
two possible channel/ear assignments of both component stimuli. Ir the two-

.,

response paradigm, it is- easy to summarize the responses to all stimulus

pairs in a single table; in fact, it is standard procedure to do so, and the
data are rarely broken down to the level of individual stimulus pairs:

Basically, each individual channel assignment of each stimulus pair yields
its.own 2 x 2 table (of the form shown in Table 1), and these tables are then
simply added up or averaged. This presents no problem, because-each stimulus
_pair yields left-ear and right-ear as well as correct and incorrect res-

ponses. In the single-response paradigm, on the other hand, the 2 x 2 tables
for the individual stimulus pai"rs ere not commensurate--their rows and

columris 'have different labels in each caseand therefore cannot simply be
added up or averaged. Even if we stipulate that the positive diagonal always
&pntain right-ear responses and the negatiVe diagonal left-ear responses (as
in Table 2), there remains one degree of freedom for the arrangement of the
table. We show now how_this problem can be solved.

3.2. The e Index for the Single-Response Paradigm

The problem now at hand is how to compute 'an appropriate laterality
index4for a whole single-response test. It iS easy to compute ear dominance
in,dices for individual stimulus pairs. Despite' the different nature of the

_-'e"ntries in Table 1 and Table 2, :the structure Of the data is almost
completely identical in the two cases, and most of the discussion of Section
1 applies. In part.icular, the factor of stimulus dominance exacts the same

-constraints here as, the factor of performance level in 'the two-response
paradigm. 50/50 distribution of responses here is analogous to a 50

percent performance level there. The simple difference index, di = yi xi,

is unsatisfactory for the same reason that d is unsatisfactory in the two-
response paradigm. (The stibscript i indicates that we are dealing with a

single stimulus pair.") Clearly, the best choice is.

(21) = (yi xl)/(yi + xi) if (yi + xi)/2 < 0.5
= (yi xi)/(2 yi xi) if (yi + xi)/2 > ,0.5

Since the arrangement oF the 2 x 2 data table is arbitrary, the

conention of tabulating the less frequent response in the left coluMn (as in
Table 2) may be adopted, so that the first condition always 1161ds and.

(22) = (Yi Xi)/(Yi 4'. xi) -

Thus, a lat.prality index can be computed for each indiVidual stimulus
pair. The most straightforward way of arriving at an index for the whole
test would then be to take the average of all the ei indis. However, these
indices vary considerably in their precision, depending on how much stimulus.
dominance deviates from equilibrium. The ei indices are most reliable When
the two stimuli are in equilibrium, and they become more 'variable and
unreliable as the relative dominancp of one or the other stimulus increases.
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This follows straightforwardly from statistical arguments. Therefore,. ej

indices for stimulus pairs with very asymmetrical response distributions
should receive less weight than indices for stimulus pairs with more nearly'

symmetrical response distributions. he degree of asymmetry is re'ftesented

by the proportion of the. less frequent of the two respons:,;, wi (yi +

xi)/2, which is the appropriate weight to be assigned to each ei. The

overall E index ps the we:ghted average of the ei indices.is then computed,

(23) E = / wiei// wi =
= (1/2) 1 1(yi + xi)(yi )(i)/(yi + xi)1/(1/2).,Y (yi + xi) =

-y (yi.- y (yi + xi) = e .

Thus, the result turns out to be identical with the e index computed

from a summary 2 x. 2 table.for the whole test. We note that, by adopting the
conventdons of tabulating the less frequent response in the.left column and
right-ear responses,in the positive diagonal, we have fixed the format.of the
data tables, soothat_they can now le.added up or averaged in a nonarbitrary
way. The e index computed "from this summary table is then'identicel with the
weighted average of the ei indices'for the individual stimulUs pairs.

, The variance of the ei indices provides us with an estimate of .whether

the overall e index is significantly different from zero, Assuming that the

ei indiees are approximately normally distributed arOund zero if the null

hypothesis is true, we make use of the well-known relation that the estimated

variance of the mean i! the sample variance divided by the ;:umber Of

observations,

(24) s2(e) = s2.(ei)/N ,

where N is the number of stimulus virs. The subscript w indicates that,

again, we would like to assigh mora weight to the deviations of the more

reliable indices from the mean than to the deviations of unreliable indices.

We thus compute the weighted variance of the ei indices as

(25) .s2 (ei ) . 1
w.

2.

- e)2// wi

1 _ w),
. 1 (yi xi)4/(yi + xd) CII ---(y-i---A-----Ni.,

11 (yi xi)/1 (yi + xi)J2 .

Confidence limits for e can then be estimated by e + 2s(e). If they do not

include zero, e is significant at approximately p < .05 .'

.....

3.3. The R' Index

The e index will be useful as long as the distribution of the.ei indices

is roughly symmetrical. With very asymmetric distributions, however,-an
arithmetic mean is not the optimal measure. There is an alternative method

available that also permits an approximate graphical Aetermipation of the
laterality index. This method uses the basic concepts of signal dete'ction
theory that have already been referred to in Section 1. In additTbn, it

provides a direct test of the assumptions underlying the e index. The

procedure is illustrated in Figure 4 using sbme actual dat.a from a recent
experimeht by Repp (1977,a).
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Figure '4: IllustratiOn of the graphic derivation of che e' index. .Data from
Rem> (1977a). See text for explanation.
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Attention is again restricted to the,less frequent responses only, that

is, to the lecolumns of the N data tables for the individual stimulus

combinationsThe entry in the top row, xi, represents leftear responses,
or "false alarms." The entry in the bottom row, yi, represents rightear
resi5onses, or "hits." We then plot yi.--or p(H)', the hit probability--against

p(FA), the false alarm probability--for all stimulus, pairs. This

results in a swarm of poiqts located on or beloW the negative 'diagonal of the

unit ,square. (Therefore, only its lower, triangular portion isshown in

Figure 4.) To these points, :a receiver operating characteristic (ROC)

function may be fitted. The st,andard ROC functionis curvilinear,.but for

our purposes little accuracy is lost by simply fitting a linear function. A

straight line through the origin 'and the data points may be fitted by eye,

or, more precisely, by the method of least squares. The slope b of this line

will range from infinity (perfect REA) to 0. (perfect LEA). In order to

conver't this range to the standard scale from +1 to 1, we define

(26) e' = (b 1)i(b + 1) .

This value can also be read off.a linear scale on the negative diagonal,, as

illustrated in Figure 4. The triangles are the average results of eight

subjects, while the circles are for a sinple expdrienced jistener (myself)

who showed an espec.ialiy large 11Zg Based on 24 data points (stimulus pairs)

in each case, the e' coefficients are +0.55 and'+0.96, respectively.

e' may be directly calculated as

(27) e = tan[(1/2)arctanl( yi2 xi2)/2 xyfJJ,

which effectively is a rotation of the bestfitting line into the +45 degrees

sector, so that its slope (the tangent) ranges from J-1 to 1.

The e' index is an unbiased measure in terms of signal detection theory,

since it is. a simple linear transformation of the area under the ROC

function, a commonly used measure of sensitivity that is independent of any'
particular assumptions'about the internal representations of the sensory

events (Green and Swets, 1966; Richardson, 1972). Testing the significance

of e' is not straightforward, so that one may rely on che e appro4cimation
(Equation 22) for this purpose.

TABLE 3: Ear advantages on the
from Repp (1977a).

Subjects

voicing dimension. Data of eight subjects

s(e)

JK +0.17 +0;16 0.06.

JL +0.73 +0.72 0.06

RG +0.89 +0.89 0.02'

MR +0.57 +049 0.10
GG 70.09, 0.12 0.08

WT +0.90 +0.88 0.04

TJ +0.47 +0.44 0.07

CW +0.75 +0.74 0.06

,:,
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The 0' index is usually well approximated by e. Table 3 pre4ents 0' and

e,coefficients, together with s(c), for the eight subjects in Repp's (1977a)
study. It can be seen .that e. is generally yery close to e'; the largest
deviation occurs .for s,ubjec'.t Mk, who, in fact, showed a highly asymmetrical
distribution ol ei indices.- By the ±2S criterion, all coefiicientS except
that for subject CC (the only case of left-ear dominance) .are significant.
It should be noted that s(e) becomes constrained as c approaches
(cf. subjects,RC and WT in Table 3), so that it should not be-used 'for
testing whether ,two coefficients are significantly,different'from each other.

nonparametric Lest may be used for this purpose..

One important difference between the present .procedure of deriving. e'
and the signal detettion paradigm should be pointed out. In the latter,

"bias" is varied by means of instructions, payoffs,' etc., while the stimuli
for which sensitivity is being measured are held constant: If the stimuli
(for example,. signal and/or nOise levels) were to be changed, the listeneri.s
sensitiVity would change, ,too. In the present case, stimulus dominance takes
the role of bias, and ear dominance that of sensitivity. However, in order
to:change stimuluS domihance, the stiMuli themselves are varied. Th6s, it is

assumed that ear dominance.is independent' of the nature of the stimuli, at

least within a give.n class (such as initial stop consonants). The validity
of this assumption is an empirical question. IL is especially convenient
that determining e' for a se.t of data at the same.time prOvides a test Of its
underlying assumptions: if the linear ROC functdon,fits the data poorly; a
different- function and a different index may have'to berthosen. So far the
results have been encdurag in0a Moreover,-7:h6 'Correction for. g'uessjng is

needed for e' since,' in general, guessing plays Only a small role in the
single-response paradigm. However, the . single-response paradigm is not

without its own problems. The last section discusses a number of meth)dolog-
ical issues. and problems so far not'considered.

4. PROBLEMS IN MEASURING THE DICHOTIC EAR ADVANTAGE

4.1. Stimulus Intelligibility

lt, is good practite to precede a dichotic test with a series of binaural
(or monaural) stimuli, in order to familiarize the listener with their sound
and to find out whether they can be reliably identified. In order to obtain
useful dichotic data, the stimuli must be intelligible" and yield high
binaural (or monaural) identification scores.

. This goal is more easily achieVed with natural speech stimuli than with
synthetic Speech. However, synthetic stimuli are desirable because their
acoustic properties can be controlled by the experimenter. There-fore, it is

advisable to use a good Set of synthetic stimuli that' has been pretested for
intelligibilitya point that has often been neglected in the past.

Even when the average intelligibility of a set of syllables is high,
their intelligibility should..be tested. for each individual subject in a given

baRepp,, B. H. Stimulus doMinan-ce .and ear dominance in the perception
dichotic voicing contrasts'. -(submitted for publication)..
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LOSt. From time t.o time, 'viduals are encouttcered ,:ho find it- very

diffiCult to identify syntheti( speech soOnds, Such individuals may'have to
be excused from the t.est. (Ths i n obvious problem in clinical aPplica
tions of dichotic testsJ

Intelligibility is usually 'assessed in terms of thm contusions that

occur beMeen members of n stimulus set. The information obtained from a
monaural confusion.matrix may be used to apply a correction to dichotic data
that leads to' a better estimate of the stimulus doMinance relationships
between' the stimuli (Repp, 1976b). Unfortunately, however, information about
ear dominance cannot be recovered in this fashion--confusable .stimuli yield
smaller ear advantages than nonconfusable stimuli (Repp, 1977a). Since this

effeet may be confo6nded with individual' differences in cOnfusion patterns;
it\ is Advisable to omit confusable pcirs when calculating ear adVantage

indices for individual subjects.

Problems arising from confusability of certain stimuli may also be

reduced by using a dichotic listening' procedure that does not require a
labeling response. Only one. such alternative is mentioned here, originally
proposed by Preston, YeniKomshian and Benson (1968), and especially suited

for fused stimuli.: the two component stimuli are presented binaurally,

followed by Ahe dichotic pair, and the listener judges whether the dichotic
stimulus was more similar,to the first or the second binaural stimulus. I am

currently experimenting with an AXB version of this ABX paradigm, dint is,
with the dichotic pail in the middle of each stimulus triad (cf. Repp,

1976a). This method may yield cleaner data than the singleresponse iden(i
fication task, but it is more timeconsuming.

The intelligibilitycOnfusability. issue raises an important theoretical
problem. Individual differences- in the perception of stimuli (e'Specially of
synthetic syllables) are large, and "poor subjects" who.produce many confu=
sions will tend to have smaller ear advantages than "good subjects". The

individual differences that thus confound the measure of the Par advantage
may be ascribed to different levels of "internal noise" in the listeners'

perceptual "Systems. Now suppose we have succeeded in generating an excellent
stimulus set 'ihat produces no confusions at, all. Have we eliminated the
individual differences? Overtly, yes; but if the stimuli were attenuated'or
mixed with white,noise, some subjects.probably would produce more confusions
than others. Also, if tested withAn.acoustic stimulus continuum as used in

categoricalperception studies,' soMe subjects would llnye sharper_ category

boundaries than others. Again, this may be ascribed to luJj-,idual dijfer
enceS in internal noise.level--most most like1y the same differences that are
evident with confusable stimuli.

Given such individual differences in perceptual accuracy, it is likely

that they play a role in the Perception of dichotic stimuli, fused
dichotic syllable pair is often quite .ambiguous, and an unfUsed
is often degraded through mutual interference between the two stiffiul,i..The
problem is Uest illutrated with a fused pair, for example, /da//gai, as -

'shown in T'igure 5. Assuming perfect intelligibilty of the tomponent stinuli
'and no pronounced stimulus dominance effect, this dichotic pair sometimes

sounds like /da/ and sometime5. like /ga/. ('1ecause of categorical percep
tion, the subject may often not be "aware of the inherent ambiguity of tIle

syrlable.) For individuals with a REA, the dichotic pair sounds a little mire
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(often) like /da/ when /da/ is in the right ear, and a litt,le,more (often)
like /ga/ when /ga/ is in the right ear.' Thus, th6 two fused stimuli may bo
considered as lying on a /da/-/ga/ continuum, a rittle to the left and a

little the right of the category boundary, respectively. A "good subject"
with a low internal noise level has n sharp category boundary and th6s
'resolves the two dichotic stimuli well; he or she will show a clear REA. A

"poor subject", on the other hand, with the same underlying REA as the good
subject, is likely to have a.flatter psychometric function separating the two
categoriesand, as a result, will produce similar responSe distributions for
the two dichotic pairs and a. much smaller REA. This is schematically
illustrated in Figure 5.

If this argument is correct, it implies that individual differences in
the dichotic ear advantage may be inextricably confoun-ded with individual -
differences in internal noise level. This would be a serious obstacle to
measuring individual ear advantages on an ordinal scale.

.This problem seems to be less acute in the two-response paradigm; there,
variations in perceptual accuracy:are translated primarily into variations in
performance level 'that can be dealt with more easily. However, this apparent
advantage.of the two-response paradigm is offset by a number of disadvantages
t-hat are discussed in the next paragraphs.

4.2. Stimulus Dominance

The factor of stimulus dominance can be dealt with elegantly in the
,single-response paradigm, thanks to the analogy with performance level in the
two-response paradigm. :However, this analogy is purely formalthese are the

° factors that can be effectively handled in the respeceive paradigms by using
similar methods--but they are conceptually very different. As the preceding
paragraphs have shownLpresumably there z.re variations in 'performance level"
(that, is; perceptual accuracy) in the single-response, i adigm, but they are
covert and much more difficult to deal with. Correspondingly, there is the
roblem of how to deait with stimulus dominance in the two-response paradigm.

Although stimulus dominance may be eZpected to play a smaller.,role in
the two-response paradigm, there is evidence that it is nevertheless present.
Berlin et Al. (1973), for ex.ample, haVe reported that unfused natural-speech
syllable pairs that ,contrast in voicing receive more corl.-ect
responses than correct voiced responses. ..Berlin et al. reduced this
asymmetry by aligning the stimuli at the first pitch pulse rather than at
stimulus onset. Speaks et'al. (1975), who used the sate alignment ca.siterion,
reported data suggesting that stimulus dominance effects are of minor
importanre with natural-speech stimuli. However, this issue ne,eds to be
investigated in more detail. There doubt that strong stimulus
domilance reduces the Manifest ear advantage, and if_ some.. individuan; show
stronger effects than others, these indiVidual differences are confounded
with the measure of the Ear advantage. At present, ,know no way of dealing
with this potential problem.
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4.3. iGue_S6inE

Guessing 'pl.ays an insignificant ,role in the sinriresponse paradigm.
Random gueSses following I apSe. of attentjon or highly am) , 'IOUs !;timull way
occur now and then, ha, i, general, the listener' reporLs what he or she
hears and does ,not resort to guessiT (except. for "sophisticated" guessing
between a very limited number alternatives). In the tworesponse' para
digm, on the other,hand, .guess'ag is commonplace. Frequently a listenr can
identify the s,t,imulus 'n one ear but has no clues abOut t.he stimulus in the
other L , a r. The resulting goosses cannot be i'eliably identified in the data
and lead to a considerable amount of random Nariation. The Aorreetion for
guessing proposed in ieciion 1.2 is a rather crude procedure, and alternative
ways of dealing'with the guessing problem should be considered.'

One obvious .possibility is to cnstruct the listeners not to guess, that
is, to give zero. one, 'or two responses per stimulus pair,depending on how
many stimuli he or she heard clearly. This method lfas rarely been used,
becausr the -:esulting heterogeneous pr,itocols are difficult to analyze. More
common instructions have been to write .cldWn the more.confident response first
and to analyze only these responses. Effectively, this is the single
response paradigm applied to unfused stimuli. (The second response might
lust as well bc. omitted.) If both stimuli can be identified, it amounts to a
judgment which of them is the moi.c, salient. This procedure is interesting
because it reduces guessing drld permits, the methods of Section 3 to be
applied so teat stimulus dominance can be taken .into account. The main
problem is the control of selective attention, discussed in the next
paragraphs.

4.4. Selective Attention

The mot important:difference between fused and unfused syllables lies
in the effect Of selective attention. Perfectly f*d syllables are heard as
originating in the middle of tu head, and voluntary efforts to pay attention
to. one ear has no effect on the responses (Repp, 1976b). The effect of
selective attention witH partially fused 4Syllables appears to be very small,
although this issue deservesfurther investigation (see Halwes, 1969; Repp,
1976a). Unfused syllables 1r' on the other hand, yield large attentional

e;
effects, and practiced listeners ai-e able to reach almost perfect scores when
reporting only,the syllablca, in one ear (Halwes, 1969). It is fair to say
that the effectiveness of selective attention is a direct function of the
degree of fusion of two stimuli (cf. also Footnote 2).

It follows that, with unfuced syliabies, it is not possible to separate
attentional Preferences, effectiwenes-s, or bias from the ear advantage per se
that presumably has a physiological basis. .Some researchers have hypothe
sized that the ear ad rantage is entirely an attencional phenomenon (Kins
bourne, 1973, -1.975; MorLis and.Lanc1,2rcy, 1977) or a perceptual advantage for
stimuli localized to the right of the midline (Morais and Bertelson,. 1973, 'r
1975; Morais, 1975; Hublet, Morais, and Bertelson, 1976). The face that a
REA is obtained for perfectl:; fused syllabes in the absence of any
attentional effects (Repp, 1976b, 1976c) suggests that there are both
physiol6gical and attentiolial components of the ear advantage: Perfectly
fused syllables may yield an estimate of ehe physiological :omponene alone,
with the attentional somponeat removed. This makes tests usingAfused
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syllables such promising instiuments. With unlused sylfables, physiological

and attention:it .,lfects are confounded.

, In fairneAs, one should distinguish two kinls of attentional effects:
automatic and rtrategic biases. Automatic biases may arise from conti,ngen-

cies and expectancies withi the experimental situation; for example, during
or after procotsing a verbal tlie.left hemisphere may be activated

more than the right, leading an automatic bias for stimuli on the -right

side. These,kinds of involunta4r biases are.Oat Kinsbourne and Morais have
in mind. The REA for unfused syllables. apparently can Se influenced by

contextual factors (Goldsteir\7and Lackner, 1974; Morais and Landercy. 1977);
whether the same is true withlfused syllables remarns tO be investigated. As

far as individual differences -are concerned, automatic attentional effects
are difficult tb,distinguish from the physiological or functional asymmetry
itself; they areprobably highly correlated. Strategic biases,.on the 'other

hand', are voluntary pnd at the disposition of the listener. For example, by
deliberattly paying attention to'the left ear, even persons with a strong REA
can produce 9 LEA with unfuse& stimuli. Such ,strategies are not .under

'control in the standard two.2respon3e paradigm, so that the ear-.advantages

obtained .-.re not a pure leasure of lateral asymmetry.

This is especially obvious in the single-response paradigm.when applied'
to unfusqd stimuli. It does not stlffices to instruct the listeners not to pay
attention to either ear; especially inexperienced li:steners may not follow

these instructions, and there is no way.of controlling -Illether they do. It

may Ve 4ifficult in principle to \"neutYalize" attention.. Requiring 'two
responses at least reduces the effect that attentional biases would have in
the single-response paradigm. There remains the possibility,of controlling
the listeher's strategie's by instructions to. pay attention to one or the
other ear and td report only the stimuli in ,that ear. ThiS procedure has-
.been followed by several researchers, although usually not forithe purpose of
assessing ear advantages. It may be.considered as a two-respOnse paradigm in
two passes; in this case, a single ear advantage index would be computed
after combi.ning the results of the 'two (properly counterbalance4) selective-
attention .conditions. The problem is that here because of: the. .relative
efficiency- of selective attention, performance level will be rather high,
making the ear advantage' index less reliable$0 Alternatively, the twc

selective-attention conditions 'May be considered as single-response Ora-
'digms, and two' separ,ae single-response indices may be computed whose
difference is then taker as the measure of the ear advantage. However, here

we encounter the same problem as withthe d simple differences depend
on the absolute .size of the numbers icivolved., so that the resulting index-
reflects individual differences in the relative effectiveness of .selective
attention .in addition to the ear advantage itself. Regardless of the forM,of
data analysis,.there is the theoretical possibility that there are,lateral
asymmetries, in the effectivenes,s of voluntary selective attention that are
independent of the,ear advantage itself and again would confound the measure
of the.ear advantage.

We conclude that there is no perfett way of cintrolling attentional
strategiel with unfused stimuli, so' that fused stimuli offer a signiEicant
methodological'advantage in this respact.. Future research will determine
whether the relatively small ear advantages obtained with perfectly fused
syllables are the relatively "lpure" measure of,physiological asymmetry that I
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suspect them to he.

4,5, BlAd Responses

In the discussion of the single-response plaradigm (Sectton 3), it waL
assumed that only two kinds.of responses are giveft to ii fused dichotic pair;
they match one of the .two component stimuli and can be il',!isigred to one or the
other ear. Of the fifteen possibde combinations of the six stnndard stop-
consonant-vowel syllables, 'onlyseven meet this strict criterion, given thdt
vhey. are highly intelligible, in isolation. TIrse pairs are the place
contrasts tbat-tdat, /dA/-/t/, /pa/-/tat and /ta/-/kat, and the voicing
coutrasts tbat-tpat, tdat-ttat and-tgat-ikat. These çe the stimirlus pairs
especially suited for the methodology outlined in Sectici'3.

However, it'may be desi,rable-for some purpose t- include other stimulus
dombinatiim1 as well,'and past expel.iments have almost always included all
posible '/(*.imbinations of the stimuli. The two place contrasts, tbat-tgat and
tpat-Ikat, May- receive a third response, /da/ land /tat, respectively.
CuttinK (1976) 'has called these intermediate perceRts "psychoacoustic fu-

siong." Their frequency may.be negligible formany listeners, b.tit some' give
substantial proportidn of these responses (Repp, 1976b). The remaining
stimulus combinations are the six double-feature codtrasts: /bat-/tat, /ba/-
/knt, /da/-/pa/, /da/-/kat, /gat-/pa/ and /gat-ttat. The4. typically yield
two additional responses per, pair: resulting ftom the combination of 'the
feature values of the component stiMuli; for example, ibal-/tat is heard not
only as /ba/ or tta/, but also as /pa/ and tda/. Thece "blend" responses are
usually quite fcequent and may even exceed the proportions of Correct
responses, although there is much variation between stimulus pairs and
subjects in this respect (Halwes, 1969; Repp, 1977a); Blend responses and
psychoacoustic fusiOns usually do not convey direct:information about ear
asymmetries, so that the question arises what to do with them.

Hybrid responses also occur With,. unfused syllables (Halwes, i969;

Studdert-Kennedy and Shankweiler, 1970). In the two-Cresponse pa7..adigm, they
are simplS; grouped together with other types of errors in th .-?. class ot
incorrect responses. As a result, double-feature contrasts 'typically have
higher' error rates lhan single-feature contrasts,. an -effect, that has been
trmetilio the "'feature-sharing adyantage" (Studdert-Kennedy and Shankweiler,
P70; Studdert-Kennedy et 61., 1972; yisoni: 1975). The availability of the
Correct-incorrect distinction'makes it easy to dispose of blends in the two-
response paradigm.

4

In the single-response paradigm, on the other hand, we bave dssumed that
all responses.are "correct," apart perhaps from a few random,errors (that may
be divided up between the two response categories). Blend responses are
'different from,random errors in that they reflece what the listener actually
heard; iii a sense, they are correct responses. However,,they cannot be
unambiguously assigned to one or the 'Other ear-. There .are two ways. of,
dealing with them. One possibility, folloWed by.Repp (1977a),` is to analy-e
he data itz. tirms of the individual phonetic features and to calculate two
laterality indices, one fo'r voicing and one for place_ It only roe feature
is considered at a time, blend responses become informativ.?. with respect to
lateral asymmetries. The two resulting indic2s may be av raged,to obtain a.

, single index.
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The ot her p o s s i b i l i t y , whi oh con s i s t s o l d i se irI i ng hi ond re.t4pon s i

more problematic. Consider the tollowinr, example, shown in Table 4:

TABLE 4: Fictitious response distribution for n double-leature contrast

pair.

Stimuli Responses

LE RE /ha/ t /pa/ /da/
vO

0 .33 .33 .33

.5 0 .25 .25

Here omiasiori of blendi (/pa/ and /da/ responses) would lead to the

conclusion thot there is a perfect REA for this stimulus pait. However, when

the data are analyzed for each feature separLtely, it is found that there are
ogYmoderate REAs for voicing\and place (e = +0.46 for both). If blend
errors are discarded, this inforMation is lost and the REA is inflated. It

is not clear which should be con'sid:::,11 the correct index: the average of

the separate indices for the two fea:ures.or the index based on "correct"
respo,.ses only.

It may be possible to settle the problem by examining empirical
isolateralily contours (ROC functions) for single- and double-feature con-
trast pairs. In the meantime, double-feature contrasts and pairs yielding
psychoacoustic fusions are bect omitted from dichotic single-response tests,
as long as only the ear advantage is of concern. This leaves us with only
seven of the original fifteen stimulus pairs -- perhaps too few to

constitute a useful test- However, synthetic stimul ofrer the possibility
oCvarying the acoustic struceyre of the stimuli while leaving their phonetic
content unchanged. By varyind voice onset time or the formant transitions
within phonetic categories, stimulus dominance relationships can be changed,
so that arise' index can easily be calCulated (Repp, 1976b, 1977a). In fact,
it is possible tto take a 'single stimulus Pair (for example, /ba/-/pa/), to
select several tokens with different acoustic. characteristics (for example,
four different voice onset times within each category), and thus to 'arrive at
a test that contains a sufficient number of stimulus pairs (oixteen combina-
tions), is maximally homo&eneous, and leads to a clean estimate of ear
dominance (see footnote 6a).7 This illustrates one of the great methodologi-
cal advantages of the single-response paradigm over the two-response
paradigm; the latter always,requires a larger number of response alternatives
in order to rechice thc effect of guessing.

7In princ4le, e' can be calculated without varying stimulus dominance-
.

However, varying the stimuli and, with them, stimulus dominance ig important
in order to avoid extreme dominance asymmetries due to individual idiosyn-
crasics, to derive an ROC function, and simply to provide variety in the
test.
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4.6. lest Reliability

In the Introduction, I have stressed that dichotit tests must ati"Y
general test-theoretical standards. One.of these is reliability. As in anY
other psychological test, the observed score (ear advantage) of a i-lbj,.lest

represents his or her "true" score plus random measurement errof-
magnitude of the measurement error depends on Che length of the test. It

not surprising that, in repeated administrations of, a short dichotic tetl
the observed ear advantages for a given subject vary considerably grid tilaY

even show reversals in,direction (Speaks, Niccum, and Carney, 1976), 'lvf°t

dichotic studies in .t.he past have.used short tests whose reliabilityla
likely to be low. The fact that a certain percentage of right'llandeci

subjetts show either no REA or an LEA (although physiological data ouggest
that virtually all ar le'ft-hemisphere-dominant for speech) is at legst due
in part to measurement error (cf. Blumstein, Goodglass, and Tartter, 1975)-

Ryan and. McNeil (1974) have,reported a test-retest 'reliability coeffilt
tient. of +0.80 for a. 60-item test, and Blumstein et al.. (1975) found ',a

somewhat lower coefficient of +0.74 for an 80-item test. Both studies 1.;e11
natural-speech CV syllables in the two-response format. Thee
are quite satisfactory in view of the relative shortness of the. tests Ond
waaknesses of the two-response paradigm (guessing, attentional fluctuPtio081

'Researche'rs in the field have tended to expect too muCh from g short
dichotic test and have been reluctant to accept the conclusion thgt 019)
longer tests will be necessary to obtain precise measurements. If we acePt
the Blumstein et al. results as typical and apply the standard Spearmerli°w11
=formula (Lord and Novick, 19.68, p. 112), we find that. the .test has to

b

three times as long.(about 240 133irs) to achieve a reliability of +0.90; Ond-
siX,-times as long (about 480 pairs) to reach r = +0.95. From the yan 011Q.
McNeil data, we obtain more moderate estimates pf .140 and 280 Paifsl
respectively. -'.(311sidering t,he fact that the standard set of six CV syllables .

yields i basic test ;unit of 30 dichotic pairs, I would recommend that
repetitions of this test unit (that is,- 300 pairs) be administered in erde
to obtain stable ear advantage indices. Such' a test requires abOut

20

minutes of listening time and' therefore should be feasible under mOst
ciraimstance,s, both in and outside the laboratory.

Underlying the development of the single-response methodology is r
h

hope that this procedUre 'will proye to be more reliable than the traditiorll
two-response.paradigm. Alternative methods, such as the AXB paradigm 1Ten0:''
oned earlier. May also lead to.. increased reliability. I plan to condoct
perti.,nentstudies in the near future.8

4.7. 1-6,it Homogeneity and Validity

The problem of test reliability is a practical one that always can

solved by using a test of sufficient length. More important j-s

8Extremely encouraging results have been obtained recently .by Bruce Wexle
(personal communication, 1976). .Using a 60-item test of relatively onfn5eQ
syllables irla single-response paradigm, Wexler obtained reliabilities well
above +0.90 fpr both normal and psychotic subjects.. (See also footnpte 6V-
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theoretical question of what is actually being measuredthe validity of the

test. Ultimately, its validity as an instrument for assessing hemispheric

dominance needs to be assessed by physiological criteria of functional

lateralization. At present, however, these physiological measurements are

still crude and hazardous;.moreover, they are a less crucial criterion than

they may seem at first thought_ First of all, the only reliable physiologi-

cal indicator in nOrmal subjects, the Wada test, yields only categorical

outcomes (left, right, or no dominance), not a graded scale of lateraliza-

tion. Moreover, it really supplies a useful criterion only for the small

group of left-handers, since it is now well-established that virtually all

right-handers are left-hemisphere-dominant for speech. Secondly, the origi-

nal idea that the dichotic ear advantage directly reflects hemispheric

dominance for speech is probably an oversimplification. It is likely that

there are multiple factors underlying the.dichotic ear advantage, only one of

which is the (quite possibly all-or-none) dominance of one hemisphere for

speech. The primary task of the theoretical study of the ear advantage must

therefore be to determine what is actually being measured. This is a

. difficult problem, but some preliminary steps are possible by asking the

following familiar test-theoretical questions: Do all items in a test

measure the same underlying variable(s)? And do different tests composed of

items from the same general class (viz., those that tend to yield an average

REA) measure the same underlying yariable(s)?

These important (and closely related) questions about !..thin-testjor

item) homogeneity and betweentest homogeneity (or validity) have been

totally ignored in the past. Their ,answers ,are by no means obviouS.

Consider the question of item homogeneity. Repp-(1976b), for example, found

that two-fused stimulus pairs of a three-item test yielded REAs but the third

pair did not. More evidence on this problem is needed- The statistical

techniques that may be applied are intercorrelation of laterality indices for

individual. items in a test and subsequent factor analysis, or perhaps an

adaptation Of-the more retent methods of stochastic test theory (Rasch, 1960;

Lord and Novick, 196)- These analyses should determine whether 1 items in

the test measure a single factor, or whether different items measure

different factors. The derivation of an ROC ftinction-in the single-response

paradigm (Section 3.2) also constitutes a (less rigorous). test of item

'homogeneity. (However, eve'n if'it turned out that only a single factor is
being measured, this would show only that the -test is homogeneous and all

items measure the same thing; the single fattor may nevertheless represent a

complex of underlying variables,)

A related problem is Vallether the ear advantages for different phonetic

featbres reflect the same underlying factors. In a recent study of,partially
fused-dichotic doub/e-fenture contrasts, I ohtained,e' coefficients separate-
lY fo.,r voicing and place; they correlated only +0.64, although each index was

based on the same -768 t_rials (Repp, 1977a). I hypothesized that individual
differences in perceptual organiiation may be reflected in the dicfiotic ear.

advantage (see also Section 4.1). Tests of this hypothesis are needed.

Finally, the homogeneity question needs to be asked about whole tests:
Do tests compOsed of different types of speech stimuli (CVs, VCs, VCVs, or

words; stops, frictives, or nasals; ett..) measure`the same factor? Do tests

composed of .natural-speech s'yllables measure the sAme factor as synthetic

tests? Do fused and unfused syllables (or:. the single-response and the two-
'
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response paradigm) assess the same factor? Again, intercorrelations between,:
different tests (perhaps supplemented by factor analysis and modern teit/
theory) should provide an answer_ So far, there are no data. available. A
positive result would, reassure us that we are actually measuring a well:-

defined chardErifiaiic whose complexities will have to be unravelled primari-
ly by physiologists. Negative results, on the other hand, disastrous as, they
would be for the diagmAtic application of dichotic tests, would be of great
theoretical interest. Perhaps there is more than one "ear advantage,"/ that
sis, different tests may tap different dimensions of a very complex lotyenome-
non.9

4.8. Absolute Magnitude of the Ear Advantage

The questions of reliability, homogeneity, and validity,/ which are
correlational in nature, must be kept separate from the issue of/the absolute
magnitude of the ear advantage. For example, ear advantages" may,increase
with practice (although the evidence appears to= be negativesee Porter,
Troendle and Berlin,:_1976), but as.long as they do so for 'all individuals,
the reliability of the test will not be affected_ Different items in a test,
may yield different magnitudes of ear advantages, but they nevertheless may
measure the same underlying variable. Similarly, 'different classes of
stimuli may yield different average magnitudes of REA and nevertheless
measure the same thing_ As long as all individuals tested are in basically
the same rank order on each test (or on each item), the'homogeneity criterion
is satisfied, and it is immaterial which tests or items are selected for
testing persons, as long as all persons to be compared are tested with the
same tests or items., The var:Aions in the absolute magnitude of the ear
advantage represent variations in item or test "difficulty,"jn terma of test
theory- It is a separate but nevertheless important question what causes
these variations in difficultx, if they exist. On' the -other hand, if two
items or tests yield the same average REA, this implies absolutely nothing
about their intercorrelation.

r
One striking differOce il the magnitude of ear advantages has been

disCovered in recent reseArCh tising 'the/Single-response paradigm (see Repp,
1976b: 1976c, 1977a, and footn4te 6a):,/ partially fused syllables (voicing
and double-feature contrasts) yild much larger ear advantages than perfectly
fused syllables (place contrasts)\ This result is methodolopjcally interest-
ing, because larger ear advantage4 are also likely to be mul. reliable_ The
reason for this difference is nbt clear at present, ,except that perfect
fusion seems.. to, play a role- The role of selective attention with partially
fused ,stimul:', needs to be reassessed, although earlier studies suggest that
it is small (Halwes,1969; Repp, 1976a). Future research will concentrate on
determining the'factiars that are _responsible for this difference between
fused and partially fused syllables .

_91 am.referring here to tests at the same level of complexity, varying only
in the auditory and phonetic properties of the stimuli. There is good
reason t,o believe that dichctic tasks of different complexity tap different
,aspects of lateraization .(Porter and Berlin, 1975) -
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A Simple.. Model of Response Selection in the Dichotic Two-Response Paradigm

Bruno H. Repp

ABSTRACT

A simple random-guessing model ofithe-dichotic two-xesponse
paradigm is described. The model prvvides a way of calculating an
index of the.ear advantage.that takeS1 zuessing into account.. It

also generates 'predictions of the proportions of single- and double-
corroct responses 'at different performance levels. A comparison
with real data shows that the 'T)roportions of double-correct re-
spbnses are generally overpredicted., :By introducing an additional
parameter reflecting limited channel capacity, the model 'can be
made to fit closer to empirical data, but the value, of the

parameter'is dot the same for different sets of data. While this
model is oVersimplified_in many Ways; it nevertheless provides a

rudimentary formal framework for the interpretation of dichotic
data.

INTRODUCTION

Despite a large amoufnt of esearch and theoretical speculations _on
dichotic listening, little-thought_has been given:to formulating and testing
mathematical models of the response proce.gses involved. 'The present paper
briefly examines' he simplest conceivable fOrmal model and derives spme'

predictions from it. The model is-almost cerEainly.an overSimplification.
However, the-purpose of ti2 exercise.is to point out some basic;:relations
between several dependent vatiables in dichoti listening experiments. These
relations are likely to hold. up 13.Proximaely, even if .the 'model that

predicts therd h not Precisely true, and they need to be taken into account
in the interpretation of dichotic data.

The present paper serves as;,an appendix to my methodological- paper,
"Measuring Laterality Effects in Dichotic Listening" (Repp, 1977),'to which:.
frequent reference will be made.

AN INDEPENDENT-CHANNELS MODEL WITH RANDOM GUESSING
1

In Section 1 of the preceding papet, I dismssed the dichotic two-
responge paradigm.; This is the standard procedure that requires the listenet
to identify both stimuli .on each ttial. .The two.responses must be different
from each other and are scored withbut regard to order..... The proportions of
correct responses for the right and left earate PR and PL, resPectively; and

rAcknowledgment: Preparati_on of this paper was supported by NICHD, Grant
HD01994 to Haskins Laboratories.

JHASKINS.LABORATORIES: Status Report on Speech Research' (SR-49) (1977)]
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the overall performance level is Po = (PR + PL)f.2. I described what is

probably the best index of ear asymmetry (I called it e; it. iF basically

identfcal with the f index of Marshall, Caplan, and Holmes, 1975), and I

derived a correction for guessing. This correction is rather crude,,,based on

linear interpolation .between three extreme Cases. I pointed' out, that a

formal model of guessing would provide a more elegant solution.

The simplest model of response selection in the dichotic two-response
paradiga_makes the following two assumption,,: (1) the stimuli in the two

ears are perceived indepcndently of .each other;. (2) a stimulus is either
perceived correctly or a ra!Aom guesS is made. Although the real situation
is almost certainly more complex, the'predictions of .subh a simple.model are
'worth considering. If PR^ and PL* ate the "true" probabilities of corTectly
perceiving thestimuli in the respective ears and N is the number of stimuli
in the experiment, then

(1)

( 2 )

PR PR* (1'7 PR*)PL*0/(,. 1)] (1 PR*)(1 PL*)(2/N) , and

PL = 4. (1 PL*)PR*11/(14 1)1 .(1 PL*)(1 Pe)(2/N) .

The three .additive terms in these equations are: (1) the prbbability. of

cbrrectly-perceiving the stimulus in the_:ear..concerned; (2) the probability
of making a correct guess when the stimulus in- the.other ear is, correctly

identified; and, (3) .:the prObability of making a correct guess,.when no

stimulus is perceived correctly,
.<

By taking the difference'between these two equations, we find that

(3) d = PR - PL = 11/(N -.1))(YR*
= 1(N 2)/(N 7_1)j(PR

= t(N 2)./(N 1)Id*

Thus, the observed ear difference d is in a simple proportional_ relationship

to the underlying ear difference d*, The prbportionaljty factor is identica1
with the.gargest possible expected d, dm,x, for a.gli.ien N (Repp 1'977: Eq,--- -

15). This becomes obvibus by noting. that if d = ,cimax then necessarily d* =

d"max = d/dmax =,1,

The numerical solution bf Equations 1 and 2 for PR * and. PL* is not

straightforwards so that it wils1 Rot. be derived here. (The solution is found

.most easily by, a recursive procedire.) After'estimates of PR* apd PL
*

are

obtained, 'an appropriate index of the ear advantage .is

(4) e*:= (PR* -.PL*)/(PR* PL*) if 0.0 < Po* <"0

(PR* PL*)/(2 R PL*) if 0.5 -< Po* < 1.0

Of 'course, Equation 4 is identical with the-iformula for the e index

before the correction for guessing (Repp, 1977: Eq. 1'2), except that

observed scores PR and PL are replaced-by underlyinv,probabilities PR* and

PLthat are already corrected for ,guessing. One might expect eg-(the e
.index after the Correction for guessing'Proposed in Repp, 1977.: .Eq. 20) to

be identical with e", but this is not.quite true, as illustrated in Figure 1.
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'Figurer]: Four different indices of the ear adyantage as a function of Po*
and d*.

Figure I show four laterajity indices as a function of two variables:

Po* and d*7-the a'lirage and :Llte difference, respectively, of the two

unOrlyingbabilitie. PR*.and PL-1; These a"re not tAS.olaterality 'contours,
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which are horizontal straight lines in Figure 1. Rather, each curve
describes the value Of the releant index for a constant d', so ,:hey are
"isodifference" contours.

The index e was proposed by Halwes (1969) -and Ilarshall et al. (1975)
without a correction for guessing (Repp, 1977:1q. 12)., whereas eg incorpo-
rates the correction for guessing proposed in Repp (1377:Eq. 20). This
correttion has the effect of. benlii.r.ig ,the left parts oi the e functions

(P0* < 0.5) upward, so that the functions become U-shaped and neLrly symme-
tric. However, they are not perfectly symmetric, as the e* functions are.
The reason ior this will become clear in the next sectiot. Here we note only
that e and e

* are nearly identical, which shows that the rough correction
for guessing,proposed earlier is compatible with the simple guessing model
discussed! here. Therefore, this correction should suffice for all practical
purposes, and it generally will riot be netessary to actually compute e*.

The fourth index, es, was not diSCussed'in Repp (1977) but deserves a

:brief comment here. Studdert-Kennedy and Shankweiler (1970) proposed to

consid.er only single-correct trials for computing an index of the ear

advantage, since double-correct responses provide ,no information about ear
asymmetry. If PRs and PLs are.the-proportions of single7corrects for the two
ears, and Ps PRS PLS, then PRs/Ps constitutes an index of the ear
advantage; br, alternatiyely,

(5) eS = (PRS 7 PLS)/PS

is an equivalent. index that ranges from -1 to +1. This index is plotted as a
function of Po* in Figure 1, together with ,the Other indices- disCussed
earlier. The'simple guessing'model proyides a useful theoretical cOmparison
of different indices. Q

First_of all, es obviOusly_peeds a correction for gueFsing that st 11

rteeds to be derived. Secondlyes is clearly different frcm e,lead"ing tc
larger values throughout. This4S=.7not necessarily an ai-gument against es; as
long' as two indites axe perfectl'-y correlated (as they seem to be), one is as
good as the other for ordindF measurement. iFle index es is based-on
increasingly fewer observations as, Po increases, So ,that its variability
ificreases.and its reljability:decreases; however, the same .`i.a .true. for -e.

-
'Thus, it seems_thatYth an appropriate correction fOr gueSsing, es would be
.an acceptOle alternative to eg or e".' On the other`:hand, however, there:is
no reason why es should be used instead of e, for which the eorrection for

- guessing has been worked out and which is'just as easy:to'6ompute. certainIy
e
*

ancL es _indices axe not directly compsrable 'because they represent
'different scales of the ear advantage. Therefore, to maintain uniformity and
toriTarability from study to study, es is not reCommended lor gerieraluse.

SINGLE- AND DOUBLE-CORRECT 1E'SPONSES

Both e
g

and e* presuppose the validity of the model- outlined in the
first section. It is important to determine to which degree this model
sctually fits real data. One way of testing it consiSts in examining its
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predictions of the proportions of double-correct and single-correct responses
at different pertormance levels.

The proportion of double-correct responses, PD,predicted by the simple

_guessing model is

(6) PD = PR*PC. 4' (1 *)PL*tlicri 1)1 4. PR*(1 1)]

+ (1' PR')(1 PL*)[2/N(N 1)]

-J1le proportion of single-correct responses,. Ps, is

(7) PS = 9R*(1 PL*)(N - 2)/(N 1) + PC:(1 131..)(N 2)/(N 1)

+ (1 PRw)(1 PC)(21N) .

Alternatively, Ps may be obtained by subtraction:

(8) PS = PRS PLS (PR PD) (PL, * PD) = PR PL 2PD

Of course, the overall pertormance level is

,(9) = (PP PL)/2 = PS/2 PD

Figure 2,shows PD, PS, and Pp as 'a function of Po* for the spe,cial case
of N = 6. For each deTendent variable, two functions are shown. One is

curvilinear and represents: the case of no ear advantage, d* = 0. The other

consista..0,1 two 'linear segments and repr.6sents the case 'of the maximal
underlying ear. difterence ot a given Po*, d'" = d*max (given P0*) cf. Repp,

1977: Eq, 3'). The functions for constant v.alues.of d* between C,and d*max
(given. P0*) fall between the two extremes shown in Figure 2 and are parallel
to.the curvilinear function. The differenteg in proportions brought about by

n increase ir d" from d5 = 0 is shown in:detail in Figure 3. Here it Can 'be

seen more 'crearly that not only PD and. P,. but-also Po depend on d.*

hence, on d), as well.as on Pok. Thus, the observed.performan,:e level Po is
.;not completely independent of the observed ear-difference i; according to the

model,c'there is a slight .negative relationship. This is the. resou why eg
and e* do not coincide in Figure 1. Only e*, which is'directly b.ased on the
model takes the interdependence of Po and d into.account. However, while
this'effect is interesting from a theoretical viewpoint, it'is negligible for
practical purposes.

The Pn.and Ps functions are of,special interest... From'Figure 2i it can

- be; seen that., as pertormance level increases from chance, both Pr and Ps

increase at first, but oon Ps begins to decrease rapidly while PD continues
toinc'rease steadily. Figur,es 2 and 3 permit comparisons with real data.. If

the observed proportions Po, d, Ps, and PD are known, predicted prcportions
Ps -and PD are found as folloWS: first, dw is determined from Equation 3;
then PO is'located in Figure 2.on an interpoled'function appropriate for. clw
(the effecCof is.so small that it may be ignored); then, the'varbes of PS
'and PIAJor this.P0 are .determined on the ordinate in. Figure 2; finally, ,Ps

and pare corrected for tshe effect of dw by Figure 3.
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TABLE Comparison 'of some reported proportions od

correct .yesponse'. with the predictions of the simple guessing

A: Initial consonants 0.68 0.15
A: Medial vowels . 0.82 0.03
A: Final consonants 0.74 0.08
B: 30 dB ' - 0.52 0.16
B: 40 dB .0.62 0.09
B: 50 dB ' OM 0.15
C: Before practice 0.61 0.21
C: After practice, 0.67 0.25
D: Clinical 0.17 0.13.

D... Normal 0.50 0.14
E: 5 years 0f'52 0.08
E: 7,years 0..56. 0..,'10

E: 9 years. 0.58 0.11
E: 11 years 0.61 0.13

t E.: F3 years 0.61 0.14

A = Studdert-Kennedy artd Shankweiler
E = Cullen et a1.. (1974):
C = Porter'et al. (1976)
D = Tobey-et.al. (1976)
E = Berlin et al. (1973)

PD.

0.50. 0.43 0.49 0..43

0.28 0.69 0.32 0.66
0.44 0.52 0.42 0:53
0.66 0.19 .0.5F 0.22
0.59 0.32 -0.4 0.35
0.52 0.45' 0...4.6 0.48
0.65 0.28 0.56 0.32
0.58 0.38 0.52 .0.40

0.62 0.66 '0.56 0.09
0.67, 0.18 0.66 0.20 .--

0.6e 0.18 .0..60.0: 0.22

0.68 0.22 0.58 D.27

0.68 0.24 0:57 0.30
0.67 0.27 6.55 3.33

0.65 0.28, 0.55 .0.33

(1970)

Note:. All studies used natural speech 'and the six stop' consonants
prceding /a/ (study A used CVC utterances).,

Several studies in the liteyature report all the ,neceSsary parameters
.for ceveral experimental conditions with different performance levels. These
data.and 'predictions.from the model are shown in Table'l. Iè Can:be seen,
that the model overpredicts PD and.underpredrcts Ps in all cases but one. In -

... other words,'the obserVed proportions of double-correct ressponses are consis-
tently smaller than predicted by the model. This indicates. a negative
dependency between PR* and PL*, such that the.probability of perceiving the
stimulus.in.one,eat correctly is reduced if the stimulus in the. ottier ear has
already been perceived correcily. This effect js plausible in view df
factors like fusion, selective attention, and 'memory, all of.which tend to
rede perceptual accuracy for one channel to the degree that they increase
accuracy for,the other.

NONINDEPENDENCE OF CHANNELS

The model repneSented by Equatrons j and 2 assumed that errors in

Aichotic perforMance. arise only from a very general forth of processing
limitation that reduces accirracy for both ears relati,ve to 'monaural Oerfor-.



mance, but permits independent perception of the degraded stimuli in each ear.

(cf. the "perceptUal noise" hypothesis of Repp, 1975a, 1975b).. However, the

relatively poor fit,:of the model indicates that this assumption is not

sufficient. Apparently, thete is, in addition, a. more specifiC processing

limitation that Makes it difficult o identify a second stimulus after one

stimufus has been correctly perceived. (This is one way of conceptualizing

the prbblem.) This limitation can be easily modelled by- introducing one

_additiolial parameter into the model': 'Let us assume that the conditional

probability of perceiving the stimulus in one ear correctly, given that the

stimulus in the other ear has alrea0 been correctly, identified, is teduced

by a multiplicative factor c with reipect to the same probability, given that

the stimulus in the other ear has not been correctly identified. Thus, .

L correct = cPR L not correct, and

PL* R correct = cP- R not correct .

The constant c varies between 0 and 1; c' = 0 indicates' that, if the

stimulus in.one ear is correctly identified, the other stimulus can never e .

correctly identied except by a random guess; c = 1 indicates complete

independence of the two channels. The furl model, stated in terms bf PD and

Ps, that will now be called. PD' and Ps', respectiVely,

(12). PD' = cPR*PL* +_,.[Pe(1 7 C1)*) + PL*(I -,CPR*).+ (1 +

, + (1 PC)PRx1/2(N 1) + (1 Pe)(1 - PC)[2/N(N - 1)]

and

(13) cpL*) 11*(1 cPR*) + (1 TR*)PL* +

+ (1 FL*)Pelt(N 2)/2(N + (1 PR*)(1 PL*)(2/N). .

In this version of the model, i,t makes a difference which ch-annel is

prOciessed fixst; this results* the additional terms in the equations and in
the additional "2" in the numerator. The simplifying assumption needs to be
:made that each channel is equally likely.to be processed first, so.that ear
diff-erences rest solely on.differences between.PR* and PL*. (Relaxing this
,assumption would lead to a more complex model that cannot be considered
here.) 1

The effect of a -decrease in c from 1 t,owards .0 is best illustrated by

the differences between PD and PD' and between Ps -and Ts'. Subtracting
Equation 12 from Eqdation 6, one obtains after some rearrangement of terms,

(14) PD PR*PL*(1 c)(N '2)/(N 1)

and subtracting Equation 13 from.E0'ation 7,

- (15) PS, PS' = -PR*PL*(1 -7 c).(N 2)/(N 1)

..5'hus,.Ps and PD change iri,precisely complementary fashion, resulting in
a decr-easE, in Po as c decreases .(cfy,- Equation 9). This_is illustrated in -
Figure 4 that shows P0', PD': and Rs' as a function.of 130) for three Value..;

of c: 0, .5, and 1.. It,is assumed that N = 6 and dk = PR",- PL* = 0. "Si-z-Le

)
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and Tab1f2 1), the effect of e'ar differences on these functions may be

neglected with little loss in accuracy (cf. Figure 3). . The functions for c

= 1 in Figure.4 are identical with the curvilinear functions in Figure 2. It

cap be seen that complete necative dependency between the two channels (c =

Oj. reduces the maximal .expee:ted performance level to 0.6 and the maximal
axpected pr6portion oI double-Correct responses to 0.2.

The-model is, compared to the data of Table 1 in Figure 5. The Pp' and.

Ps' .junctions of Figure 4 for c = 0 and c = 1 have been replotted here with
Po, thp_expected or observed performahce'level on the abscissa, in order to
facilitate comparisons with real data. The long curvilinear functions are
for c = 1, the short linear functions for c = 0. Functions with c between 0
and I lie between these two extremes, starting at the same point at the left
and eXtending up to a point.on the long linear segments that represent the

maximal expected sc-ores for different values of ,c. Only the observed Ps
scores from Table I are plotted. .(The differences between observed and

predicted Ps scores are exactly twice as large as those between observed and
predicted Pp scores, and therefore make discrepancies easier to see.)

Ei- 7r of two coriclusions.can be drawn from Figure 5. If all data
points are to be fir, by -a.single function (and it seems that they could be),
thenthe model is incorrect, for it cannot generate this function. On the
other hand, it is possible that different 2xperiments; stimuli, or groups of
subjects., require different functions.. The three data points of study A

(StudderKennedy, and Shankweiler, 1970) are fit by a function with c.= 1,
indicating virtual independence of channels. Eight of the ot1-4r twelve data
points seem to be fit by a function with approximately c-= .3.(that has been
drawn in Figure -5), indicating subtantial negative dependencies between
channels. 'The other data Obints require intermediate values of c, except for
one point that falls completely outside the range of the model. Variations
in c as a function Of stimUli or subjects are not implausible. The .stimuli.

of study A, for example, ware different in several ways from those of studies
B E, which all come' froM the same laboratory. In this aase, ,c'may serve as

1an indicator of the deg-ree of channel interaction (for example; fusion):_in an
experiment.

,WITile further research will be required to el7aluate the usefulne'ss of
the Present model for making global predictions, it is clear-that the.model
is qotsufficint at a detailed level of analysis. -For ex.affle, it-could not
explain stiffiril s dominance or the feature-sharing effect (see Repp, 1977).
However, its gross predictions are likely to be not too lar from the truth.
The model has implications for researchers who have focused on Pp .as a

possible indicator Of auditory processing aapacity that is semi-independent
.of overall pe:Iformance level (Berlin, Hughes, Lowe-Bell,'and Berlin, 1973;
Dermody and Noffsinger, 1976; Tobey, Cullen, and Ram0p, 1976). The result..s

of two such studies \are included in Table 1 and in Figure 5. llobey ef al:
(1976) noted that their two groups of subjects (children.with" and without
auditory procelssing 'disorders) did not differ, in Ps, but only in Pp.

Similarly, Berllin et al. (1973) found that Pp increased with age, while-Ps
decreased, but 'to a Much lesser extent: As can be.seen in Table 1 and the
figures, both finding's. are 'predicted by the present model. .The subjects in
both studies performed at relptively low levels, where Ps is nearly constant
with changes ih performante level. Therefore, the findings should bo
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ascribed to changes in overall performance level, not to any spocific fnctor
,

reflected by"Pil alone.
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Acoustic Correlates of Perceived Prominence in Unknown Utterances*

Jane H. Gaitenby and Paul Mermelstein

ABSTRACT

Intensity, fundamental frequency, and syllable duration all

contribute to the perception nf relative prominence among the

syllables of continuous speech. These acciustic parameters were

studied for their relative ability to predict.. syllabic prominence

in a corpus of 24 imperative sentences by four talkers. The

,sentences were constructed with controlled syntax and limited

vocabulary, as may be the case for speech communication with

machines. Of the individual prosodic,parameters the best predic-

tor of petceptual prominence was the maximum!, frequency-weighted
intensity value for the syllable, relative to the maxima of the

neighboring syllables. Duration and, fundamental frequency were

significantly poorer prominence predictors. A linear coMbination

of relative intensity.and duration was the best multi-parameter

predictor. In polysyllabic words, perceived relative prominence

ratings agreed with the intrins.ic lexical stress patterns in

essentially all cases. When prominence was predicted from relative
intensity measurements, it agreed with the lexical stress contours

'for 90 percent of the words; combined refative intensity and

duration brought the agreement to 92 percent.

INTRODUCTION

Prosodic features structure the speech signal at .,the suprasegMentaI

level. They serve to organize sequences of syllables into words and i*tases.

Lexical stress is an .import.ant cue to word identity, and automaticsttess.

indication for hypothesized syllable se.quences can be expected to assist in

the determinatj.on of the corresponding word sequenCes in_speech recognition.

Duration,..intensity, and the fundamental freqUency contour have been

'previously suggeste'd as acoustic correlates of'linguistiC stress (Mol' an&

Uhlenbeck, 1956; Bolinger, 195.8; Lehiste and Peterson, 1959; LieberMan,

1960). Since stress or prOMinence. judgment's 'can be considered to be

associated with the individual syljables, it is of interest to obtain

syllable-based measures for the prosOdic parameters. If prominence predic-

*This paper has been gubmitted to the Journal of the 'Acoustical Society of

America
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tors can be based on single.measurements per parameter rather than parameter

contours, a significant data-reduction ean be attained. Such measurementg
would truly reflect the supraSegmental aspects cif the prosOdic pArameters if

based on automatiCally derived syllable-sized units without regard to the
segmental structure of such. units. In the experiment to be described, we
have characterized the duration, intensity, and fundamental frequency con-

tours ih terms of differences betWeen adjacent 'syllables in the duration Of

the voiced subsegment of.the syllable, the peak frequency-weighted intensity,

and the peak fundamental frequency; and have determined the 'effectiveness of

these measurements; individually and in combination, in predicting syllabic
prominence'and lexical stress for a limtedsamount of speech.

The relative importance of the three acoustic correjates in signaling

stress in English has also received .much sattention. Conflicting, claims

abound, perhaps due to the different typep,of speech materials studied by the

various investigators (Fry, 1958; Lieberman, 1967; Lehiste, 1970).

Information concerning the phonemic content of acoustic segments is frequent-
ly signaled by a number of distinct.,acoustic features. Some leatures are

necessary, others are optional. In the appropriate. context, and when

appropriate values are assigned to 'all the other 'features; variation of the .

'value of each optional feature generally suffices to changP the phonetic

identity of the segment. It is.not surprising that a similar situation is

found for prosodic features. Sometimes One feature carries a heavier

information load, sometimes another.

This paper is Concerned with the acoustic correlates ol syllable

promineince (including ,lexical stres,$) in speech gpOken with .a limited

vocabulary and with controlled syntax, as if to a speech-understanding

aUtomaton. Speech-understanding systems, for the foreseeable future, will
not be able to recognize and "respond to.utterances seleeted from a natural
language in its entirety.' The necessity of controlling the vocabulary and
syntax of the acceptable utterances will impose its own'influences on the
pfosody of the spoken materials. .The reported expriMents therefore analyze
the acoustic correlates of prominence, in just such utterances.

Generalization of the results to other mode's of speech--such as fluent

conversation or script readings--may not be warranted.

Background

sProg'odic featu.res have not yet been widely exploited for pUrposes of
automatie Speech recognition,'although suggestions have been frequent that
such features would.prove uSeful. This lack of exploitation is due.:).to the

variable and intricate nature of the prosodic pafameters in continuous
speech, and to Ch.e consequent comparative 'rarity of publications that

quantitatively describe 'intonation, rhytlim, and rate in extensive sp 2ch

samples.'

'Progre.ss has been reported, however; in acoustic detection of stress and
closely associated phenomena such as, juncture.- An outstanding example is the
Series of studis of American English prosodies begun by Medress, Skinner,
and Anderson (1971) and continued by Lea and colleagueS.(l972, 1973a, 1973b,
1975, 1976a, 1976b). Lea's latest, report concludes that stress is best
determined by combinations of prosodic cues, of which long.chunks of high
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energy and local increases in fundamental frequency are the most effewtive.

Lea has reported .resulls ranging from 63. percent to 92, 119,rent correct

Vocation of.perCeived stresses, depending on the corpus exaMined.

In the same study, Lea reports that ,the "primary simple cues to stress

are (in order of increasing effectiveness): high intensity in the stressed

Vowel, long durations of stressed vowels or syllabic nuclei, and high F0

[fundgmental frequency] values in the stressed vowel." Lea is not explicit
on the details of his stress detection method, but it appears 'to be based on

absolute measurements. One result of the study to be described here 5n'which
relative values are used is that the reverse ranking was obtained.

Evidence was presented by Gaitehby (1974, 1975) that lexical stress in

fluently-rcad speech is, in the majority of cases, predictable' by .summing

weighted syllabic .data for peak frequency, intensity, and duration of

voicHg. Although the suMmation method appeared to have promise for

automatic. stressed syllable location in words and phrases, a prerequisite to

its mse, as Gaitenby implied, i the creation of an algorithm for detecting

syllable bpundaries. Mermelstein (1975). demonstrated that automatic

segmentation of syllables in continuous speech was feasible with small error

rates. This suggested that automatic prominence indication might possibly be

attained through assignment bf an integrated prominence measUre to the

individual syllables.

The present experiment was undertaken to examine further the effeCtive-'

ness of individual and combined prosodic parameters in locating stressed

syllables. An additional' consideratipn was an attempt to apply. syllable

segmentation as the first stqp in arriving at reliable automatic prominence

detection for speech recognition purposes.

METHOD

Speech Materials

In order to record samples ol speech that more closely resemble

spontaneous utterances than do direct script readings, we instructed a group

of talkeits to create sentences for themselves,' although constraints were put

.on the form and content of their utterances. Each talker was given,a state-
transition chart constraining the syntax and vocabulary of the sentences to

be spokeh. This.diagram (shown in F'Igure 1) confined the syn.tax'ao that the
utterances resembled commands' that may be given to a computer-based robbt.

The vocabulary was correspondingly limited. Each ,talker was .required to

construct his or her sentences by reading left to right across the diagram,

selecting words from successive columns. The talker was instructed 63 speak
each selected sentence aloud a time or two, as.rehearsal, and then to deliver
the sentence for the actual recording without referring back to the.diagram.
We hoped-that these' instructions would result in some degree of apontaneity

in the recorded sentences.'

Tour talkers.were used, two men and two women, all native speakers of
Americah English.' Each, talker recorded a minimum of six sentences in a'

single 'session. Twenty-four sentences were selected for analySis, four bv
Talker 1,.six each by Talkers 2%and 3, and eight by Talker 4.
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Perceptual Measurements

Perceptual proMinence judgments were collected to Provide a standard to
which the acoustic measurements'could be compared. Th j. tape0 sentences were

presented to listeners in the following formal test.of vr(ciJived prominence.

The subjects were told to mark the more prominent syllable of each pair of
adjacent syllables (syllable A vs. 8,13 vs. Ci etc.) in every sentence.

Although individual subjects 'were required to make binary judgments of

proMinence, indications of intermediate stress emerged in the pooled results.
This approach to listeners' stress judgments had been useful in a test we had
made in 1975 (unpublished) and a similar method was used by Lea et al (1973b)
in evaluating perceived stress., (Stress and prominence may be considered
equivalent terms when judgments are .made between contiguous syllables of

runring speech:)

Five listeners were chosen from the laboratory staff. The test was

taken by each subject individually, using headphones in a quiet environment,
proceeding at his or her own pace. Each received a typescript of the spoen
sentences on which the overlapping sequential syllable pairs were_indicated,
for example: ]damagd, mage(.1 ta, table]. Listeners were instructed, in

Listening Test 1,.to write down the syllable heard as prominent in each pair.
They, were allowed to play the 24 taped sentences in any order, and to listei
.as many times as necessary to arrive at judgments. Four out of the five
subjects finished the test in less thau an hour, at a single sitting.. None

of thefive found the teit difficult. An additional listener had found the
task impossible, and was not includtd in the final group.

TO establish the consistency of listeners' prominence judgments, the

experiment was repeated. Listening Test 2, the' same_as Test 1 except that
the prominent syllable had to be checkmarked rather than written,. out, was
presented to each of the subjects between a week and a month after the first

test, The results of Tests 1 and 2 appear as Appendices IA and 1B, IC and

ID.

In.both tests, the initial and final syllable data in all sentences were
doubled to.compensate for the fact that syllables in those positions could
reC:eive only half the number of. judgments received by the remaining syll
ables. The maximum nuMber of Votes that a syllable could receive in either
test was 10, resulting from two comparisons, one with the preceding and one
with the following syllable, .by each of, the five listeners. Ninetyfive
percent of the 274 syllables received the samd munber of pooled prominence
judgments in Test 2' as in TeSt 1. For.only four syllables did as many as
three judgments (out of 10) shift in the second test. The consistency of
invididual listeners in making judgments ranged. from 87 percent to 91

percent, averaging. 90 percent. In the pooled, results or' both listening

tests, more than half (54 percent) of the syllables received 'unanimous

jAgments. The' extent of interlistener agreement is illUstrated by .the
overall correlation between the most and least consistent listeners: 0.86.

Judgment consistency was significantly higher for the speech of Talker 1 and

lower fo,r Talker 2 than for the two other speakers. Similrr talker
differences appeared in the correlations of the acoustic parameters with the
perceptual data, as shown in Table 1. The strongest conflicts in judgments
occurred in syllable pairs having comparable 'potential fOr prominence.
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Examples are: big box, benentb all, all surfaces, in which inherently
stressed syllables abut--dnd pamphlets in, over a, under the, that are pairs
of normally unstressed syllables. The majority of,these "high conflict"
syllables either flanked a pause or were approximately equal, in duration, or

both.

TABLE 1: Correlation coefficienLi for acoustic parameters
prominence.

and perceived.

Talker 1 2 3 4 ' Overall

No. of Sentences 4 6 6 8 24

No. of Syllables 47 69 63 95 274

Relative Intensity 0.76 0.70 0.74 0.70 0.70

Relative Duration 0.70 0.44 0.53 0.45 0.52

Relative Frequency 0.44 0.21 0.38 0.55 0.38

Relative Intensity & 0.81 0.73 0.77 0.77 0.77

Relative Duration

Acoustic Measurements

The data were automatically segmented into syllable-sized units, using
minima in a frequency-weighted intensity function as likely syllable boundar-

ies (MerMelstein, 1975). The intervals within the syllabic units manifesting
voicing as evidenced by a significant amount of low freqUency energy (07300
Hz) were next delimited. (Ic should be noted that the, "syllabic tinit" is no
necessarily exactly kiuivalent to the perceived Syllahle where phonological
and lexical criteria may play a significant role.) We attempted to weight the
intensity function when integrated over frequency so that it approximated

perceptual loudness. The weightihg function was flat between 500 Hz and 4
kHz and dropped off at 12 dB/octave outside these frequepcfes. The maximum

of this weighted intensity function over the.voiced portilon of the syllabic
unit was assigned as the peal( intensity of the sylLable. Fundamental

freiuency values were computed for voiced intervals using an autocorrelation-
based pitcil extraction program (Lukatela, 1973), and the peak frequency for
the syllable was determined. The algorithm-based measurements were cross-
checked against wideband spectrograms of all 24,sentences generated with the

,Digital Pattern Playback (Nye, Reiss, Cooper-, McGuire, Mermelstein and

Montlick, 1975). The spectrograms, each hard copy ,dispiaying 1.6 sec of
speech, w-L-'e augmented by frequency and weighted intensity curves.

Up to this stage, data were collected without knowledge of the specific
verbal ontent of the. speech material. To correct possible. syllabification
errors output by the segmentation program, the recordings were thetn listened
to. It was found thzt the algorithm had successfully detected 93 percent of
the 274. -syllables. The errors were the following: 9 cases in which one
'syllable was subdivided into 2, one case of '1 syllable subdivided into 3 (in
IbleIcH of "razorblade"), and Seven two-syllable sequences that were not
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divided. The Most frequent cntlso of more syllables having been indicated by
the program than were heard, was the presence of a.cl,ear dip in intensity

within a diphthong. To-, few 'syllables had been indicated most often in two-
syllable'sequencos in w h it least ono syllable was unstressed, and in

k
which the phone at, the co,.. on boundary between the ,syllables was n semivowel

i

(/r/ er /1/) or syllabic /n/. These errors were .band-corrected. In

addition, Syllabic units shorter tHan 51.2 ms were discarded, being deemed
too 5rie'f to have syllable status in the particular Utterances'.

. .-
,

The acoustc measurements were coriVerted to units similar to those used
1

in Caiteriby's 105 study, nathely1;, peak fundumental frequency.- 4 Hz, dura-
'tion of voicing 12.8 ms, and pok intensity - 1 dB. The parametric data,
in these units, are given in tppendices 2A and 28, 2C and 2D. [Talkers 1 and

2 (the. female speakers) had fUndameltal frequency ranges that were much
higher than.those of the male talkers. To take this into consideratin, the

.T0 data for the lowest peak in, each sentence became the baseline for the

frequency measurements.]

RESULTS

Correlation coefficients between each measurement and the perceptual
prominerice scores were selected as indicators of the effectiveness of any one
measurement in predicting perceptual prominence. (A preliminary result wus
that absolute intensity predicted pr9minence at approximately the same rate
as the, parameter summing method mentioned in the Background ,section of tSis

report. The correlation coefficient for absciute intensity and perceived
prominence was 0.54.) Since the percepLpal judgments were determined rela-
tive to the prominence of thd neighboring syllables, the intensity, frequency
and duration measurements were converted to relative measures through the use
of the following local difference function on groups of three copsecutive
syllables:

Mx '= 2Mx -.(Mx-1 Mx+1)

.where Mx is a relative measure for syllable, x (peak frequency, peak

intensity, or duration), and Mx is the absolute measure for the same

variable. For the initial and final syllable we used

and

-Mx 2(Mx Mx-1) respectively.

The resulting corrjlation coefficients were given in' Table 1. It is

apparent that of the, individual measurements, relative intensity is the
single best/correlate' of relative prominence. In terms of the overall
results, duration and fundameotal frequency are the.worst correlates, in that
order-7 However, when we look at the correlation caefficients for he texts
of individual talkers, duration is less highly correlated with rominence
than frequency for one talker. There appear to be significant dif..:erences in
the way the various talkers encode the prominence information in terms'of the
three prosodic parameters.

0
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We next investigated whether a linear combination of the two moat"

effective paramete'rs would prove more useful than either of them flIone. The

two bent individual parapetern, relative intbtosity find duration, showed a

correlation coefficient of 0.3 with 'respect to each other. -Based on multiple
regression techniques (McNemar, 1969), the result.ing best estimator for

vrominonce from relative intensity and "duration was determined Co he

P,st 0.59 11...el r 0.32 0I.,1

where Iret and Dr,1 are the relative.intensity and duration measuremenCs, and
Pe,t is the estimated. relative prominence. The correlation of this new
estimate with the prominence judgments.was 0.77.

To judge the effectiveness of the above correlation figure, we attempted
to determine the disagreement to be expected tbetween the prominence ratings
of different listemers. It is unlikely that the agreement between the,

overall prominence judgments and that predicted from acoustic measuiements
can exceed the agreement between prominence judgments of individual lis-

teners. Since each listener bulged the -spoken data twice, consistency

measures Were available on the' judgments by each listener. The mast
consistent. and least consistent 1:steners were selected to illustrate the
range ot ludgments one can expeCt. .The overall correlation between .the
judgments of these two subjects was 6.36. This figure, then, represents a
r6tigh upper limit to which the correlation between the best estimate of
prominence and its judgment may be compared. Evidently,- relative intensity
and duration are quite effective when used in combination to predict relative
prominence' Relative intensity alone is slightly poorer.

DISCUSSION

The results of the correlation analyses show that the ranking of the
single parameters as prominence-cues is intensity first, duration second, and
fundamental frequency third--the reverserder of that found by FrY (1958)
and Lea (1976a). A, main difference between this analysis and those, aSide
from the type of intensity measurement, is that the present data are-values
relative to the adjacent syllables. Another difference is that many of ojr
sample sentences were delivered ather slowly and hesitantly. Thei sizable
'pitch excursions,' aA strongly contrasting durations thaC may sometimes
accompany fluent ,speech tend to disappear in utterances thnt are hesitantly
or cautiously produced, with rhythmic Phrasing lessening as stress tends to
be.applied more evenly to all of the words in slow speech. When frequency
and duration are "vader-used" as cues to prominence, the reliability of
intensity as a stress signal may i-ncrease due to the well-known trading
effects among the parameters.

Perceived relative prominence ratings agreed with Otrinsic (that is,

dicLionary) lexical stress in esseniially every case. For -these multisylla-
bic words we attempted to predict lekical stress from acoustic measurements.
,Relative intensity correctly indicated lexical- patterns in 90 percent of the
(multisyllabic) words.' Two words were responsible for-5 of the 8 errors
found: "beneath" and "maroon." Since /i/ or /u/ appeared in the-stressable
syllnble'c L-wo word:1, normalization with respect to tlip-average peak
intensi:v for-1./ ior ..iowels was tried, buC without significant reSult.
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It was noted that error words "beneath" and,"maroon"- usually preceded a pause

.-and were accompanied by a fall in peak Fo and a large riae in duration

relatiye 'to the preceding syllable. Duration was plainly the solitarY

auprasegmental feature signaling prominence in those cases. Also noted, in

passing, was the fact that both of these words and "settee," another word

Ordchicing an error,- arp intrinsically stressed on the-final syllable

When the linear combination of relative intensity and relative duration

was.used as a predictor of major lexical stress, the number of errots lell to

6; .and in predicting secondary stress, one error: occurted in the Ward

."razorblade." In total, the speech sample contained'77, polysyllabic words (37.

'different words, including. 5 in both singular and plural forms). There were

11 trisyllabic:tokens and 66 disyllables. 'Using the intensity and duration

cbmbination fbr stress prediction, the words with errors'were, as before, all

disyllabic: "beneath" (twice), "under" (twice), "dny" and "settee." Again

the errors occurred often in prepauaal words containing the phone /i/ in the

normally stressed syllable. Four odt of 6 errors were in function words.

All error words occurred late in the'sentences. It was noted too that, the

meaning of'both "beneath" and'"under" is low, a factor that might influence

:their prosodics to some extent. Combined intensity and duration: predicted

the lexical stress, patterns in 97 percent of the polysyllabic coritent words

and 69 percent of the function words. For all pOlysyllables, the intensity

duration :combination's stress prediction rate was 92 percent. Tbia figure

equal's the highest prediction'tatce- for perceived stresses achieved by Lea

(1976a) and by \Sargent 7'(1975). Our 2 percent gain in overall stress

predixtion, achieved by the inclusion of duration as well as intensity data,

may be hardly worth the iacreased Complexity of the algorithm. Alone, as has

been shown, frequencyweighted intensity is a highly reliable Stress predic

tor.

Lea reported elsewhere (1976b pp. 6-8) that his approach had Succeeded

in detecting syllables at an 81 percent rate in a,corpus that consisted of 15

statements, questions, and commands, and that 63 percent of the atressed

syllables had been located correctly. The 24 'Sentences we have examined here

are comparable in length to thoSe used by Lea, but represent only commands,

and might be considered mdre simple in syntax. A Precise Gomparison of

resdlts is therefore difficult. Nevertheless, our'overall syllable detect.ion

rate was 93-percent, and the correlation of 0.77 between relative prominence

predieted via intensity and duration, ai34 perceptually judgedj suggests.that

85 .to 90 percent' o'f all syllables fudged prominent woujd be located.

Adf:omatic stress assignment -requires e construction of /a decision rule

based on acoustic measurements such as 'those used here. / In polysyllabic

words the simplest rule is to assign major lexical sttess tiO the syllable in

the word found most prominent. For monosyllabic words, a a-imple threshold on

the relative prominence may suffice for stress assigAment. Prominence

measures can, additionally, serve to predict the clatity: with which the

acoustic information can be expectedrto be manifested. i

A few-peripheral, observations about the sample sentences are worthy of

mention. Firat, the limited syntatic structUre used in our sample sentences

was meant not only tc resemble commands to a robot., but also to reveal

structural relationships with prosodic features: Sdffar, aside fromeertain

long pauses, evidence of regular prosodic reflections. of syntax has not been
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found in the data. ' This result may- not be surprising in view of the fact
tflat only 'syllable peak data were examined and the utterances, were predomi7,
nantly slow.

Second, pause length was extremely variable, both yithin and across

talkers, ranging up to 1.8 secs. Seventeen of the 24 sentences Contained at

least one pause, and Talker 3 produced five of the sentences lacking any

pause. If more than one pause occurred in a sentence, the first'wai the
longest. 4Most of the pauses took place after the first noun (which preceded
the adverbal phrase)and thns .appeared to'have. syntactic relevance: No

pauses occurred at any earlier location in a sentence.. There were a few

cases of pause introduced +between an adjective (Or article) and.the final
noun. In this position the word "a" was pronounced 1e/..I and "the" became an
elongated t5A) or [ail. Such hesitation effects had several possible causes:
the spatial design o.f the diagram given tp the talkers as a guide,to their
productions, the res'tric'ed vocabulary, and the .constraints of the speaking
task a's a whole. Average time intervals between stressecOsylLibles and pause
length showed no dependable relationshipq.

Finally, Table 2 shows the intensity'and frequency ranges for the four
individual talkers. The voices of the female speakers were "tYpically" high;
the men's were low. The women displayed not only a larger.frequency range,
but also a smaller intensity range than that of both men. As expected, the
range and ratios of voicing duration were similar for all four talkers.
Generally speaking, there was as much variation, in the absolute duration for
a give'n word within a single talker's speech as there was across thet.alkers.

TABLE 2: Ranges of intensity and frequency, by Talker

-
Talker Intensity Frequency

#1 Female' 11.2 dB 108 HZ
#2 12.8 110

-#3 Male 14.7 72

#4 16.3 83

CONCLUSIONS

Relative prominence-of syllables in continuous speech may be predicted
from syllable-based measurements with a reliability approaching the agreement
between individual listeners. The most and least consistent listeners in the
perceptual test of prominence showed 'a mutual correlation of 0.86. This
figure is a standai-d against which the acoUstic predictibns of prominenee may
,be evaluated. Of the three ,individual prosodic parameters, a reltive
measure of spectrally-weighted. intensity correlates most highly (0.70 over-
all) with perceived prominence-in the (mostly) slow speech sample. Syllable
prominence is predicted more closely, however, by a combination of relative
intensity and relative duration of voicing, with an overall correlation of
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0.77. This combination predicts lexical stress in 92 percent of polysyllabit
content and function words.

The sample we have discussed includes utterances by only four talkers,
two men and two women; therefore the observation made on male versus female

prosodic differences can be considered only suggestive. The implication..from

our very limited data is that female speakers have both a wider frequency

range and a narrower intensity range than males. Further research is plainly

needed on prosodic differences in male versug female speech. One question

is: to what . extent are these differences affected by socio71inguistic

factors?

Research is also needed on.the extent to which the use of the separate
prosodic cues to prominence change with increasingly rapid sPe,ech for a

Variety of gpeakers. A persisting related question is how speech material
and other factors influence speech rate and segmental duration. The depen-
dence of vowel duration on speech mode,.for example, is.highlighted in Harris
'and Umeda (1974) where it is concluded that the role of prosody seems to be
very different in carrier phrases as opposedto connected text'.

The present" results.provide further quantitativ'e evidence that different
talkers may use their prosodic resources for prominence in different ways,
some ysing more intensity or frequency variations, others, more 'durational

cues. Lieberman aad Michaels .(1962) have made a similar'dbservation, that
individual talkers show prosodic differences in expressing emotional atti-.
.tudes. Nevertheless, in the present gpeech sample, the pattern of relative
intensity is the single:feature .shared dependably by all fOlir talkers in

signaling prominence. Carefully spoken sentenceS--like those examined in

this report--mly be the.most recognizable form'of connected speech'input to
computers for some time. We suggest the useof the simple frequency-weighted
intensity measure for prominence prediction in this type of man-machine

communication task.
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11s1 Select each eraser
down beneath all,these seven desks.

Teat 1 0 6 9 3 10 o lo o 6 9 2 0 5

4 0 !I 10 0 10 o o 7 1 9 0 5

20

Tot.
0 11 19 0 20 0 :20 0 13 17 17 o

T152 Repair the damaged pamphlet above the eleventn cnair.

1 0 10 0 10 0" la 5 0 10 4 1 10 0 5

10 0 10 0 10 5 '0 4 1 10 0 5.
.10

20

Tot. 0 20 '0 20 0 20 10 0 20 8 2 20 0 .1g-

T155 Take the apple up from a big box.

1 5 0 10 0 9 '6 0 9 1

57: 0 10 0 9 5 17 3

20 8

Tot. 49- 0 20 0 16 11 1 16 .4-

T1S4 Move the phonebooks out beneatn seven shelves.

'5 o 10 0 10 0 8 7 o 5

5' 0 10 10 0 7 6 o 5 .

20 20

Tot. -IP- 0 .20 0. 20 0 15 15 0 -19-

T2S1 ,Find a damaged ra4orblade down beneath all stho desks.

5 0100 10 0 5 10 0 5 9 6 o 5

5 0100 10 0 5 10 0, 7 7 6 0 5

20' 20

Tot. -10- 0 20 0 20 0 10 20 0 12 .16 12 0 -19-

T2S2 Remove each eraser up from, any maroon box.

0 8 7 0 10,0 3 2 9 4 1, 6 4

G .7 6 0 10 0 10 0 10 h 1 6 h

16

Tot. 0 15 15 .0 20 0 19 2 19 82 12 4-
,

T235 Paste some booklets up under each maroon shelf.

; 5 0 10 0 8 7 0 10 0 6 4

4

5 010,1 8 6' 0 10 0 6 4 ,

2) 16

Tot. -IQ- 0 20 1 16 15 0 20 -0 12' 4-

72S4 Hide tne apple to the lowest sutface.

,Test 1 5 a 10 1 7 '2 10 0. 10 0

" 2 5 0 10 0 10 0 0 i 10 0 ,

20

Tot. 0 20 1 17 2 19 1 20 '0

,T2S5 Pick each casebook down under each big box.

1 3 2 10 0 9- 0. 0 7 5 )

2, 5 1, 9 0 9 u 0 8 2 5

16
lb

Tot. -g- 3 19 0. 16 12 0. 15 7 -

T236 Select Some erasers down from a big shelf.

0 9 6 o lo .0 10 s4. 1 7 3

0 9 5 1 10 0, 10 '3 2 6 4

14

Tot. 0 18 11 1 20 0 J , 7 3 13. q-

T3S1 Repair a damaged razorblade in the seventh box.'

0 10 6 io 0 10 0 10 5 '0 10 1 4

0 10 0 10 0 10 o 9 5110 1, 4

16

Tat. 0 20 0 '20 0 20 0 19 10 1 20 2

;32 ,Seect'an apple from all Gem shelves., .

0100 10 1 4 9 6 0 5,

0 10 .0 10 1 4 9 6 0 .5

20

TOt. 0 20 0 20 2 8 18

.

o -10-,

7353 Paste some books down'onto all surfaces.

5 0 8 7 0 8 '7 0 5

5 0 8 6 6 p6 9 1 4

' 20 18

Tot. -IQ- 0 16 13 11 0 14 16 1 -9-

T3s4. Ride a razor in the top room.

° 1r,'
37,0 7 3

.5 0 10: 2 7 1 7 3

20 12

Tdt. -10- 0 20 5 14 .1 14 -é-

Appendix 1A Appendix 1B
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:3S5 Get the apple down from the top corner.

Teat 1 5

q

20

Tat. -Ig-

0 . 10. 6 10 4 1 6. 9 o

o 10 0 10 5' 0 5, 10 0

0 20 9 20 9 1 11 19 '0

T336 Pick seven, telephones up from any big room.

1 9 , 10,0 6 9 2 8 1 4 5

2 d b loo 6 9 ; 9 0 5 5

6
20

Tot. 17 0 20 0 12 18 3 17 1 9 40-

T4S1 paste each damaged casebook up over a shelf.

0 1 10 a 9 6 4 1, 5

7 0 10 0 9 6 1 4 5

4
20

Tot. -2- lo 12 0 20 o 16 12, 5 5 40-

T4S2 Get seven erasers out beneath the settee.

1 9 1 4 10 0 10 0 10 0 6. 4

0 10 2 3 10 0 10 0 10 0 5 5:

2 18

Tot. 4-19 3 7 20 0 20 0 20 0 11 -9-

T4S3 Remove each damaged apple out Under the bottom table.

0 5 7 B 0 10" 0 10 5 0 ,5 9 1 10 0

5 7 6 o lo o 9 5 1510 0 10 0

Tot. 0 10 14 16 0 20 0 19 10 1 10 19 1 20 0

T4S4 Destroy red pamphlets in the seven books'.

0 7 b 7 4 5 1 10 0, 5

' 0 6 6 .8 2 7 .1 10 0 5

20

Tot, 0 13 12 15 6 12 2 20 0 4g-

T4S5 Hide the telephone books up under the 'corner.

5 0 10 0 6 5 9 5. 1 4 10 -..

10 0 6 4 10 5 2 3 10 -7

Tot. -ig- 0 20 0 12 9 19 10 3 7 20(Syll. lost) ,

54S6 ,,Select each damaged razortlade In every surfacei

9 o 10 1 9 0 10 0 :

10 0 10 0 10 0. 10 0

20 1 19 0 20 0

Test 1 o 5 9 7 0

" 2 0 5 9 6 0

Tot. 0 10 16 13 0 19 0

T4S7 Put the damaged table Up onto 'the surface.

5 0 10 o 1008 7 1 4 10 0

5 o 10 o 10 1 8 6 1 4 10 0

20

Tat. 40- 0 20 0 20 1 16 13 2 8 20 0 ,

T4S8 Hide some red apples up undef,the besket.

5, 0 7 8 0 9 6 o 5, 10 0.

5 o 6 9 o 9 6. 2 3 10 0,

20

Tdt. -igi -0 13 17 0 18 12. 2 8 20 6

Appendix iC Appendix 1D



(T1S1 Select each eraser down beneath all these seven deskS,

24 20 24,24, 17 13 15 20 14 15 12 23 12 18
70

Dur. 7 1) 17 10 16 20 28 11 22 22 16 10 16 15

, Int. 11 12 4 5 9 1 7 5 3 8 150, 4

T1S2 'Repair the,damaged pamphlet aboVe the eleventh Chair..

F
o

25 25 21 8 .18 22 14 14 13 17 4 11 11 19'

Dur. 12 14 5 17 18 12 10 24 .26 6 26 11 20

Int. 6 12 9 ) 6 8 6 4 10 5 0 7 0 3

T133 Take the apple up.from a big box.

F 29 32 15 14 ,16 1.0 15 19 15

' D 17 9 1521 12 32 19 21 15

I 12 7' 5 0 8, 4 1 ,7 2

7154 hove the Ohonebooks out beneath seven shelves.

F 27 2 23 10 25 20' 1.! 21 13 20

D 29 7 24 14 21 6 21 9 12 26

8 6 8 8 9 5, 3 7 0 6

T2S1 Find a damaged razorbladedown beneath ell sevenldeske.

F 22 23 15 12 16 11 9 10 10 8 8 ! 10 6 13

D 18 11 14 14 20 10 22 24 .8 18 19 12 13 16

I 10 4 3 1 9 0 2 12 5 0 6 11 2 11

7252 Remove each eraser up from any meroon box.

F 15,21 15 24 13 12 12. 17 6 8 11 12 1

D 10 21 12 5 17 15 11 21 10 21 9 26 14

/ 3 7 4 3 12 2 11 5 5 2 '0 1 '8

T253 Paste sone booklets up under each maroon. shelf.

F ?i 21 16 3 9 9 7 9 11 7 10

D 19 14 9 12 9 15 10 .13 12 31 16.

I 13 2 871010304 3 lo

72S4 Hilethe apple to th",e loweat surface.

F

D

I

7265 Pick each casebook aown under esch big box.

18 11 14 14 11

21 10 13 17 13

17 11 13 4 8

5 7 7 7 25

10 18 8 10 4

13 14 13 7 0

46 42 41 24, 31 30 28 3 31 2

7 10 12 12 22 14 10 14 18 i7

6 10 12 12. 5 5 0 .6 9

l!r2S6 Select ?OM erasers down from a big shelf.

17 31 34 23 25 13 26 29 16 21 25

D 4,14: - 5 12 20 0 33 ,(:) 18 24 18

I 0 10 5 .4 9 0 11 4 2 13 8 .

T3S1 Repair P. dlemeged reiorblade in the seventh box.

12 17 12 13 12 13 11 6 7 7, 13 lp 7

p 11 23 9 2b 8 18 11 24, '12 12 11 ,11 21

'11 9.13 11 1'2 ) 12 4 7j 4 ,0 11 11

l'T3S2 Select an epple from akl seven shelves.

,1

9,14

6.12

9 16

21 23 14 7

9 17 9 IA

,

11 1; 8 10

i

12

25

12

12

11

12

10

12

0

21

12

I Padte some books down onto all-eUrfacmj

15'

14-

9 i

18

19

1.

17

1, 17

6

.15

24

Hi

8 3 8

17 1/3 11

3 b 5
,

13

5

0

.9

(3) 6

0 0
1

Hide a raior in the top rloom..

-

18

18'

le

5,

11

9

13

24

13

5

110

1

6

5

16

6.

15

1

I
'

10

11 ! 9

17 1F4

15 2 4
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ps5 Get the apple down fror. the top corner,

14, 21 9 8 4 5 13 4

!!) 13 9 19 16 29 11 7 16 11 8

15 9 15 16 5 0 15 11 4 ,

13,56 Pick seVen telephones up fror, any big roor.

1. 14 15 10 16 7 8: 11 10 8 15 8 o

9 12 14 112 9 29 15 18 11 13 20' 34

15 16 9 15 15 10 15 9 5 0 4 1

41 Paste each damaged casebook up,, over a shelf,

22 30 16 17' 10 0 13 11 9, 7 1 ,

14 14 16 16 9. 10 9 17 7 7 11

9 6' 16 8 9 .0 12 5 2 2 7

'74s2 Get seven erasers out beneath the settee.

13 19 22 16. 10 3'19 6 9 0 6 9

11 10 10.12 16 12 12 12 5 8 15

12 18 12 13 13 3 16 o 4 1 11 2

;t4S3 Remove each damaged apple out outer the bottom table.

12 22 21 14 13 13 1 12 11 11 5 9 13

1321 15 119 7, 14 14 17" 12 13 19 13 14 0 10

I 311 11 116 7 14 4 17 8 4 o 14 10 5 2

11454 Destroy rid pamphlets in the sevpi books.

,p 8, 17 13 13 4 4 6 6 7

7 27 21 19 11 13 H9 12 27 11

'1 0 14 14 9 3 1 '0 11 0 5

,1!r4s5 'Ride the telephone books up under the corner.

14 11 17 13 4, 4 9 5 6 3 13 lost)

15 5 1101, .9 23 12 13 24 7. 4 iq

20 1 21 21 13.. 11. PO 13 ; 0 14 ... I .

Appendix 2C

.T4S6 Select eacn dariged razorblade In 6yery audio .

\4
9' 13 2.,1 9 .10 o

(d vcd.)

D 5 14 13 15 12 16 15 29 6 14 12 \ ,10

5 17 7 14 5; 9 0 5 .0 8 2 \9

Put the dar.aged t

/able
up onto the surface. \ !\

1) 22 9 10 12 .8 5 13 0

.9 17 14 6 13 '8 7 11 8 N\
\

5 8 4 12 6 1 0 11 0

1407

F 25 14 17,

D 8 11 19

11 2 14

T4s8 Hide some redt apples up under the baskets,

/

F 16 13 11 11 2 9, 108. o 8 0!

D 16 14 6 16 15 12 14 8 9166

I 14 6 i 9, 12 o 7 4 0 O. 8 0

1
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